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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The story of electrolytes begins in 1832;) when Faraday
has discovered that the solutions of acids, bases and salts
conduct an electric current and the amount of electricity is
determined by the electrochemical equivalen-t of the' atom or
atom-group. This discovery, the 'Faraday la\ol of electrolysis
as we know now, suggests that the flow of electricity in so~
lutions considered is related to new solute particles and l~d
llelmholtz2) to the assumption of "Atomender Elektrizitat l1 ,
inherent to the atom or atom-group. 'Before the production
of the new solute particles became well-established, however,
another evidence had to be accumulated. In 1887, vanlt Hoff3)
found an anomaly that the solutions conducting electricity
do not obey the simple v~njt Hoff law, and introduced was
the vanlt Hoff coefficient into his law. The conducting
power' of solutions for electricity and their abnormal thermo-
dynamic behaviour were clearly unified by Arrhenius4)whO pro-
pounded a view that when an electrolyte is dissolved into
"rater, the, molecule dissociates into ne", particles, l1ions II
as Faraday had named originally, to a greater or less extent.
From 1887 aftervrards the knol>Tledge of ionic solution "has
enormously increased. The experimental results were in ac- .
cord "'i th the prediction of the Arrhenius dissociation theory.,
.,'
for a group of electrolytes but this was n.ot the case"'fo'r
-1-
other: the conventional classificatz'on was set up into iizveak'i
and "strongL' We need only tb mention here, as an example of
outstanding devia-iion from the Arrhenius theory, the well•-
established 61/2 ruie ( c, concentration of eiectroiyte ),
i?Thich was found to apply the thermodynamic data, for example '
osmotic coefficient, and also the transport phenomena of strong
electrolyte solutions. It iixas ny!nade clear that failure of the
Arrhenlus theory comes from the omÅ}ssion of interionic inter-
                 '
.qÅëtion, whieh was easily recognised to be of Coulombic nature.
              '
     l923 i•ias a starting point 'for in"uroducing the new era i'n
th' e history' of electrolyte theory, when Debye and Hiicke15)
succeeded in treati'ng the interionic interaction. According
.to Arrhenius, the undissociated molecvLles are in eguilibrium
xvith the dissociated ions in a sense of Guldberg-1,laage. Con-
seq-uently, xno.r 'vreak electrolytes, which produce a relatively
small amount of ions,only short-range ferce would be a domi-
nant factor to be taken into consi.deration, whereas for strdng
electrolytes Coulombic interaction intervenes that can not be
overlooked. Therefore, in strong electrolyte solutions 'bhere
can be no random distribution of the ions. Such an unders`band-
ing was first sugge' Isted by Dciiner6) and succeeded to Debye,
The latter assumed the B'o'ltzmann distribution for ions, in'con---
trast to c-hosh7) who developed an erroneous theory based on a :
regular distribution. The success of the Debye-HUckel theory
T-Jas so glittering in interpreting experimental data that
                      , -2-
'r.'"•
      their equations ibrm the basis of aU the considerations which
      have been publÅ}shed 6n ionic interaction. . '
           The Debye-HUckel theory has, of course, a liLnit of apt
      plicabiliisy which is not inconsistent to the assunptio4p rp. ade
      at the beginning: that the ion is a point-charbffe, and tlie ele-
      ctrostatic energy is much smaller than the ldnetic one, and
      the molecule can dissociate into ions completely, Recent ex.
      tensions proposed are related to the.se three. 1,le x,Jill discuss,
      here, the outline of the$e extensions that are of importance
      in the fi' eld of polyelectrolyte solutions.
      (A Point-Char e Ap roximation. When ive want to have theo--
      ry that can explain the behaviour of concentrated solution,
            '
   , where the origincfi`l Debye-HUckel theory cZearly fails, we wilZ
, notice that the exclusion volume of ions has to be taken into
      agcount. Debye and HUckel, in their second approxiiliation, '
    . manipulated this effect, though not sufficiently, seiith the
      assumption ehat only the central ion has a finite size and all
      others' are point-charges. The first approximation was some-
     what improved by this subtle treatment, which was obliged to
     invoke by their adopting the Beltzmann distribution. Accord-
     ing to this distrÅ}bu-tion, even an infinÅ}te number of i+ons may
                            '
     be present simultan.,eou'isly in a; volume element of the solution.
                        "'t
     However, this can neVer be possible: the ions can not approach
     within a distance to;"'each other, that depends on the cryStallo-
                         '
     graphic radiu$ and `bhe state of hydration Of the ions. Debye's
;     it
adoptation of the Boltzmann distributton, thus leads to an
                                                        +overestima.tion ef the interionic interaction, as cJmpanson
betvJeen theory and experiment •indicates; the error becomes
greater with increasing concentration. !n l952, I'Ji--cke and .
Eigen8) took one step towards extending the Debye-}Ittckel
theory to higher concentratÅ}on ranges in a different way
firom that of some other authors9) who looked for the ways
of circumventing the dif!"icult problem of introducing the
concentration effect. "ihe novel rdea developed by Vii.cke
          '
and Eigen is in attracting our attenti'on to the distribution
formUla itself. The Boltzmann formula i$ replaced by one of ,
a new type "ihioh is a special case of the equation derived
by FalkenhagenlO) [rhe fairly good agreement with experiment
is obtained by using a single parameter, ionic exclusion -
volume, in higher concentration ranges.
     It must be mentioned that, with regards to the theory
of irreversible precess, great effortr.has been made to'Å}ntro--
duce" an ion diameter with the aim of extendiztg the Debye-•
HUckel-Oh'sager-LF"uoss theoryll)
                                                            '
 B Small Electros'batic Potential Energ\-. This assumpt•ion
can be expressed by the follo"Jing relatlon
       e)b /kT ÅqÅq l,. Åql-l)
where e is the charge, Li) the electrostatic potentÅ}al, k, the
                    Li ;Bolt2mann constanti r/his ;tias a very important assu]npt,ion:
                            -4-
zvhich led Debye 2.nd liUekel to the sel'E--consisLvent soluta"  on oirt
the Poisson-Boltzmann eq-uatÅ}on, thout.'h they did notr notice the
importance at au. onsager and otherSi2) have extensiveiy
discussed the nature of this approximation and pointed out
that it was more than a mere mathematical device to avoid com-
plicated calcu!ation. !t is, however, evident 'bhat (1-i) re-
stsric`bs the application of the theory to dilute solutions o'f
eiectroLytes of iox•r va].encY. Gronwall et ail3) took a view
that this approximatÅ}on had to be removed so as to obtain
more reasbnable agreement betiyreen theory a'nd experiment than
that by the Debye--HUckel theory. In fact the more exact solu-
                                     '
eion oi" the non-linearised Poisson--Boltzraann equation waB use-"
rnul in interpreting some of the experimental resulbs. How-
ever some authors12) regarded thÅ}s way of approach as !tLg&Lgal=i 1
,ILMeg,g)iLgw]{!,Ld btf l because the treatifien-t is- not self-co4sistent.
     It is worthy to notice that Y in (1-1) does net denbte
the potential at a specified distance from the ceatral i-on,
 St/) decreases v;Å}th increasÅ}ng distance monotonica.lly so khat
this assumption i wul be realised also rnor solv.tions of electto-
lytes of higher valency if the solutions are extremely dilute.
However, on the.contrary, g,ven Å}n the case oÅí 1-1 type electro-
                                   '
                -lytes, it will be inlegitim,ate in a vicinity of the Å}on v;hen
               'the ions have a small raq.z'us. Thus zge see that the assumption
shou!d be interpreted to be for aU important values of the
                            .t5v ' '
             t-'
        The l,licke-Ejtten theory, just discussed c"`bove, also as-
   sumes (l-1). With the results nov available, i`u js possible
   to see that the e.ssumption holds in more concentrated solutions.
  This is rather curious at a gla:,nce, but 'iall important values
   of the distance't should be interpreted to become larg'er xirith
   increasing exclusion volutme of io,ns. If this consideration is
- jinstified, vJe siJould be ne.ble to stand in a.n optimisbic vieig
   tha'L the dilute solutiGns of polyelectrolytes, thG volume ex-•
   clusion ei{ect of that is generaUy pronouneed, mcay be under-
   stood with use of a siutlar method to that appLied to the so-
  lutions o'f simple electrolytes.
        X"e mentioned tlie inlegitim,acy of (l--X) for small ions.
  Thls was a starting point of Bjerrum's treatemnt otir ion-pair
  forbnation, which wiU be discussed later on,
                '
  KC) Com lete DissoÅëievion A view that the molecule ef
  strong electrolyte completely dissocia.tes into ions in aqueous
                                      l5)
  solution z•,Tas first ts.ken by Bjerrum
                                     vho observed that the
  optical properties o!n thts solution did iiQt depend on the con-
  centration. The Debye--Hiickel theory, formulated on the hypo-
  thesis of complete dissoeiation, "ron so generai aeceptance
  that tT a great deal ;bf tirae was spent in demolishinbcr spurious
. degrees of- dissociation arrived at by ignoring intertontc inter-
  actionsi as pointed. ou"'t'"by Beul6) HovTever, the pendulum be--
                                 l4)
  gan to swing baek when Bjerrum
                                     proposed the concept of m+on-
  pairÅ}ng. As.mentioned abovej Debye's approximation is invalid
                               -6-
iL
    when ion$ can approach to each other to considerably smefi,11
    dist.ance. The length,
           q= Z.4 Zp eg/2 (l kT, (1-2)
    is a critical radius, according to Bjerrum, i•Jhere z is the va,-
    lenoy of ion indiceked by the subscript, e the dÅ}electric con..
    stant of the medium, eo the elementary charge tcn.ken as the ab--
    solute value,, Zf the distance betEieen in•;o ions r' ls larger
    than q, the Debye approximation applies in its origtnal form,
    but if r'-Åqg. a correctÅ}on has to beiintroduced. :the concept
    of ion-pairing ;-ias devised for tackling such a correction
  . term and B-jerrum treats.i: anJ ion (B which 'is presen`u in the spine--
    rical shell (radius q) as "associated by the central ion of -;i
   He analysed activ-rty' daba and obtained much more reasonable
   vc-.lue of ioni-c rad'ius than by direct a..pplica.tion of the Debye-
   HV.ckel theory, especially for bi-bivalent e!ec-trolytes. A
    featuRe of the Bjerruym treatment is that it ascertains th.e
    existence of undissociatecl molecules in strong electrolyte
    solutions. Expe•rimen-t?el evidence accumulated more recently
                   .
                                                       '
    support.s .B,jerrum's assertion..
    - [Vhe B"'err,um rpodel is essentiaE-lty- ap electrostatic one
                                        J
                                                              '
   based on Cou:om.bic law, just a.s :DebyerH-Uckql:'s model t] at car•-
   ried a tendelcy to discount any specrific cl;qmical• explanation.
   !,t 1 s o.f cou,Tse qu, e.s:tlqn,.abLe whetlier short:-range .;.nterac,t, tTon
   can be safely i.crnored la1,h,en two ions a'p-proach very c;Qse t.o .qne
                                   '
                                -7-
               t
I.
1
     T/he phemomena of Å}mcomp!ete dissociation seeiil to be of
iimportance in the th'eld orfi polyelectrolyte solutions. The
macro-tons earry genercrCLIy numerous cl,iarg.es, the potential
of whlch is considerably higher than that of sim'ple ions.
Therefore, a higher fraction of the coun`ber-ions xJ,TiXl be
''associatecl" by the macro--ion. 1'Jall et al17) ctemonstrated
the assoeiation in an eles"ant i'acoAmer. :,1•owever, there is a
trend to ascribe observed deviation of polyelectroly"oe so-
lutions Å}"rom the ideality to overesvLimated "cou'aVer-ion
associatÅ}oni' "rithout reference to its mechanisrn. It i$ boped
that the conxriricing tbeoretical cnp,prorach stiill be foril'iuZated.
A method prc-sented by B3errum may also be powerful in this
     In the above, it has been briefly ]nentioned ho}-J sther)ao--+ •
dy7namic interpretation of electrolytic solv.eions has been deve--
loped. 'The considerations .TaTre limited to the method x•Jhich
employs the Poi-sson equation as a starting p, oint c-nd to the
topics vJhich are of impertant sig.rnificance in dilute solutions
of polyelectrolytes, a svbject of this present record.
     In aii atte.mpt to obtain a better understanding of poly-
eZectrolyte soluti ons, our emphasis will be.on comparison be-
bieen simple a.nd polymeric eZectroLytes: the method a'pplied
                           '
                                rto.the former 'vi'll be used for the latter, v,rith necessary modi-
fications. This. "i-fi-y of approach to the problem, we believe,
                     : -Bd
i                                              1:'Lt
     is an essentially irsdispe:•:scn.ble one to our purpo$e. in the
     folÅ}o;•sing chapters, based on a point of vieN-i ptoposed bY Wicke
     and EÅ}bffen we present discussions on a Lbreatment :,t;hich tak'es
     the interionic interaction into acdouJit and on its co'mparison
  , with experÅ}mental da`ua. In Chapter 2, the treatment will be
     introduced, paying attention to biie corilparisons vxith theories
     of simple electrolyte solutions and with other theories of
     polLyelectroly"ue soluttons. (Tlie vrri.ter w:'Lshes to thcfiiik ]ilr.
    i'j:,. ?;/osono for his kind.ness to grant permi$sion to quote his
     calcv.lation on the po-iential clistribution.) In Cinapter 3,
     the treatment s•Jill be checked with ]potentiometri.c titre.tion
    data and the extension oi"' a macro-ion Å}n solution will be es-
    tiieated` Furthermore the dependences of the extension on tem-
    perature, polyiner- and salt--concentr,D.tions wUZ be obta.ined.
    In Chapter 4, the viscosiLuty--concentraJtion curves of polyelectro-
    lyte solutions will be analysed from a stand=poÅ}nt presented
..
 in Cl?apter 2. In Chapter 5, the electrophoresis of a synthe-
    tic polyelectrg.lyte nt11 be described utth a main purpose to
    check the validity oin DebiJTe-I{•enry relation, itihich will be fol-
    lot•Jed by Chapter 6 dealing v•ith two;compotient system composed
    of t"To1inds of polyelectrolyteS` The boundary anomalies o.T"
                          --1
    electrophoresis Ttiill`be interpreted in terms of interionic
    interaction, topics in Cn' apter 2. Chapter 7 is to give &n
                    •]-"[
    approach to small ion binding of poly(vinyl alcohol), winich
    vias found tg migrate in an electrie ftield just as polyo..lect'ro-•
                                                                 i:'. ,t
                           .: -9-
                -!
Nlvtes. Tn'e general diseussion wtll be given in Chapter
in which some features of polyelectrolyte solvttions in
and possibilities of T.".urther advaneemenb and' oÅí ariother








1                           CHAPr,ER 2
             u,i-Å},ncIROSTAnilC IIxiTE,,?,ACTIOIi• Il•I DZ]L• UnsE ,
                SOILU[r, rOimTS OF ?OlYl.?T.T"?C[r'RO[[,Y[CES
                       g 1. Introduction
                                                     '
                                                          -
     The reputation, i•ihieh the Debye--HUckel ÅqD-HÅr theQry ox"
dilute solutions of sir3p].e electrolytes5) has enjoyed, iX si
atbributed to its insight into iiature ozfi interionie inter--
action', as menttoned in Chapter l. The fundamen'tal assump--
tion is that the ions do not beha,ve as essentially i'ndepenqqnt
entities and a concept of "ionic atmosphere" is deduced; the
meaii thickness,i/)" Debye's c.haracteristic length, is reiated
                                                      18)to tlie ionic strength introduced by ;/ ei,:iis and Randall,
                                                     z,rhich
had been a characteristic mea.sure of electrostatic interactÅ}on
in dilute solutions of strong electrolytes. Mhe validity of
this t.heory is most reasonabLy accepted as a limiting law be--
cause any cohvincing tlieoretical argujnents as weU as expe.r•j-
mental evidences against this validity cn.re completely Lacking!
     On the other hand, in the fie!d of polyelectrolytes,
most of the eariier works of a theoretical nature19År and
interpretation o!n existing experimental data can not be satis-
faetory enough to furnish viell•-este.blished picture of the so--
lutions. Ihe situation, ivhich wiJl be encountered in treat--
ing the problem, is obviously complicated, much more tinan
that' iai the branch of sÅ}'mple eZectrelytes. This-.is due to
                          . -li- '
                                  T. '.
'
l'
the numerous charges a"nd the pronounced voluu•ne excluston e'Åí-
fect or" tlne ipt.cacro--io)is7 which i"le be!ieve are mo$t iLnportant
factors to be taken into consideration in establishÅ}ng a com•-
prehensive theoretical point of view. 'Paying aVtention to
ftrst of these, we wilZ notice that almost of all the ear].ier
works have neglected, either intentionally or unintentiDnally,
the interaetion beb"iee'n macro-ions except that the volume to
be apportlnect to each macro-ion was assumed to be determined
by the polymEr concentra`e'ion and the omission of inter-macro--
ion interaction might be a source of the failure in giving a
Suecessful expla.nation. [rhis wSll become clear if we reflect
upon that Debye and HUcke! take account of interaction betveen
a central ion and all other ions and even then their success is
limited to electrolytes of low valency. Formulat.i'on of a theo--
ry which takes notice of the interionic interaction ineluding
inter-macro-ion interaction, therefore, is of great interest .
and of urgent necessity. .
     To Åíormulate tht$ kind of interaction, dÅ}strÅ}butiens of
all species of ions present i'n the polye!ectrolyte solutions
have to be decided. The simplest stiay is to assume that all
small ions and macro-ions except a central Å}on are point-
charges and obey the B6itzmann distrlbution. This is only a
direct application of )ebyeis second approximation and meaiis
takÅ}ng the maÅëro-ions Å}nto con$ideration in suitrmation of the
definition of r'usual" ionic strength. This simplith'catio'fi,
                               -l2-
                        ,' '. :
1iovJever, would. be defini-i ely so fur away from reality bec.ause
the volume effect, that ?ias mentioned above, 2s negtected.
     A distribution formula, vhich "ias presented by WÅ}cke and
Eigen (Nv-E)8) with the intuitive sntroduction of th2 volume
exclusion effect of siHLQp-le ions, invi+tes our attention. Though
it lnv' olves rather erude approximations, tlhe theory Åëonstrrtct-
ed thereon repre$ents an extension of the D-H theorrf and can
explain ooncentration depehdenÅëe$ of 'aetjvity eoefficiemb,
heat of.dilution, and specific heat of simple electrolytic
so.lutions over a wide range of concentratlon with a fei•i para"
                                          '-
   '
meters. This means that the theory treats the volume excZu-
sion effect of ions and simultaneously, tl?e interaction be-
                                                               '
tween them, though in a less accurate way of recEsoning. "There- .
fore it can be expected that its application to our probleili
is a more satisfactory approximation to the truth than the
point--ch.t rge approximation.
     Xn this chapter, a treatment of dilute pQ!yelectrolyte
solutions wUl be presented in v,rhich electrestat-tc interaction
betvieen all species oÅí ions including urn.aero-iDn vUl be dea:Lt
wÅ}th. by a modiflect W-EEs ionic distribution Eormula. An inter--'
pretation wlll be given of anomalies experimentally found to
s{hiÅëin ear••li,er• explorations' had failed to .pi`ve a sb.`bisfactory
expl.anat,ion,, through the om2ssion of lnter-macro-Å}on inter--
action orH because of the point--charge aPProximation. :/tE'oreove,r
                          t- ta'  formulation of the actjvity coefficient of macro-Å}on xLrill
                                -15-
  be given, to "ihich most of the previous theories did not give
  access.,
                           L
                  S 2. PrelimÅ}nary Considerations
       Polyelectrelytes have the dual cha.racter ef electrolytes.
  and macromolecules. It ls on)y a one-sided.. descriptj.on to .
                                                        '
  appl:r :the W-E theory in its orlg•inal form to discuss the inter-
  lonic interaction, that is, to assume the macro--ion as a rigjd
   spheret' By "a character ozn maÅëromolecules'' it is meant here
   that the molecu'la.r expansion in solution (s.t extreme dilution)
  depends on the repulsive interaction between the ionized groups '
   attached on the polymer chain. This has been well-esta,blished
                                                           '
                           '
  by more recent work and ha.s been a focus of the previously pub•--,-
  iished treatmentsl9) ,This intra-macfiro-ion interaction, in '
   our treatment, Lis formulated by' use of a mode) anale.gous to
   that developed by Herme.ns and overbeek (TH.-o)l9) They ori.ginal-
                                                              '
  '
                                                                   -
   ZY assumed a Uniform Åëha.rge distribvLtion inside the }nacro-ion,
                                                             '. Their tre.atmenti`is, accord-ing to schneider and Doty2,O) a reaso-
   nable approximation except at a lov. iQnic strengths. This ex-
                      '
   perimentalJ result is quite understandable since at higher iQn--
       '
   icXst'rengths due to the shrinking of the polymer coil vJÅ}th Å}n-
   creasing''coneentration of added sal,t, the charge density in
   the coil increases, provided that the total number of gharges
   in,the coil remains co]tstent,..and therefore the uniform dis-
                                  ,
   tribution will be apploached. As the visGosity of polyelectro-







lyte solution$ shows, on the other hand, the macro--ions have
an effect on the molecular extension essentially,egaivalent to
that Df the smalL ions oÅí added simple salt. 'i"herefore we .fi,re
led to a conclusion that assuming a uniform distribution is
not so seriovts at non-extreme di!ution as it is generally $up-
posed to be at extreme dilution. (Xn this respect, we must
!nention the Harris-Rice (};,-R) theory?l) that•aimed at removing
this assumption by adopting a discrete charge ,disinribution.
Their point-charge approximation, we consÅ}der, would be much•
more inadequa.te than the uniform distribution of charges ML
s i d e t in e m -c c r o- l on. ) -
     lext zve turn to the interionic interaction. The distri--
butions.of aZl species of ions are assumed to obey one Df '"g-
E!s formula, ai] small ions being' taken as ri,gid spheres and
macr'is-ions as $phericalL. Accorcting to 1`i-E, the work " vl. . .re-
                                                        LJ
quired Vo bring an ion j from infinity to a distance r (poten-
tial SLI ) from a central ion i is given by
          Wij = (ej -- fi vj) Yl(1 , . (2-1)
                                                         '
when the volume exclusion effect i$ considered only between
the ions with ch...rges of the same sign, a,nd e, v anct S) denote
the charges exclusion volume, and charge density respectively,
and the subscrin,ts i and j represent spegies of ions.
                                                        'vVhen
vj !-Y O, Åq2-l) becomes •
          ltJij =ej S,tCli , (2-,2)
                               -l5:
s-ihich i•Jas a fundamental assumptior- of the D-H theory, it"rom
(2-1), S,J-t obiained cfi, distribution fgflrm-ula..
                                    `
     n.j = nj exp (-ej t/li/k'D)/Cl + (h. j/Nj) {exp (•-ei Y131kT) - 1]],
                                                 (2-';')
where N- . = l/v., i.e,, the mumber of sites whic:n the ion can
       J]
occupy i'n unit voiume of the solution, and n 3 i3 the averae'e
number concentration, nrj the ir-:umber concentration at a dis- ,
tance r from a central ion. (2-J') beeoaies the 3olt7,mcn,nn dis--
tribution, s•ihen vj "=' O or the concentration nj ls suf'ticient-
     :3esides. (2-5) reyiewed above, W-IE have tre:"ed anether
distribution formula taking account of the voluEne excluslen
effect betweeii all ions irrespectÅ}ve oLf the sig:i of chartr.e.
Between triLese Å}dealized Åëcases itJou!d reality ].ie. ?Jhlch o'E
these ts•io is to be preferred depends on consideration on tl'ie
Iollox•n-ng problems: firstly e. :pheiiorflenon o]e simple ion fixch.-•
bioii insiCLe the po].ytiter coil an(1 secondly a selLE-conststency
pro7olem. As for the Å}on fixation, a stcD.TtlÅ}ng conclusion has
been reported tl,iat about two-tl)irds o:n the counter-ioiis lose
their freedom to get off tl'ie Polymer coU. 'fi"-hough it reinatns
unce"rta.in whethef fixed counter-ions are able to neutralize -
the charges of ionized 6""roups coll'tple"oe!y, it is Aecessary to
admit' that the polymer spheres and a fraction of tl)e counter--
ions can occup",i the smme s.p.ace simultaneously. Aecorutngly we
must reject the second for!cula of isJi-cke and Ei6ret•i and adopt




                                        '(2-3) here. As ir'or the second problem it :•nu$t be q. entioned
that (2-3) leads to a self-consistent solution. In `cnis cqua-
tion, vj = O = vi is assumed for i # j ard vi = vj holds for
i = j. Therefore the definition of L'lij an.d the syrmt•etTy of
the system give us ej S!Y.i --- e.i SLf3 ` Thus the superposiesdfi 6S
potential is .ascerta.ined, which req-uires the lint.earization
approxÅ}mation or" Poisson's equation. In the original develop-
ment of ILLE theory, bhi•s'i approxirfiat:'Lon has been adopt;ed as..in
the case of the D-H theory. On the other hand) when all ions
are assumed to exclude to each other, lt can be easily shown
that ei jPj =.ej yPj dDes no'u ge:,ierall-y hold.
     As will be showfs la-.ter Åq in g 3), ige x•iill linearize the
Poisson equation to obtain the potenti'al distribution. 'this
mould lay down restrictions on the pNpplidability of our treat-
ment. We fear trLat only the polyelectrolytes of low charge
density can be adeq-uatel'y described. ltlowever, this restriction
enables us to ms.ke a simpliÅíyirii6" assutnption that t!aere is no
difference in tlae dielectric conste.nt lnside and outside the
     The macroscopic propertz'es of polyelectrolyte solutions
                                    -ltdepend on me.ny kÅ}nds of co'ntributions to the total free energy.
In our treatment, however, the free e'nergy of electrostatic
nature vJill be e.ss-u..med to be the. predominant factor fcom svhÅ}ch
thermodynamic functions vill be eaZoule.ted. This ass'a;uption
is open to crlttelsm but cÅ}early serves to a.ttain a fuller
                          .L +
                  z,, . -l7-' ' '
                   tt
,i
.
knowledge of ihe radical difference bet;-Jeen simple and poly-
               8J 3. Electrestatic ?otential
     'To calculate the elec'brostati'c potential.- usÅ}ng the
-ioisson equ.atioll
          ix lso -- 4rL g]) /e , (2-4)
where Sb and 8 are the potential and char.cre d.ersity at a dis-
tance r from a central ion and e denotes the dielectric con-
                                                         .stant of the solvent, the following assuLnptiens are made.
   z
     (A) The macro-ion is ta:'.cen as a sphere of radius R, in
which exist Z negative ionized groups (monovalent), and.7N.q.p.gpTt.-e..r.-:.
ions (monovalent). The macro--lon a.cts on the other ions
Z- " A =eÅq-valent negative ion-.
• (B) The [ÅrN( effectjve negative charges inside the maero-•
                                                  .tion are untformly distributed and heraee, its charge density
is given by -EKeofv5 , where v'-b is the exclusion volume of the
                '+
                       '
                         '(C) The distributions of all ions, i.eb, macro-ions•,
coun•ter"-io•'ns•, ions 'of• foreibqFn salt (l-;1 type)-, a+re •:'approxi-
mated by 'a modlfiJed iW='-E"s formula (2-3), vihich 'assumes exclu-
sion Volume effects only between ions of the same sig•n and ori-
gin. (Later we use Boltzrpann's formula as a special case ef
                       .• /"that of W-E fo'r simple 4onS, bgt the general description ie
given here•.) !g) is assumed to be given by the sum o'!" the '
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"
 ionic charge density of each sign and origz' n. -
      If we denote the average number .' concentration o:h ibns
by n, the number concentration at a distance r from a central
 ion by nr, the volume of ion by v, the origin of ion by two
 subscripts p (Lp'Dlytoer) and s (saltÅr and the sign oE charge
by subscrÅ}pts + and -s we obtain the expressions for the
distributions of four species of ions from (2:"3), '?hen V.he
presence of foreign salt gives rise to no " d'liange ih the
number of the fixed small ion,
                   n exp(of. x)
     p"-r --- i". (.p/PN-p)(..p(ck.) . 1) ' (2'5) L
       + np of exp(- x)
     pnr = 1 . (.p sk/,NTi)Åq..p(...) - l) , (2-6)
       - nsexp(x)
     snr = i+ (n./r,T.s)(exp(x) ro ' ' (2-7)'
       + nsexp(-x)
     snr -- i+ (../r;,s)(..p(hx) - i) ' (2"'8)
                  '
where x = eo 9Li/kT.
     For rÅr R, 9 is given by
          S) = eo(pn; - v(. pD--r -'•J' snll - sn-r)• (2-'9)
Tlje higher terms than the second in the e\pansion of (2-5),
(2Y: 6), (2-7) and (2-8) as a power series of x being neglected,
      '
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a $pherical symmetry of ionic distribution and bou)idary con-
ditsons (Yi =O at r = cxo and the conti'nuities of the poten-
tial and the electric induction at the surface of the central
                                                          'ion) give from the linearized Poisson equation,
                 Keo 1 l
        Yl "= -' e l . xR r 'eXP(N ÅrC (r - R) ), (2--lo)
                           t
         -ÅrÅq2 l. 4gTCk[ello [o( .p(o,,tt ."p-. . ml+i,) + 2n,•m.}, (2-!1) '
where
          m-,-p =i - np/"il5, m'b = i -cÅrÅqnp/Nili , ms= i -!is/"s•
                                                      (2rl2)
     For rÅqR, where IF is given by -c)Åqeoliv-p , we obtain
without ustng the lihearization approxima'tion,
     ' g2•=:ECK'R;o(i+. I:.iRR,R2 H. ,2). . '(2.i3)
     The potential e.roUnd the smali ion outside the macro-
ion Yo is given by
         YY. = gO 1 .l xR 1. exp (- x(r -s )), ' (2--l4)
where 8is the radins of the small ion, and ÅrÅq is defined by
(2-ll). (It is a permissibZe approxlmation in non-extreme di--
                                                         'lution to use a common screening parameter for both ma.cro-ionand
                                                              .tn.
                     '
                 '
     (2-10) and (2-l4) are of the same form as the expression
                         , ny20.
for the potential in the D-I{ second a,pproximation, but the
screening parameter )C defined by (2-11) d2ffers from D-p,r'ts
by the presence of a eorreCtioll term cerresponding to the vo.
Iume exclv.sion effect, (2-22)t The same difference is found
vTÅ}th a screening paraJileter ln H-R's' theory which vas defined
by eq. 6a in Ref, 21, beeause it has not made aZlovance for
volume excluSion be:oween Å}ons of the same chcfi.rge.
     '(2-l3) giving the potentia) inside the macro-ion simpli-
fies to the expression obtained by Hermans and Overbeek, when
                        N
 "xC = O, i.e. for extremely dilute solution. It must be noted
that formatz'on ox- z'onic atmosphere tnside the macro--ion is
                                                        r
not considered in our treatment. •
     It wUl be use!"ul to mention here the differences between
the H-R theory21) and aurs. !n the former, a model which pbe-r
serves the inhomogeneous (discrete) charge distribution of the
macro-ion vas used, as a.lready stated, and small.Å}'ons present
around ionized groups weÅée treated to form an ionic atmosphere.
[Che authors pointed out that the dielectTic constant inside
the macro-ion differs from that outside. At'bention h'as to be
also paid to ,ttLq.'volume exclusion effect between small ions
within a macro--ion and the polyrner segment. ]?irsWy, errDr
due to our replacement of.the disÅërete charges by a continuous
distribution would become greater with decreasing polymer con--
centration or with decreasing charge number within the macro--
ion. BeÅëause we restricP. our considerati'on to polyeleetrolytes
                          i
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1of a re!ative]y small number of tonized groups, this error
                                  '
might be fairly large especially at extreme dilution, to which
any contradiction stn:th the assumptlon of the result obtained
by applying our treatment to experiments may be ascribett.
       '(See Chapter S). !n this respect, it must be futrther noted
that, in our treatment, the continuous distribution vill not
be used t] roughout. The electrostatic free energy vill be
calculated by using a rigid metallic sphere model for each
charge and iom'zed group itithin the macro-ion. Because a uni-
                                         'foma- distribution was assumed for cemputing the potential,
the treatment is evidentZy contradictory. The extent of Che
inaccuracy due to this would remain negllgible for mateySals
of loi•J charge density. Secondly it must be pointed out tha't
discriminatton of two regions, vrhich led HTarris and Rice to
introduction of an additional term ?Xt(r) into (2-2), can be
safely disearded for such polyelectrolytes as xve 'are interest-
                                     'ed in. Thirdly the volume exclusion effeet tl?at ;•ras consider-
ed by them can be negligible for the case$ considered 1iere-,
because fraction of counter--ions trapped into the macro-ion
                                                          `
sphere sjn'll decrease with decreasÅ}ng density of ionized groups.
                                                             .
                                                         '
        r g 4. Electrostatic Free Enerbr•y
     Befprq the el,ectrostatic free energy ts to be comPuted,
the standard' state has to be chosen. The state chesen in o.r-
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               '
 dinary electrolyte theory is an ideaÅ} one, in which no electroH
 static interactions tiake place• This state i,iUl•be appro.fi,ched
 m'th dilution. On the other hand, as K, atchalSky e.nd lifson
 have poir'nted out!,9) polyelectrolyte so!vLtio!"Ls can never be '
 itidiealTT, because ionized groups are bound onto the polymer
 chain and, therefore, they can mot di'ffuse aw,fi,Ly jn the bulk
 of the soiution so that the intra-macro-ion interaction would
 reraain even at extrerne dllutlon. This si'tmation gives rise
 to a difficulty in the choice of the standard state.
      Our standard ste.te adopted here is an entjrely hypothe•-
 tical $tate, in which each ionÅ},zed u.roup can behave ['ideallyti
 This state will be realized by the hypothetical procedure
 that polyroer chains in the solution are severed in such a way
 '-
                  i
 that each fragment contains an ioinized group and then the so-
 lution is dilu"bed infinitely. [Chis chQiee is required to des-
 cribe bhq ''character of macromolecules'' ancl, in addition, en-
 ables us to get an Snsight into the correlati6n.between poly-
 meric and simD.le electrolytes. The free energy value at ex-
 treme dilution remains finite vJitln Te'ference to our staindard
 state and the difference is essentiaXly eguivalent to 'the
 "polyionic work" referred to by Hayman?2) our result mention--
 ed below, that the activtbf coefficient of maÅëro-ion is not
 eqVtal to uni`tsi at extreme dUvttlon, originates from tlnis i'workL'
     Let us compute t}ie elGctrostatic interactÅ}on free energy '
by Debye's chargÅ}ng p-eocess. [r/he interÅ}onic interaction free
                               .25-
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                                                          ,
energyr ]' e ext, is CalCulated using ihe difference between
                                                  'the potential, (2-IO) or (2-l4), and the self-potential of the
ion considered. On the other hand, another contrlbution F
                                                         e illt
from the intra-macro-ion in"ueraction is calculated usÅ}ng a rÅ}--
gjd metallic sphere model for eaÅëh `Lonized group and fixedi"
                                                   '
counter-ion i•ihich are constrained in the field of potential
Yt'2'
 ,,ilhi n., . ,,, LcRgi4 7r r21,i Y)l(g) ., dedr, (2-i5)
                  oop
                                                  'vhere Pi denotes the number of !ons of spec]tes 1 in a maero-
ion, eÅ} its charge, sbÅr the potential at the position of ei
(excluding the e.elf-potentia!), Lp the total number of macro--
ions in the system and lli the fraction of their final charges
whieh they have at any stage of the integration, and the sum--
mation is taken over ionti zed groups and counter-ions. ;
     Mnally, vie obtain for the total volim!e of the solution,
                                   i
                                                          '
                                 2
     Fe, == Fe int ' -Pe ..t =- XseeO{ lpoÅq (oÅq'c(År( R) + -Åq Åqx6År1)) +
            2i. e- ()c s2 )} + -IE;' 62{ s"RvÅq 2- -2S(z +?x )] ., ,
                                                         '
                    '
                                                - (2-16)
     -c (y) == (s/y3) Åqiog(i + y) - y t (y2/2)} , L. = v n,s
and Sl is the mean radius of an ionized group (assu[aed to '
              '
                                      '
be a sphere) and a coun•ter-ion, 82 thG mean radius of 1,).osits.
ve and ne.aative ions oi" foreign sal`u and V ti,ie totaZ volume
                                                  '
                                                     '
     when the concentrations of salts and polyelectrolytes
approach 'L'ero, the teriirseontaining )C become negligibly small
and (2-l6) simplifies to a modified expression of .H-O's theo--
ry. 1,ihen the macro-ion is replaced by a metallic sphere the
second brace disappears, and the expression i$ in fermal co-
lnÅëidence."rith D-H's or Zsl--Ets theory.
      S 5. 0smotic Coeffictent and Activity Coefficients
     leJhen P. stands for a valv.e the osmotic pressure of (cÅr4-
           i
valent) polyelectrolyte solutions viould have iÅí the solution
behaved in a,n ideal viay, the deviation from ideality is mea`-' +
sv.red by the osmatic coeffieient g.
     Considering that the radius R of a spherical macro-ion
is determined by the minimum condition of the electre-static
free energy, DFe/eR = O, we obtain by the usuaZ procedure
                2
     i -'g -- X6 ikOT .pQ .biÅq) + 2., C npvÅq(o4 ov(vC R) + o(ÅrfL8i))
               2"sO"(KS2)} x{i -t (#,D`.)4iX/S iii,,Åqii""i ;.l:iVS] '
                                                       (2-17)
zghere
     o(y) = (3/y5'){1 +-y -- l/(l + yÅr -- 2 log(1 + y)] • ' `.
                               `25-
+
I,ihen n. YO and Sl g\ O (i•e•, or (rc8,l) rv- 1 a-ad mp+
. [\ 1), Åq2-.17)
becomes
     i - g - 6G ,04, 'C( ,e 20. bÅq) [IoÅq a( x- R) + i] [i .- i'pt?{ lll5.-. ].
                                                        (2-l7,)
vJiCh appropriate values, the g-concentration curve is const-
ructed by (2-l7') and is shown in Fig. i. rhe dashed curve
represents the case in which vp = O is assumed. At higher
concen"brati'on, the volume effect is increasingly remarkable.
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I Ci5 ( g./loo cc.)i
b'"i' g. 1. Concentration dependence of +osmotic
coefficient g caleulatect with R == 50A.,
oÅq =8, the base vnol. = 50, the d.ebcrree of '
polymeriz.n.tion = 200, T = 2S80K and G=
80. The eull line is calcd., introducing
the volume ex.clusioti of the macro-lon. [rhe
dashed line shows the case in .vJhich the
volumeL•exeluston ts iiot considered.
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yJhen 61 -N' O, (2--18) rDJiid (2-19) simplify- io Åq2-18') and (2-].9,).
     kTiog sxg = -- IZII,;ee20[ Lir(År'y ,"i) + i [npoÅqL(o(1 cr"(ÅrÅqR) + a(Årc8,],)) t+
                             1 - 2n oÅq -v+
       2nsG(Ka2)]X(-ff,IIJIillt;IIIIID4. I2.p+npoÅqmi+2n$rn, )' (2-iB)
     kr/ iog Tp = -- ÅrÅq3 eG20 [ DÅq 2i{r ( Årc R) + i2 [n pDÅq (oÅq Åë( Årc R) + (r( )c (Si)) +
                           2 2-
       2nscrN(xcs2)]x(kt)E,År,cÅq2mpiiinli,ÅqVi,ns-+2nsms)]+
       2g{go,Åq2-i,ti.7,Kl, (2"i,)
                    2
     kTlog ?fg =- ÅrSeeO {1 + 2il". a.Åq("ÅrC.'-R.)) l , (2--lst)
                                     p
     kTtoi"2ifi-tt/k;S/*i'il,({"i"ii'g`{'Cil".Ii'/l,"i,`"iNl'(iR')X,,-,,,, •
     Fig. 2 is a grarphz'cal represeLnt.:i'i.on of (2-18') and (2-
19'). As in the case of osmotic coefÅíicient, a miinimum appears,
which the point-chefi.rge rcrLpproxima.tion as well as 'bhe treatments
neglecting the inter-maero-ion interactÅ}on can !iot elucidate.
That )ts p is not equal to un.-ity at % =O, refleets the chart .'
                          ts
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acter of clnarges at-
                                                       Ntached to ra.acro-ions.
nÅ} his devi ati on from
                              1
ideality comes from
the striking inter- ' s.
                             'acbi on between ion- '                                                       Xg
                              o.
ized groups. Recent-
                                  'ly IÅqagawa and Nagasa-
                             i rcPitia23)concluded that
                              oL
                                      12
                                        Cb (Eiy(ioo ac.) .TTthe polyelectrolyte
                          Fig. 2. Activity coefficients of maero--soluttons can be con- •
                          ion ?i-Lp and of cov.nter-ion )'"g xfi'th
sidered an ideal so- R = 50At, Sl= 5A., -the base mol.= 50,
iution so far as the M,h2 Sggg2e.P,E' ,P-9i.Y.M,9ttZagigh',=,2906
macro-ion  is concern- are-2figCltOSea fOr ifp•, cfi`nd of= loo for
edV Hoz-iever their
metallic sp.here model of the macro-lon is intrinsice.lly in-
adec!uate to describe the ''character of, macromolecules:' Tt must
be fuTther pointed out tha.t they neglected the free energ-y con-
tribution rnrom tine inter--macro-ion interaction (xnor example,
see their derivation of eq. 14 in Rexn. 25) and notc-d that eal--
culated values of '0p and ifg in our notatÅ}on aiecrease stea.dS•-
ly with the polytier concentration.
     Before coinpa.rinfig the$e calculated values "iith experimen-
`bal results,it must be borne in mind that our calculations laave
dealt irtith the electrostatic iiiteraction only, and they do not
                               -28..
 provide quantitutlve i-nfoi:rAa'bion on )X. , and the (calculated)
 Å}ndividua! ionic activitsr coefficietnt is only convenient rua-
                                                        24)
 thematical th'ctÅ}on, whlch has no physical significance.
                       '
 The electrostatic Å}nteraction effect be,lcng discussed here and
 the counter-lon CiyatÅ}pn effeet seem maÅ}nly responsible.rfior
                                   t/ 1very lo?i observed va.lues of these coexnficients. If X haraly
 depends on the polymer ÅëoncenSration 'as Wal'l and his schools
 have shoitm}7'25) hoisliiver, the concentration dependenees oE these '
 coefzntcÅ}ents cov.ld be interpreted at least quaLitatively fron'
 iche predictect courses in 'rvwags. 1 and 2. It is further to be
 noted that, M salt-free solutlons, the volume effect of Lnacro-
 ions, that is, the molecular extension, ctepends Lon the concen-
 tration in dilute solutions as ihe eharacteri•st-i'6 viscoS.ity- ''•
 concentration curve shows. The mracro--ion• i's- expbcted.tp shrimk
 vfith increasing conceatration, so 'bhat the values of g and
                                                  -
                               '
  ifg wouLdL be smalLer and the minimum points vouzci shift,,t"6waLr'ds
 higher concentrations, than those calculated T-iith.a fixed'radius.
                                                    tt t/ /{ e
                                                  /-t
                           ,
- As for the individual ionic activi'uy cbefficient, it is to be,
                    '
                                                        'noted that a dilemma, :FJhich is a natural consequence'of #rying
 to measure a quantity iÅ}Jhich physically does not existi is in `
         '
 every case confronted and, in the'field' of polyelectrolyte so-
                                                    '
 lutions, is constdered to be overeome by postul?.`uing eliat use
                                                /-
 of the salt bridge allo?is to a,etermine the ionic coefficient
 of small ions by electrocheutca.l measurements. To be corre.ct, '
 'uhe rnean activity coefficient has to be measured and corpparea
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xvit'h `bhe expressio-n xvhich x•;•Å}[Ll be derived from (2-l8)and (2-19År.
However, vie will coiitinue our ctiseussion on the individua!
ionic activity eoernficient, taking ibr granted that the posi=
tulate mentioned above is practicaUy reasonable, because the
mean values have not been reported.
     Kern26)observdd tha=v g and if inÅëreased wÅ}th concentra-•
                                  g
'bion for sodium poly(acrylate) (degree of polymerization, P,
= 340) solutions. On the other hand, Kagawa reported the op-
                                                                   fposite tendencies of these coefficients for sodium carboxy--
methy:LceL]-uLose (p = ca. 2oo) solutions?7'28) 6o)n.sictertng
the closeness between dee-rees of polytfieriza'tion and between
charge densities, the eonfusing results are not unreasonable:
IÅqern carries out the measurer)ents in high concentratibn ranges
where R hardly varies with Åëoncentration .fi.nd therez"ore obser-
ved the right-hand $ide around. the extreme values Sn Figs. 1
and 2, i!ihereas IÅqagava measured these quantities in a i'nore di-
                                                              `lute region. . '
     If 'bhe volume effect is considerable, for example, be--
cause of a high degree of pollyT!nerization, only the t.andency of
increasing ",rill be observed. Recently, Inoue29)asserted that
g decreased i:rÅ}th increasing concentration .for linear poZyele-
ctrolytes while it increased for branched materials. ZrJe no--
'ticed Vhat the degree oÅí poly-eriza-[ion of 1)is branched mate-
rial is much higher than Lbhat of the ether, iv'hich vould be ex--
peeted to gÅ}ve the observed variation of g because of the more '
                 .-
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pronounced volume effect.
     Moreover mentÅ}on should be made oi" the observation that
g and Tg oecasionally appear not to converge to unity .fi.t Cb =
o?9,50) [rhis is a radical!y different featvtre from that of ifp
referred to above. 1'Je. should like to point out e.gain that
calculated values give .the osmobic and aetivity coefficient$
in a system containing bk-valent, not Z-ve.lent7 macro--ions.
     Regretfully no determination has not been x'eportect of IS-p3I)
untU recen`uly, but the diEferentlac,L quati"bity bas been inea$ured
indirectly. It is the rate oxn change of the aetlvity coeffi-t.
cient of the polyelectroZyte component i-iith iVs concentration,
 i322, vrhiÅëh appears in tlie second virÅ}al coefficlent. Edsali .
et a].52)have shown that the turbidity Åé of polyelectrozyte
solutions is related to the polyelectrolyte concentration C b
(g./100 cc.) by the expression, - .
                                                '
     H C,
     -: ir]2 - l/M + (C6/rrl2)( D42/2m3 +/I{2), (2-20)
        xwhere P22=elog T2/bm2 , if2 being the activity coeÅíf.icÅ}ent
                                                     - LL..".----of polyelectrolyte component (see Ref. 32 about the definitILTen----
of the component), m2 the po!yelectrolyte concentration (mol./1.),
 oÅq the aboolute number of the effective charges of a macro-
ion, m3 the concentrs.tion. of foreign salt (moL,/1.), IJ, the
Debye factor and M the molecular veÅ}ght of the polyelectrolyte.
                             or.They determined the value of F322 for bovine seruLm albunin•-
-NaCl"'aqueous solutions. !f we fo]los•J "bheir 'tsearred system
                              -31-. ". ...
                                                          i
of definition oi" component}' in other words, if N•Je take a $y$-
tein compos,ed of one- mole of macro-ions Åqnega,tive),. vÅq/2 rnoles
ef Na+-tions and -- of/2 iboles of Cl-ions as a co!nponen"b, N,re ob-
taln•
     log e2 = log ifp + (of/2) log )'Xpt-.+ - (ot /2) log ifcl- ,
                                                      (2-•2!)
"ihere if}la+ , and -8cl-- are the ionic activiby- coefficients
of l,sa-F-. and Cl---ions respeetiVely. If iflga+ = ifcl- iS ?"S'
sumed,
     log if2 = log
(!tl"ote that thls relation holds irrespecbive of the sign,.noS..,..,in.--.
the protein charge.) Tlierefore
     P:2= biog 6p/em2• " (2-23)
                   ,When ?) Rlen = O, as would be the case for rigid molecules
such as bovine seru[n albun)in whÅ}ch do no`u seem 'to suffer ap-
preeiable Åëhange in extension svith their okJn concentrc-`tion,
and because ms Å}s very close to uniby under Edsallrs experi-.
mental ÅëoncXitions, from Åq2-l9År we obtain for the eorrespond-
ing quantity at`v the limit of Cb = O,
     (biog iS'p/enpi,l - o = - iÅqi eG02.D,(iT {(2(x (ÅrÅqztR) - i/2) cK 2+
                  p.
          c)ÅqÅë(KcR) +PÅq/2- 4n.vii 1] , (2-24.•)
with the Debye reeiprocal length, )ct. ,
     Because o( is taken q;s the absolute value, (e 1,og UÅrp/anplL -
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does not depend on the sigpt of the protein charge. Thls is
                                             ÅÄ-,in h.n,rmony with Edsall's observcation tha4c f322- cÅq curves
are sym!netrical about of, = O. 'For q-uantita.tive comparison of
our present treatment with experiment, we co)ilp, ute R using
                                     M(2-24År atid the observed valv.es of no 2"2 after changing the
unit of concentration. The results are tabulated in Table [L.
For compari;son, tlie closest distance of approach, "a'i, is aLso
sho"m, which Å}s evaluated by a corresponding relation obtain-
ed from the D-H secorid approximation, i.e., the poÅ}nt-charge
approximation for all ions except a centr.fi,1 ion,
     (biog cp/b npx . o= - sdii'g2o,(IT" ct) :r-E.Ersrt. • (2-'2s)
                   p
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    Table 1, Radius of Bovine Serum AlbumÅ}n frOM P22
1OMC
 (salt streng'th: ATaCl)
,),4.
(Åqo)
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order of so - IOO A,, assuntng Å}t to be a sphere?3'34) Table
[L shoxvs that our treatmaent represents an improvement upon the
                                                     '
                                                             -D--H theory, whÅ}ch renders us an i! aginary value for the radius
in the case of positive P'2'2. The positive v.fi,lue, though
Åíov.nd frequently by EdsaU et al., can not be elucidated un-
less itre admit that macro--ions can contribute to formatlon of
the ionic atrnosphere just as small ions do, and fu,rthermore,
the point-charge approximation is discarded. ifp Åíormu!ated
                  25)
                       also can not provide the positÅ}ve valueby IÅqage:v;a-IIagc se.Eva
     -bOf P22'
     "rtarked difference has been found between the Second vÅ}-
rial coeff2cient ]3 cfi;nd the so-called Donnap term, oÅq2/2m3 , ''
zxThich has been interpreted in several ways, SchneÅ}der and
    20)Doty        calculated the secon-d vÅ}rial coefficient using t.he
            35)Flory theory
                und obtained the good a.crreement rJith the ex-
perimental value. They regarded this agreement , that was a!--
                                    36)so. confirmed by Str?.uss and waneme.n
                                        recently for !ong•-ehain
polyphosphates in sodium bromide solutions, as an evidence
that ''the interactlon ef the polyraer2c ion is essentialZy the
same as that of neutral polymer molecuZeL' Mhis seems to be in
accordaiice lartth H-R's observation. Such a itiay of reasoning,
it must be noted, is eq-uivalent to the rejection of (2-20),
z•ihich is a general expression of the eiectrostatic interactÅ}ons
and is close!y connected to lack of the experimental study
and theoretical tnterpreta-[ion concerning the activity eoeffi-
       '
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'
-L,
cient of maero-ion. On the other ha-n.d, :.dscn.11 et al?2)and
Trap anct }!,ermans?'7)attrlbqted the differenbceei AWBeeannd the Donnaii
                                                   ÅÄ-•term to the acttvity correction term contaÅ}ntng (322 . (Stl"auss
and ?Jineman36) seem to f6iiow this way of apLproach in assert-
           -X-ing that P22 should he-ve a large coraponent which i$ inverse-
lsl3}ro]portional to the concentration of the tiroreig•n saLt.) It
Å}s clear' that our interpretation is in 1Å}ne with these.
(Inagaki et al?8) intvoduced a conce'pt oxfi as,c.ociation of simr
ple ions with the macro-ions to reach agreementt ])ujnping
the disagreement into an ''effective" charge of maerorionp
however, is definitely doubtful.)
     The osmottc ana activity coefficÅ}ents are found 'bo have
the tendeney Lbhat they decreased at first and then through a
minimum, subsequently increasing i,Jith the polymer concentra--
tion. This tendency has been also of occasional occutrence in
the field of simpLe electrolytes, and is not pecuiiar to our
case. `rhe existing theorÅ}es of osawa-xmaÅ}-Kagawai9) and of
Kagawa-1"aga,sawa23) failed te gtuve an expian.q.tion on the-above
ment4.oned increase. Tine situatiol.; Xxras s•lmiEar to that which
exl sted wi `bh r• espect to simple e! eQ tr o- ly t,. es before the advent
of the Wicke-:,igen theory, when it seeined hopeless to explain
the thermoa'ynamic behaviours in wjde ranges of concentration.
The resvtlts obtained by applicati' on of W-E distribution !horri.iu-
la implies re•trogressionsof ioni-.c e.tmesphere, ?Jhich is caused
                        :.J,.- :by the volume exclusionl' 6zfi tons a.nd occurs in the smaller con-
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centratjon ra:ige, the greater the voluue exclusion effect be- '"
comes. This e!"fect is ma.rkedly import.ant in the fi:-=ld ,oS poly--
electrolytes. SpherÅ}cal ps.rticXes of ra.dius 5A`. co,ne in con--
tact zvith each other at about 5 mol./1., and those of 50A.,
vJhieh is usually the case in polyrner solutions, a'b about 3 x
lo-3yd-ol,/l. This Ulus"bration shovis that the volume erfifect
of polyniers ceases to be negligibly smalk at much lower concent--
ration than expected in `uhe simple elLectrolytes. (It also elu-
cidates a disadvantage of the point-cha.rge approximEtion men-
tioned above.) -`--....L.N- -------"L...-.r,.
     I,ie wish to conclude this section by expressin.g our belief
that there is no essential distinction betw•een polsnneric and
simple electrelytes except a. fundamentaX characteristic, i.e.,
attachment of charges to the polyLner chain, in so far as the
osmotie aiid activity coefficients are concerned. '
                    g 6. Heat oÅí Dilution
     Zn the preceding seetion, the interionic interacbion in
dilute selutions o'f polyelectyolytes was shox•in to be much rnore
striking than that in simple electrolyte solutions. Deviation
from ideality T;ras dÅ}scussed in terrns of the ovcrmotic coefficient
and activity eoefficients. Heat of diZution wUl also serve
to manifest the impor"uane'e of the interaction.
     (2-l6) giving the electrostatic free energy enables us to
formulate the expressibn for Vhe heat of dilution of polyelectro- '
                 '" -56t
                -J
  1}rte di)ute solutions its!{p• Vsing eb"e/bR = 9 and a$sunlng
  the independence of 61 from temperature, ti'ien we obtain for
  t]ae salt--free so!ution
      4 Hp .. Lp "A3' ilÅq eg { ,4 e' [-c( Årr. R) .a/2) a(rk RÅr) +
         (7,/2)c)Åqvt + (3'/2)(d .yt)) .- ipc-e2o G' (nezlfli2 -
           Z;s[ÅrXIL ], (2--26)
  i,•.,r h e r e
       6'=1+ eT DeET-- and vi= Å}3 vT l-l\•
       The D--H theory gives the heat of dilutlon of dUutse simple
                                         '
  elecJorolyte solutiornis AHo , which is g"x'ven by
      tcx H.=Z, LÅ} r}Åq'ei, (tL--, +v+)/?.e , (2-27)
             L
  where Li is the total nutaber of ions of sDÅ}ecles i in the
  systemo For water at 2sOc, G' = -o.37o aceording to iilyman39)
  and V' is repor"ued to be -O.025 by DorseyeO) Using these va-
  !ues, A}Io sl'Lould be alzvays neE.)atlve. (in Eiore concentrated
- solutÅ}ons a positive lieat of dilution has been observed atid
  successfully i'nterpre'ted by the w-E'a theoryll) )
      On the contrary, (2-26) indicates that AHp at sufficien`b-
                                                       '
  ly great diluti on s. is positive i•rhen Z ÅrÅr "A and R Åq 6 oj Z/5 , -
                                -.57- -
because the fir$t brace rege.rdinsr the interionic interaction
is negligible compa.red to `bhe otlier expressÅ}ng a contributio]:
from the intra-macro-ion interaction. (taÅ}he conditiOn on R
can in the usual ca$es be ÅíuZfil].eCl.) rChis ter:,i become,cr. pre-
dominant at high concentrations, xLJhere R wou!d not•vary ivith
            'the coneentration so markedly as in the 'motre dilute solutions,
             becomes positive. The predjction is partly sup-and then AH
                 42)
                     who for the first time carried out theported by Schulze,
deterutnatton of intermediate heat of dilution in q very low
concentrn.,tion re,nge a.nd obtained the positive values.
     According to $chulze, the intermediate heat of dilution
of poly(vÅ}nyZ--N-butylpyridÅ}nium bromide) increased very steep-
ltXL•nth the concentration, so that the extrapoLation to the
exvrenie dilution was imposf)ible, This is quite understandable
sincq, his materÅ}al wa,s completely neutralized and therefore
                                                  '
 QÅq Wa'S supposed tO be very 1.n.rge, vhich a-ppeared in a terin
givjng the concentration dependence ( the Åíirst braÅëe in (2-26)).
Another of his bbservations that the absolute va!ue oxA the
heat of dilution of po!ysa"s was much .preater thau that of
the corresponding simp!e electrolyte, N-butyLpyridiniurubromide,
is al$o due to th"e presence of numerous che.rges of the poly--
salt.
     Schulze's conclusion, that the positi-v-e value should be
reÅ}ated to the dissociation of Br--ions bounded in the polsTiner
SPhere, see'uls really questionable. As mentioned above, itiaLl
    '
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et al. have shown that the frac`vi'on of bouiided small ions
hardly depends on the poly[riex concentratÅ}on. Even if EtJallts
experiment is in fault, the increase of free :r -iDns N"ith di'--
         'lution is expected to contribute to the total thermal balance
in the sarne way as simple electrolytes ;LJith the dilutton,. In
ether kioras, thÅ}s contribution should be negative. Thus the
positive value, it is clear, should be interpreted exclusive-
ly in terms of the intra-m'acro-ion interaction. ,
                      S 7, Discussion
     In thÅ} s chapter , electrostat il c po 't en ti al and thermodyn a--
mic properties of polyeleetrolyte solutions ha.ve been dÅ}scuss---
ed, The expre$$Sons contain these obtained for sirilple electro-
lyte as a limiting case, when the macro-ion is replaced by a
rigid mLetallic sp, here, and rectuce to the D--H theory as anotiner
limiting one, when the volume effect of lons is neglected.
                                .reOur emphasis was put on "the Character of macromolecules, a
                   ,. "               "- ,Åíeature by idth.i' ch simple...anct- p'b'lyTreric electrolytes can be radi-
cL"`1ly aistinguished.
    .In an attempt to cor•flpare our treatment. v.rith experiment,
there leaves so,fiething to be desired. !t comes from the two-
handed nature of our treatment. The left hand must knox-"ijhat
the right hand does:in order to determine the' thermody7namie
quantities, the concentraiion--ns olecular dimension (R) rela.tion-
Ship must be "JelZrestablished, because in all of the expressions
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r  for thermodynamic quantities ctertved, R remains as an adjust-
  able parameter. QualÅ}tative discussion on this relationship
  z•fas a subject of ear12er vorks, anq a conclusion, that R in--
  creases steeply with decreasing pollraner coneentratipn, has
  been dravn from the reduced viscosity curve. t!owever, the in--
  terpretatien ozq the relationship seems to us de'ftnitely unsat--
  isfactory and the quantitative expression of the vartation
  of R is StU]. 1,acking. [DhereLrore, we can not help being satis-•
. fied "tith the qualitative comparlson ez" our formula wlth expei-
                                        '
 mental resuits as xdie presented here.
       In the next chapter, z•Je proceed to ob"bain the information
  of R, especially of its concentre.tion depbndence, frQm the po-
  tentiometrie titration curves of the polyelectrolyes. Sueh
 an analysis may be applied to--tfi'e--guarrti-tfes--d-i..q"cussea here, .
, at least in princip!e. However, the difficulties encount" e' )-ed-.
 in deterraintng the osmoiic coefficient by osmometry, and the
 complete absence of knowleg"ge on the activity coe-fficient-of
 macro-ion, and the difficulties in !neasuring the heat of dilu-"
     '
 tion sufficiently preci$eZy make' us feel it ina]ppropriate to'
 follox-i this way of analysis. It is hoped 'bhat a.lternative ex-
 perimental methods, by )ihich tl?ese deficiencies can be overcome,
 are developed.
      Apart i"rom rather crude a.pproxlmations involved in the
 L`J-E theory rtse!f, t.here are some points to be discussed in '
 connection with the validity ef our applieation of the iN-:,
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distribution ttormula to the polyeÅ}ectrolytes. Additiyity of
the charge densÅ}ty, (2-9), is justj!Ai'ed onlsr for the case "Jhen
no space-req-vtÅ}rement can be assumed bebseen all species of ions.
nihe inaccuracy due to this woitld increase kiith increasing space-
reo.uirement. Therefore, our tr'eatment "rould succe,ss in desc-rjb-
ing the behaviours of polyelectTolytes of loztT degree of poly-
merization. itioreover, as the molecule.expands in ruore dilut'e
concentratÅ}on--rrfi-nge, the p.ronounced space-req-ulrement would in--
va!idate ou•r treatment. Obviously the error reaehes its maxi:-
mum when the extreme dilution is approached. Zt is to be empha-
sized that the assumption of the additivity would be a bet.ter
approxiination for our case that the volume exclusion is taken
in`uo consi:deration betvJeen ions of' the same sign and orig'jn,
than for an extreme case where all ions require the exclusion
volume.
     }"toreover, when the space-reo.uirement is striking, the as-
sumpttori o.O spherical syTTametry of ionie distribution has Lbo be L.t..,
reexaminect. Remeval of this assumption, ho"iever, vJou!d make
the math,e' matical treatment of the -Poisson equation very complÅ}-
cated. Accordingly the styrmmetry must be regretfully e.ssumed,
the inaceuracy of which increases also with decreasing degree
of pol• ymen' z?.tion.'
                       '
     Z`u must be mei:-tioned, furthermore, that it was upon the
work Wij tha`o "ricke and Eigen fixed their attentÅ}on in an at- .
tempt to improve on Luhe D-H thepry.. One other of such attempts,
                ' -41- ;h
as is v,re]l knoi'm, i-Jas to Obtain a more accurate solution of the
                                13)
                                 . This ha$ been follosved inexact Poisson-Boltzmann equation
the efforts to develop a theory oz" polyelectrolytes, the electro-
static potential of vhich is usually supposed to be very high
because of the numerous charges, and the removaZ of the assump-
tion eiS4iÅqkT seems to be regarded as an essentjal step. (see,
for example, Alfrey-Berg-Igorax•ietz, --ii-Fson-Katchalsky, Osawa-
Zmai-Kagaz•;a, ViaZl-Berkowitz and Ufson in Ref. I9.) !n our o-
pinion, however, the sv.ecess by Wicke and /,igen shovrs that
e LII/kT is not alsJiays a steeply increasing function with ionic
eoncentratibn for all important values of the distance fro!h a
central ion, against the generally accepted expectation, There-
fore, we can adopt the approximation unless we expect that the
validity of our treatment can be extended to the polyelecOrolytes
of high charge density, and to the hÅ}gher concentration.
     These ÅëonsiCLerations indicate that it is difficult to esv-
                                                               '
                    'timate the resultant error of our treatment at present. It ls
most likely, ho'vTever, that it would fail for materials of high
charge density and in more concentrated solutions. VJithin
these limitations, our fo-rmula may be used for smoothing and :L
extrapolating experimental resutts if the adjustable parameter,
R, oan be determined independefintly: it will be possible to de--
termine the characteristic values of the activity coefficient
aiid heat of dilution at exbreme dilution.
     The materials which i,ii!l be referred Co later are of rela-
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                                                    'tively lower charge density than those attractinbff public a•tten-
tion generally are. This limitakion does not deprive our asser-
tion on the importance of interionic interacVion bf its gene-rt.'IL
ity, but enables us to get a glimpse of the much more predomi-
nant effect s•Jhich is certainly expected to appear in the case
of typical polyeiectrolytes. Ivloreover we know many compounds,
the shape of ivhich in solutions is qutte different from the
spherical model adopted here. However, the basic ideaitpresent-
ed in ovLr treatment, formation of an ionic atmosphere, seems to
remain to be usefuZ in interpreting almost of all macroscopac




                          CHAE)[I]ER 5
     IDO[I]EN[rilOI)CE[r/RrC "tl[DRA[i]IOIs:, A"TD EX[I]ElgSIOINT O]Ei r•CACRO-ION
                     S 1. Introduetion
     A great de.fi.l of research has been accumulated on the-po-
            'tentiometric study of polyelectrolytes• Attention has been paid
on typicaZ and i•Jeak polyelectrolytes, the experÅ}mental results
of vJhich fit an empirical relation proposed by IÅqatchalsky4S)as
                                     'follows,
                          '
                        ,,,(1
      pH=pK +n log 1- .i,, , (3--1)
                                 '
"rhere "k' is the degree o!n neutralization, pK the apparent dis-
sociation constant, n a constant, and pH has the usual meaning.
Considering assumptions involved in the derivation of (3-1),
it seems interesttng to study ?rhether (S-1) also can describe
the titratibn curves of polyelectrolytes of larger dissociation
constant. Irle have carried out the potentiometric studtty of poZy-
(vinyl alcohol) partially aeetalized with glyoxylic acid, which
was 'previously viscometrica]-ly studied by Nakajima et a"4)
     During the neutralization of. polymeric acids or ba$es
there is a continuous variation in the strength oz" the ionizable
group. [rhis is clearly due to the eLectrostatic effects of
the increasing number of charges on the maero-Å}on, and must de-
pend largely on the molecular extension. Therefore, if the ele-
ctrostatie effec-u' i$ forraulated as a function of the molecula-r
extension, the !atter can be es-timated using the titration -
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curve. Zn Chap`v• 2, ztJe have discus$ed the electrostatic inter-
action in dilute solutions of po!yeleetrolytes and obtained an
expression for the electrostatic free energy, that makes it pos-
sible to get an inrnormation of the molecular extension in dilu-
te solutÅ}ons, in other words, to obtain kno;diledge of the concent-
ra-tion dependence of the' ex`bension.
                      '
                      g 2. Experimen "b al
(A) It4aterials, rtractionated poly(vinyl alcohol) was acetaL-
ized in the sulphurÅ}c acid-s-Jater mixture wz' th glyoxylic acid,
                            'vJhich was obtained by electrolytic reducbion of oxalic acÅ}d.
rhe detaUs of these reactions are given in Ref, (44). Remov-
ing $ulphuric acid by dialysis after the reaction, the polymer
                                                       '
                                                     '$oZution wLas added potassium hydroxyde and precipitated in metha-
noL After purif'ying the polymer by methanol in the Soxhlet ex-
tractor, the solÅ}d polsr,•ner vias dried at room temperabure and
under dÅ}mÅ}nished pressure. The degree of acetalization was de-•
 '
-termined by conductometry;the carboxyl grovtp content, S, express-
es the number of cayboxyl groups per IOO basic molecules of
poly(vinyl alcohol). The structural formula of `uhis polyacid
iS as follows:
                -CI-I2-?H -CH2--?H -CH2-?I-I -CH2-9H -
                     O !-I O OH OH
                      xc/ ''
                         COOK
The degree gf polymerizatlon was determined by the viscosity
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h.
x
measurement of poly(vinyl calcohol) in itJater at 30"C, which i•;as
separated after blanclc treatment. The relation used for the
eaicu!ation was [T]= 7•s x io-4p9'64' where ["2]was the i-i'm.it.--
ing viscosity number and P the degree].•df ':pio]ymetÅ}e,ht, sen.
 B Potentiometric [ritration. [Che experiment;iE'sl'as performed
at room `uemperatv.re (about 25bC). using a pH mete]r, rSiodel p,
Horiba Ins`brumen"u lnc., and a glass electrode. The sensitivity
of the potenttometer vias O.Ol pH unit and the reproducibillty
of the data zvas O.05 pH unit. The polty7mer, stocked•as the al-
kali salt, xvas Sitrated with hydrochloric acid, the end point
being determined by conductometry.
Sg.) Experimental Resialts. In Fjg. 5, example"s of titration
eurves are given. The curves.differ clearly from those of
vieak poMyacids such as
poly(methacrylic acid)
or poly(aerylic acid)
                                           '
                              1 SAtrIPLE;S-Cin their shape, which ,
      • ]• POLYMER CONCENTRATiON
                              ]5iS rather close to that l' (a)LiOl(g!icoOcO
                              l Åqb) 1.9B4
                              i- (c) 5S SSof simple strong acids. I. 4 ,a --c
                              ! --
               . ;-L
                    IaO"-l) does not fit our i/
                              !experimentai resuits IA s
                              land a correction term ['
                              l 2o a2 o.4 o.6 O-8 rhas to be introduced. i-- )- di , ii
Katchaisky  has assumed /Åít/Lg,g l,g)!.i3/g.Zlliipi"C:gXe.g.2S5-
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1         'that in the dissociation equilibrium of weak acid HA, i.e.,
HA e H+' + A; the concentration of A; (A-), is equal to the
concentration or- the Drodutced salt, (B+), and obtainect (5-l).,
This assumption, clearly, zfiails in the case of.fairZy strong
acid.and it is reasonable to introduce a correction term due
to self-dissociation of the ionizable grovtps. Mhus (A-) F
(B+) + (H+). Expressing the total concentration of ionizable
groups by (C), we obtain
                     tu.
      pH = pK +n log
                      l - oÅq' - (I{+)/(C)
                         sk 11
                       l- oÅq" 1
     Because c)Åq' + (}I+)/(C) deno"bes the ratio of the number of
ionized groups to the total number of ionizable grov.ps, it can
be regafirded as an extended degree of neutrali'zation at". As
is shoipm in Fig. 4, (5-2) is found to fit our data very closely.




PDLYY,ER coNCENI'RATIDN LtCl (g/meca)
1.est:
5i.969
  log d"/(1 d etiT) e.a :
Mg. 4. Titration curv,es of PVAG (II).
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using (5--2), pK, pH. a`u sk" = O.5, was deter.mined and tabulated
in Table 2.' rtrom this table, it is found that plÅq increases
with increasÅ}ng S and hardly depends on the polymer conCentra-
tion and the degree of polymerization. (Note the marked con-`
Table 2. Dissociation Exponent of PVAG
sampZe [E)
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de=berinined by (3-l) i•Jas concen"liratÅ}on-dependent and intToctuced
an activity correction, which o.ccordÅ}ng to him can be derived
from the st'mple D-H theory. His treatment, however, seems in--
complete "oecause the ionized groups also were considered to
form the ionic atmosphere in the same manner as simple ions,
in other words, because he dSd not Lvake the "character of macro-
molecules" mentioned Å}n Chapt. 2 into consideration.
                                         '
                   S 3. Extension of r/t`lacro•-Ion .
     In Chapt. 2, a radical difference beti•ieen polymeric and
simpZe eLectrolytes was pointed out that the charge$ on the.
pollyTmer chaln ean nQt diffuse away into the bulk of the solu-
tion. Therefore the local charge density in the polymer spl}ere
wouid remain at a.higher value even in the extreme dilution
tban that in the dilute solutions of simple electrolytes. Ac-
cordingly the ionizable groups are alsy'ays sv.ffering iArom strong
intertiction of electrostatic nature. VJe believe that 'the dif-
ference in potentiometric behaviours of these tT•io kÅ}nas of ele--
ctrolytes is largely due to this interaÅëtion effect, which would
be. completely absent in the ideal solutions of sÅ}mple electrolytes,
i.e., irl the infinite. diZution.. (This effect, though not so
striking in simple electroly`ve solutions, becomes large with
                                                               '
increasing ionic concentration. -For weak e!ectrolytes, the ef-
fect would be n-egligibZe and the Ostwald dilution law holds,
                                --49-
x,rhereas, for strong ones whtch produce a grea•t number of ions,
this is not Che easei) The electrostatic free energy change
of' polyelectrolyte solutions, Arte, "xhich can be given by (3--3),
ls an.expression for this Å}nteraction. •
      PH = PKo +IOg 10-Åq",,(z. + O'434 AFe /kT, (3-'5)
where pKo is the intrinsi.c dissociation exponent of a single
   'ionizable group in 'uhe uncharged molecule, 1.e., the limiting
                    'value of pK for zero degre"e of ionization. From this defini-
tion plÅqo is expected to be equal to pK of the corresponding
monomeric acids or bases in their ideal state. (This defini-
             '
   -tion follows' from our choice of the standard siate of the free
                                              '
                         43)energy. Katchalsky et al.                            have found that plÅqo is incident-
ally very close to the dissoclation exponent of the monomeric
       Yacids orAbases. This closeness shows the convenience of ovtr
choice.) -Tior our materLal, hoyiever, it is diffticult to sepa-
rate the monomeric acid. Therefore, a conventional method is
used here: graphicaZ extrapolation of pK to zero carboxyl group
           '
content. Tbe variation of pK with S is shoi-m in Mg. 5, which
is constructed on the basis of a conclusion mentioned above
that pK is concentrati'on-independent. From this figure, vie
                                       'obtain plÅqo = 2.50, which diverges from the dissociation ex-
Ponent of glyoxylic acid (5.22). This difference may be due
to the presence of electronegative oxygen atoms in the acetal .
compound.
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          This evalu-
      atÅ}on of pKo in-
      vo!ves approximate I, .L.
                             In
                               H
                             i
      extrapolation and ;,
                             1
                             '
      assumptions, which ;
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                              ]
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                  Fig. 5. Variation of pK
                  ztJith carboxyl group con-
                   Lt ent •
            obtained here as correct and utll
            considerations 'on the extension of a
           estimated from the titration eurve and
            formulated by partial differentiation
        respect to Z using a condition:i.L..bFe/aR = O• "
   simplicity, th'e following assumptions are made,
experimental results by Wall and his assoeia`ves:
            iAixed counter-lons, regarded as the
      formaVÅ}on in ov.r t.reatment, is equal to cÅr(Y
        nu[[nber of flxed ions in a macro-ion, A.,
                            '
        depend on the poiymer concentration17)
salt-containing solutions, we obtain
      -g'(!:-ELI)S- [2T(Åre..R) + sk• ''.c,a(ÅrcR)J - '[+}1,e' •-
         ["C ()c 81 ) + OÅq2C ' a (ytL SI )] \ "S 311,ilC' )'C a" (K 62)
                                       p
                                           ( 3•r4)
                -51- ,J
where
      P-i-





plÅq. = 2• 50, 61
also made gf
polymer
     Table 3.
.ELL-LLJL--=LR-l--PPL--
n (2 sk m- + m+ •- n eÅq v+)
2z/p
 and C'= npvÅq2m-p + npoÅq mp".- + 2nsMs
                            '
 the observed value ofAFe and (5-4), the
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     results obtained are $hown, using the experimentai
       in S 2 of this chapter and numerical values of
       = 5A., E= 80, T= 2980K. The assumPtion is
    the constancy of the observed prÅq values over the
eoncentration range covered, even at extreme dilutipn.
                                                f
      Radii of PVAG Estlmated from Titration Data











































= O. 5, salt-free, T       e := 298 K.
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  R at extreme.dilution ls found to be of the order'comparable
  to the half value.of- the root mean square end-to-end distance
  determined from the ,Ji.ndtiqgr'viscosity number (obtained by
J the -',7`uoss plot) using the Flory-r')ox equation44) comparing ,
  the magnitudes of R of S-8, S-2 and S-5 at the same finite.
  concentration, we notice a proportionality between R and a
                       `
  square root of P. This Å}s not incon. sistent with our spherÅ}-i-
  cal model at the beginning, and shovJs that the observed insen-
  sitivÅ}ty of the titrat.ion curve of polyelectrolytes, i.e.,
                              L
   AFe, to the degree of polymerizatien is only appareiit.
  (The 'proporbionality does no`li hold at•extreme dilution: this
                               '
                                      '
  may be due to errors in the assumption of the constancy ot pK .
  and dute to imperfections ozn our treatment vxhich -i•rere noted,in
                                                  '
  Chapt. 2.)
                                                             '
                                           l.
                                           '4 As is readily seen from Table 3, zvith increasing polymer
  concentration R decreases rapidJy at first, and then more slo;,J--
  ly, reaching a limiting valvLe. This tendency•is also obtain'e. d
  when use is made of the titration data of poly(methacrylic acid)
  by oth and Dotye5) In the high poLyine]r concentration range,
  the ma.cro-ion may be .expeÅëted to be curled up to nearly the
                                                               '
  same extent as the neuttral polymer, or pos,sibly less. The r.a-
  dius of the coil o-f a parent PVA molecule tn aq.ueous so)ution
  is estima"ued Luo be IQ5 (P =1820), 77 (P = 10i5) and 43A- (P=`
  5e"O) when the viscosity equation of Einstein Å}s used.46År(use .
  of the Debye-Bueche relation, with the shielding ratio = 8,
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leads to a little higher value o'E' the radius.) This indicates
that our estimates of R are of reasonable order.
     The concentratÅ}on variation of R invttes some comments.
It has been established that the reduced viscosÅ}ties of poly-
electrolyte solutions have a characteristic dependence on the
polymer concentrat)'on. Q.nly a qualitative statement was made
                   47).
                       . with increasing concentration, thepreviously by Fuoss
number of counter-ion fixed inside the polymer domain increases
to decrease the electrostatic interaction between the ionized
groups and caUse the maerd-ion to shrink. AÅëcording to VJall
et al.r the fraction, as was referred to before, was shown to
be almost independent of the polymer concentratÅ}on and applied
field intensitye8) These results seem te contradict Fuoss'
interptetation. VJe are in a position to give an alternative
intero.retation in conformity zdiith the concentration dependence
                                                             'of R listed in Table 3, zvhich indicates that it is highly pro-
bable that the mDlecular extension is determined mainly (1) .by
                      'the inter-macro-ion interaction tind (2-)' by the intra-macro-ion
interaction in dilut'e solution. The first factor is most like--
                                                              'ly to oppose the expansion, while the second would operate to
dilate the macro-ion as generally accepted. The former is pos-
sibly predornÅ}nant in the dilute coneentratien ' range, but St
                                                            'would cease to be so wÅ}th dÅ}minition of v' he concentration.
(When the volume effect of macro-ions becomes very large with
inCreasing polymer concentration, according to the definition
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 of )c, (2--U), the apparent ideality of the soltuion is ap-
 proached' again. Therefore this stateinent can not be correct
 in higher concentration ranges.) Thus the polymer expands. '
 Further dÅ}lution makels the second talce the place of the fSrst.
 In such a concentra`tui' on range, the maoro-Å}on would be extend-
 ed to its maximum dilation depending on the el•ast'ic,r'Åíactor of
                                                                   '
 the chain and so on, and though not neeessarily fulXy stretch-
 ed, the dilation vTould be nearly constant with changing con-
 centration. (The value of R decreases steadily ?rith concent'ra-
 tion in Table 3, itxhich diSagrees iJJith our present assertion.
 This seems due to laek of tÅ}tration data at higher dilution.)
 This variatÅ}-on 'of extension in wide concentration range may be
 viell reflected in the reduced viscosity curve: Åésp/Cp in-
 creases ';vith decreasing concentraPion and, exhibiting a maxi-
          '
 murp value'at a concentration that would be supposed to be' '
 strikingly Zow of the ipreVailing interi'onÅ}•c ihteraction, sud•-
             ,
                                                  '
 denly drops. The appeatance of this maximum has been confirm-
 ed by some.authorse9:54) Addlt.;on-of simpie eiectroiytes v'iould
              t-
 cause lowering of the inter-maero-ion interaction, which help-
 ed Us to find the maximum at higher concentration with facili-
     '
       IV•must'be mentioned that tPe ILeares"v nei.ffhbour inter--
 action was neglected here.. VJe believe that this interaction
, woUl,d become significant when the concentration of added salt
 i$ suffk"eientiy high?6) • '
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     g 4. Salt Concentration and [remperature l)epen(lences
                  of Extension of Ivlacro-!on
     From the•procedure outlined above, we can estimate the
extension of a macro-ion at various concentrations of foreign
salt and at various temperabures. The dependences of titra-
tion eurve on these two factors vÅ}ll be trgated in this section,
with an aim to manifest the validity of our treatment once a--
galn.
(A) EfÅíect of Salt Concentration. aregor and Frederiek
have reported the experimental $tudy on 'vhe titration behaviours
of poly(acrylic acid) in the presence of x-oreign salt?7)' The
results sho"r that the polyacid becomes strong when the salt
'concentration increases. L'lith `uheir results, i-xe obtain the
                                                           58Årvalues of R using (5--4) and numerical values of pKo= 4.25,
2ooo?9) The caicuiat- F'gBl.S,46,S,ai,X gg8:-C,lls,g3"7Ilg$)'82-,91S-
                           tion Data'rt'-ed values are shoi•m
in Table 4, and are

















    -Xpolymer concn.=O.Ol base mQle/l•,
     b(.' = O•I, T = 298elÅq.
will be described in Chapt. 4.) It["f.
 has to be mentioned that T-'ables 5 and 4 indicate that the rise
 of the salt coneentration cortld have qualitatively the same ef-
 fect as tha`u of the polymer concentration on the molecul'ar ex-
                                                '
 tension. Thls eq-uivalency has been well-establÅ}shed by visco--
 metric evidenoe and is assuned implicitly at the begx'nning of
 our -u' reatment.
            '
 (B) Z,,ffect of TemLg2!2:altzgsg-,- Potentibmetric titration of
 polyelectrolytes was not studied at various bemperatures. We
 performed the study at the temperatures of 10, 30 and 600+ O.5"c
 using PVAG, "rith a pH-meter (M-3 Type) of Horiba Znstruments
 Inc. rhe reproducib21ity of the data was O.05 pl-I uni`b. The
 apparent dissociation constant, K, of P'VAG "ias determined ntth
 use of (3-2) and is shovJn in [Dable 5. As is readily seen, the
 values of pK become larger a$ the temperature increases. It
                  58)
 has been reported
                   that•the dissociation constants of a num-
 ber of weak simple acids exhibit•maxime between O and 60eC,
                                        z
. and, exceptionaUy the value of fairly S,trong acid like mona-
 chloroacetic acid increases steadi].y with temperature. L'Jhen
 compaTed with these observattons, the res"lt shown in'Table 5
 is not characteristic of PVAG except that Vhe increase of pK
 is steeper than the cases of lov molecuiar acids.
      rn order to evaluate the variation oin the molecular ex-
 tension wlth temperatur,e, the intrinsic dissociation constant,
 I'Åqo, has to be knovin kgi`ubt its coeÅíficÅ}en-'b of temperaCure depen-
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Table 5. 1/]emperature Variation of p:,Åq ox" pvAa.'
temp. (ec) IO 50 60
plÅq 2.6 2.9 5. 2
       :SI--1(P = 2150,.S = 7.05 mol.%.)-x'
 s a.mpl e
 C = 1. 49 g. /L
  IP
       Table 6. Estiillated pKo of PVAG




   5 2.5   o 2.5
   1 2e5-
   )
 dence. The coefficient for our material is provisionally a,s-
 sumed to be the same as that of the dissociation constant o!n
 monoch!oroacetic acid. Then vie can obtain plÅq values of PVAG
                                                 o
 at variou$ temperatures ntth pKo = 2.50 at 25eC, which are ta-
 bulated in rable 6.
       Thus we are able to determine, from the observed plÅq (Table
             (Table 6), the molecular extension of PVAG using5) and pK
  .(3-4) and e= 84, 78 and 67 for IO, 30 and 600C respectively.
 The results are illustratÅ}ed in Table 7, siThich indicates that
 R decreases wi`uh increasing Juemperature at a fixed polymer con-
       If such an effect of temperature on the moZecutlar exten--
                                                  -. '-s.i-'o-nl-J13ttt)!Lvrle-LF;.Ie"t7-VtL-ltL.tT.e.-)-eaJ-.sP"a.-tt"e...-o-f.--a.fvtt.a.i-tiL.s.,1''thecorre' sibQr-ia..=
                                 -58H. '-'"-A-nt---- .
Table 7. Radius of PVAC- as a Ftrunction ef Temperatutre

















     XThe estimation i•ias carried out uslng the values of
      P = l700 (not 2150), and p}I at d" = O.5 of SI-1
      (i.e., plÅq in TabZe 5). Becc",use the titration curve
      does not depnd on P, and because S of SZ---l is near-
      ly twice as large as that of S-8, the radius shown
      herein corresponds approximately to the radius at
       Dc'' = 1 of S-8 employed in the vtscosity measure-
 . ments (Fig. 6)• .
Å}ng shift of the reduced viscosity ?rith temperature should
be expected to occur. The viscosity of one sample or• PVAG
was measured at the three temperatures (-T' O.10C) using an -
Osicwal-d viseosimeter, which had the following charaeteris-'
tics; capUlary radius, O.343 mm.; volume of bu!b, i.80 cc.;
len•gth of capillary, l4.6 cm.; maximum head drop, 4.8 cm.;
efflux time for twiee distz'11ed vxater, l32.I sed (50 Å} O..XOC).
The kinetic energy correction i4ras negligible. To avoid mark-
ed influence of a trace of ionic impurtties on the viscosity
data, the glass vessel[. employed was steam-washed before the
                                                      '
                                                   '
                                                           'solutions x,iere prepared. '
     Mhe resu]t of viscQsity rneasurement is shoiJJn in Fig. 6.-•
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'
The tendency that the reduced viscosity falls with Å}ncreasin.cr
temperature is in aÅëcord with observations by rfock and p{arshal159)
and inagaki et al?5År !t is of importance to make mention of
-ike agreement ivith the temperature-variation o!" ihe above eal-
Åëulated radius.
                                                The effect of
                                           temperature on the
  l
                                           had been examined by
  loeg R,,,.. / some investigators.
                                '
  l n No, • As previously reTLrj ew-
  : '"'N...-.P" 1
  ll
    gllli".6.'.B.eCpl5fX8d.lliioCO?IYX.), .• between poiymer and '
    30 (----), and 600C ( ). solvent i$ reduced '
                                           and Ltehe polymer is
then curled up vhereas in poor solvents the attraction between
submolecules of polymer is dizninished by increased thermal mo-
tion and the polymer cbains uncurl. AccordingZy, lovrering or
rising of the reduced viscosity utth temperature i•fi!l be obseny.v-
ed according as the solutions are formed exothermica!ly or endo--
                               --6O-
thermically. The experiments on ?VAG indicate the same behav-
iour as that of neutral polymers in good solvents. Needless
to say, the repulsive force betveen ionized groups supersedes
the attraction bet"reen solvent and polymer, and the interionic
interaction has to be taken into cOnsideration.
     If the molecular extension 'vTere determined by the intra-
macro-ion interaction only, the polymer coi! .would dilate with
rising temperaicure, beeause the repulsive x"oÅéce betveen ionized
grouPs becomes prevailing due to the decrease in dielectric
constant of water. This is clearly contradictory to the experi-
mental evidence. Contrary to the effect of the intra-macro-
ion interaction, the inter--macro-ion interaction ivhich, as ;tie
stressed in Chapt. 2, has been negleeted in most Qf the theories
of polyelectrolyte solutions previously publisined, seems to
cause a decrease in the rflolLecular extension. Thi,s kind of in-
teracin'on becomes lnfluentiaZ as ,temperature rises, owing to
tine same reason as in the ccaLse ef Å}ntra-macro-ion interaction.
Therefove ib can be said that observed vcfi•riatton of the vis-
coslty of polyelectr.olyte solutions v?Å}th temperature is a fur-
ther evÅ}denÅëe to manifest the importance of the inter--macro-
lon interaction.
                       S 5• 'Piscussion
     It rnay be useful at 'vhis point `uo mention the physiÅëal
basis from z"hich the moleÅëuZar extenston can be deduced,
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vJith all other conditions fixed, the electrostatic potential
inside the macro--ion is determined by the extension: the po-
tentia] will l)e decrea.sed c-`s `bine polymer cliains uncurl. The
average dissociation consYant corresponds to the work required
to bring a hydrogen ion from inside the field of this (exten--
sior!--dependen'u') potential to infinity. T/herefore bhe titra- '
tion curve depends on the extens.ton.
                                                 '
     This dependence appear$ to contradiet the usually observ--
ed insensitivity of the titration d:ata towards the degree of
                                             'polymerization, P. :/t must be borne in mind that the potential
is determined by the total number of charges on the polvymer
chain and by the extension, both of which aTe dependent on P:
;vith increasing P, the total number increases proportionally
to P atid the extensAon also becomes larger. T/hese two factors
give rlse to an in.crease and decrease in the potential respec-
tively. Therefore we are led Co the conclusion that'[Jthe in-
sensltivity mentioned above shove partial cancellation of
these ti•Jo effects.
     The effect of counter-ion size upon titration behaviour
                                                     57,61)of polyelectrolytes has been studied by Gregor et al.,
who found. that polyacids became p)rogressively i•ieaker with in-
creasing size of the counter-ions. :his phenomenon vxas inter-
preted by them to show that polyions fixed a number of eounter-
ions in c!ose proximity to the chain, and a -theoretÅ}cal ihter-
pretation was given using a rod-like model. :his model, how-
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i ever, does not seem valid to us, especialJy in the non-extreme
 dilution. On the other hand., (3-4) giving an expression for
   a, Fe sho!•is that AFe (inence pY.) increases vith increasing 81,
 a paranieter dependent on the slze of counter--ion, x•fhen R is
 fixed. This trend is eert`nLinly in aceord with the eÅrcperime]Lt.
 Because of lack of the datca at low degrees of nbvttra"zation,
 only to which our treatment is accessible, the guanti`bative
 discussion can not be developed. I{ovever, it cc.Ln be said that
 no specific chemical explanatjon needs to be inbroduced at
 least so.far as the experimental ev'ldence accumulated up tQ
 the present is concerned.
     . -Tn this chapter, it z's made clear that our treatment ean
 provide:a fairly satisfactorly' pieture of the complicated be-
 havious oÅí polyeleutrolyte solutions, and the titration curve
 is a poverfi21 source of information on the molecular extension.
 Regretfully, we are not in a position ico quanti'tatively examine
 the magn;tude of R in 'bhe non--extremely dilutions, because no
 convincing information has not yet been obtatned from other
                          '
-
 approach at pre$ent, We belÅ}eve, hovever, that the decrea$e
 of R ztJith concentrations of polymer and foreign salt and zvith
 temperature "rould be so close to reality. Therefore we can
 step in the fe!lovting consideration on the vÅ}scesity of pDly--
               '
 electrolyte solutiens and on the ctefinition of the "ionic
                                                            '
 Mtote. The correction eontained in (S-2) s•Jas inctependentÅ}y epn-
                            Ref. IOI)•sidered by gisenb rg (See
                               .-65-•
                          CHAIP[lrER 4
       VOSCOSIWtzT O-P DIIUT],H SOIUT:, OLblS OF POIYELECTROIYID,P.S
                      S !. Introductlon
     It has been s•JeU-establis]ied that the reduced vi'scosity
of dilute selutions of polye!ectrolytes shows the remerkably
differenio concentration a'ependence from that of neutral poly-
mer selutions. It is observed to increase so steepLy with de-
creasing concentraSion in the salt-free solutions tha"u the Ur
ni•sclng,'' viSCOSItiy number (nz] can not be determined with high
accuracy.
     The propAOsed methods of extrapolatiQn for determining ('?)
can be classified into two groups. First of tinem is a method
of rTLuoss and strauss62) that utnizes a iinear reiation between
the reduced viscosity, OZsp/Cp, and the sg.uare root of polymer
                l/2
concentTation! C p . As pointed out recently by many authors,
howeveT,, the ' l? sp/Cp -- Cp eurve has a distinct maximum at a '
very iow concentration59-54) so that this me'thod of extrapoia-
                 'tion seerlls definStely dubious. The second method, on the con-
          'trary to the first ;ixhich employed an empirical relation, is
                            'based on the choice of a pcftLrameter by sghich the experÅ}menSaX
                                '
                            .data can be -Tea.rranged sg Phag the llnearity bet"reen ?lsp/Cp
'and Cp can be secured. (The detailed discussÅ}on,was gÅ}ven by '
Terayama and "iiiz63) on these methods of exbrapo2ation.) some
parameters were ehosen} which can be •distinguished by their
    .
                        '
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p:iysical signijriÅëance to each other. Hoiv'ever not all of them
                                      ihave an unlimi:ted validlty and caan- give the linear relation
                                                              64)desired. The method of dilution proposed ]Dy Pals and Hermans
is of lnterest in some respect: ehoug'h the oriiginal ip-tention
to determÅ}ne ["z} in salt-Åíree soluCions was not satisfactorlly
attained, the method seems to contain useful suggestions for
interpretation of t'ne concentration ctependence of viscosity.
xn thÅ}s chaPter, attention will be focused on this method of .
dilution, and some analysis ;vill be given,
               S 2. PreZiminary Considerations
     Pa!$ and Hermans (P-IO have defined cfi` a.uantity, Xo ,
vhich was called by the name oÅ}' "effective ionic strength;'
for poZyelectrolyte solutions. This is clear]y Em extension
of ':ionic strength" for simple electrolyte solutions. Accord--
ing to them, Xo is reZated to the concenbration of foreign
salt (mol./l,), X, the concentratien of Polymer (g,/1.), C ,
                                                           p
and the number of equivalents per gram of the polymer, ZfK,
by the relation
vihere m denotes the number oJE moles of foreigii salt which is
required to rep!ace one equitv-alent of the po!yelectroXy•te.
The method o!fi dilution is to determine the parameter m so as
to ebtain the straÅ}ght 71sp/cp - Cp lÅ}ne, lgeeping Xo constant.
     Xt is noteworthy that the first icerm in (4-1) reduces to
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tshe usual "ionic strength" ;+rhen the foreign salt is of 1-l
L-ype and the second expresses polymer concentration ef'fects.
Apart from the arbitrariness in determining Lbhe va!ue oÅí m,
it is of great signiÅíicance that these effecbs "re.ret•inbrbdpcea-"
tntse a parame`ber cbosen for de$criptÅ}on of the polyEilleÅëtrolyte
solutions. I"e mentioned,. in Chapt. 2 tha`u "uheories or inter--
pretations on the solu`btons prevtously published have not con-
sidered the presence of more than one macro-ion with a Åíew ex--
ceptSons. This omission has made the treatments unneeessarSly
intricate and has led the theories to the failure in giving an
inteTpretation, fTom a unified stand-point, regarding many va-
rieties of properties, Whe.ther the ''effective ionic strengthY
defined on the ground Df the assumption of an equivalencY of
simple and polyineric electrolytes, is e. characteri$tic q-uantity
for the po)yelectrolyte solutions, just as the "ionic strength"
for simple electrolyte solutlons, x-LrilL be determined by the phy•-
sical implication of the po.rameter m.
     The Xineax Tela-b`ion ioetween Z2sp/Cp and Cp, from whieh
m ean be determined, hap been found out originally for the neu--
tral poly!ner solutions. It can be approximately admitted that
the extension of the polyrner is kept constant on this line.
From an e.na!og'y-of the situatiDn, we could expecb bhat the ' ex-
tension of a macro-ion on the P-H dUutten line is independent -
Df conce.n,J`uration$ oi" p' olymer and foreign salt. We ivill, in
the folloving consÅ}deration, regard this expectation as a cri:-
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terlon for judging validity of the treatment employed vsith a
purpose oiO exploring the character of m.
                      g3. Experimental •
                                                '(A) ILiaterlaX. The materÅ}al used is again poly(7inyl alcohol)
partÅ}allsr acetalized zgith glyoxylic acid (PVAG).
 B VÅ}scosit; IYaeasurements. The viscosity measurements
i•xere carried out cn.t 50 -+ O.10C wÅ}th an Ostwald viscosirneter,
the characteristic of which was described Å}n ChapL. 3. Potas-
sium chloride was chosen as a foreign salt.
     The results of the measurements are given in be-z'g. 7. The '
'full eurves denote the re(auced viscosity curves. As is usual-
ly the case, `the reduced viscosity i'ncreases sharply with de-
                        .creasing Cp for the salt-free solution,'i.e. X = O. (A dis-
tinct mkaximum mentioned in Chapt. 3 was not observed r"or thÅ}s
material, but it ziias found out at abou`u l g./l. Åíor S-5 (P =
370, S = 2.97 mol. %). According to other rep.orts, the con-
centr.ation exhihi-ts' lng the maximum reduced viscoslty is much
 J.ovLJ.er than ours. This discrepancy may be due to difference
in the charge density of the material used.) As X becomes
greater, 7sp/Cp decrteases and the linearity is .approached.
Though the viscosity of aqueous solUtion of the pa]rent PVA is,,.
                                                        rLas is expected, strÅ}kingly low, it must be menti-oned that `bhÅ}s S
.
Iow viscosity is exhibited by a PiiAG solution itrhieh containst
a large amount o.{ foreign salt (X = Z)• This appears to mean
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                            tFig. 7. 0bserved Reduced V)'scosity-ConcentratiorL Curves'
of PVAG in Solutions of Simap!e Electrolyte a-nd the Pals-
        Dilution l)ines, (Tbe numerical figv.res denoteHermans
the radÅ}us of t'ne polyner sp, here estimated from titration
data.)
     Sample: S-8 (P = l700, S == 3.46 mol.%.)
     Actdea Salt: IÅqCl
observed
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that' the linearity can not be at once.' interpreted as an in-
dication of disappearance of electrostatic interaction.
      Applying the P-H method of dilutton to our observation,
"re obtain a group of dilution lines (dashed lines in Fig.7)
at m = 2.3, Accor,ding to (4-1),,X = Xo holds when Cp = O.
Therefore, the intercept on the ordirLate gives [i?] ab the con-
                                                         'centration Of foreign salt=X. r '
      The'same measurements z•reTe carried out for other two ma-
terial$ and thg dilution method was also qp" pti' qq. The values
of m are shown in Table 8, with characteristlcs of the materials.
Thls table indicates that m depends on the degree of polymeri-
'2ation and the charge density. Zt has been reported that Pals
and Hermans obtained m = l.O. for sodium earboxyme-thylcellulose,
                                                     .
                                                        '
                                                             '1.5 for, sodi-
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  ienized' group, it might be expected to be unity in
                                                     -
      cqunter-ion fixation is negligÅ}bJe. Before
                             L ..---.,L.-...
     this value has a sovLnd and reasonabJsQ. basis, Nny
                                           Å~-
   detailed discussion has to be gi•ven on the eXec-
interaction,/ in the field of vihich the ionized
 constrained.
                    -69--
SH .
).
(c) Po'ueniiometric Titration. As stated in S 2 of -i his
chapter, we have to 'obtain information regardin.a the extension
of a macro-ion on the dilution line. For this putrpose, a meth-
od using po`uentiometric titration data is employed here again,
because no other methods "cLre avaUable at present.
     The experimental procedure is the same as the one des-
crlbed in g 2 of Chapt.5, except that a pH-meter of M-3 Type
of Horiba Instruments !nc. was u$ed and the teraperatute ozO
?VAG-KCIL solutlons v;as controlled to 30 Å} O;50C. An exainlple
of the salt concentration dependence of the dissociation ex-
ponent of ?VAG is shown in Table 9, which shows that the pre-
sence of foreign salt does not' practa-ca)iy affect the plÅq.
This i$ in contradiction s•im'th Katchalsky and SpitnikTs and
Dthers' observations65) for poiy(acryiic aeia) and poly(rneuie•
•acrylic aeid). The clisorepaney cfi.ppears to be due to di'E!"erence
Sn the charge density.
               S 4. Extension of Nacro-Zon on L-
        the P-H Dilution Line and the Related Problem
(A) Extension of ),•riacro-Ion on the P-H DÅ}Lution line. XL;rom
 the titration data.and (5-4), ve ean estirnate the extension of
 a macro-ion at arbitrary concentratÅ}ons of xo!ymer and of, add-
.ect salti The results obtained by thi.s calculation are insert-
 ed in r-igi 7,. ':he figures at `uhe intersecting points of observ--
 ed visco,sity curves and artificial dilutÅ}on lin. es denote the
                               "70..
Table Oy. plÅq of PVAG as a Function
of Concentr.q.tion of Foreign Salt
   Sample: S!-1 ÅqP = 2150,
           S = 7.05 mol.fYo)


















constant on a dilution !ine. (Deviation
c' onstancy urillL be discussed later.) Tliis
result, whteh agrees itiith an idea suggested
SinÅëe this idea seems to be sound at present
consÅ}dered to confirm that a fundamental
                    t
our method for estima)i}ng the extension is
underlying the P-II method of dilution and
to assure the coryeetness of the postulate,
quivaLency of simple and -polymeric ions.
ifest.s itself in the viscosity behavieur:
salt- and polymer-eoncentration gives rise
reduced visco$ity. "ihe P--H method can be
but an effert to inquiry the eguivalency
ground of this experimental fact.
     Resewatipn has to be voiced cencernmg
                             -7z-
     radius (R) of
     the $phericai
     macro-lon expres-
x ed in A. Here a-
     gain plÅqo = 2.50
     vas used.
          rt vtil) be
     realized that the
     calcuÅ}atect value;.
     of R is nearly
at C =O from 'the
    p
 is an 1'nteresting
   by Pals aitd Hermans.
   , the cn.greement is
postulate involved tn
 equivalent'to that
, at the same time,
   which is on an e-
 This eguivco,lency man- -
 an inÅërease in both
   to a decrbase of
 said to be nothing'
quantitatively on bhe
 '
' the valvLes of R
at C = O. I`Je should lilce to mention some dubious points in-
    p
voLved in the ca!culation. LPirstly, care rnust be taken ojr the
use (at Cp = O) of -plÅq-value vfhich was practically constant o-
ver a range of finite concentrations covered, Because of tre-
mendous diffiÅëulties encountered in performing the titration
at high dilutions', `uhe uucertainty can not be remQved. Second-
ly, there remaips a possibility that the error Å}n our treatment
used for the present calculation mlght be fairly con: idera.ble
at extTeme d.ilution. As i-ras i'nentionect in Chapt. 2, a model,
similar to that of Hermans and Overbeek, was adopted for a
macro-ion and a distribution formula prorposed by ltJicke and Eigen
was a.ssumed, Our mathe,siatical expression naturalZy reduees to
that obtained origina!ly by H-O, i-ihen the polymer concentration
becomes extrernely loTsi. Ta" erefore, izn any disagreemen-i or con-
tradic"tion with experiment z-ias Eound out, it can be ascTibed to
imperfections Qf ihe 'rt-O model; the W-E theory sÅ}mplifies to the
                            '
             LD-H theory x•;hÅ}ch is regarded as a t'rue la"•r in the !irRit of hlgh
       'dilukions, vhereas aia.alysis of approximations inherent to the
H-O theory js not yet eÅrctensively undeTtaken. Tthe le,ss reliabi--
       'lity of the values of R at Cp = o ce.n be clear)y unders`booa af--
                                                           'ter considering that a ,spherical model has been adop-Led for a
macro-ion and .o, proportionalÅ}ty beti-Jeen calculated R and a $a.uare
root of degree ol .p. 'o?ymerÅ}zation 4oes not hold at Cp = 9r .,
     r,rom (n) at an effective ionic strength, the radius of a
                                 '
                     'M-acro--ion under this condition assumed as a rlgid spher'e can
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be estimated with use of :,instein's equation. The values cal-
                                                              -5
                    -5
                                                      4.2 x 10culated are !80, 160 and I30 A. for Xo = l.7 x le,
and 10-2 respectively, about ti•rice larger Lbhan R obtaMed a-
bove at C 7L O. This discrepancy may come from the omission
         p
of the electroviscous effect in Einstein's theory. As easUy
expected, taking this effeet into consÅ}deratsÅ}on i•iould result
     -
(B Consider,ation on m. As mentioned above, m was i-'ntro-
duÅëed as a parameter denoting cnLn equivalency of the charge of
ionized group and that of slmple ion.. In our case, the ionized
group carries ,monovalent charge just the ions of foreign salt
used. Therefore m = 1 can be taken for granted most naively.
Experimentally, hovJever, we have a value other thcan unity some-
times, as stated alJove. Stoichiometric eonsÅ}deration, thus,
is supposed not to be apllicable:'Che deviation from unity ap-
pears to mean tinat the charge of ionized group and that of
simple ion can not electrochemically have an effect equivalent
to the analytical valency. It is not absurd to ascribe this
to the electrostatic interacbion by which the ionized 'groups
and simple ions are alrvays influenced.
     This interaction- can be measured in terms of activity co-
efficient of the solu-ve (or the solvent). It i's evident that
the ehoj.ce of a standard state cornmon to polymeric and simple
electrolytes is necessary and convenient for rnurther discus-
                            '
                                      '
                               '
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sion o!fi the present problem. As such a standard state, the t--
deal state oiA simple elee`brolyte solutions should be chosen.
!t Å}s, here, to be reminded that our aetivlty coefficient calr
culated in Chapt. 2 is really based on this state. AccordMg•-
ly, for interpreting the cl?aracter of m, it will be usefuL to
compare m zdth io" p :ti / "liK sÅ}, vJhere )5ÅrpÅ} denotes the mean activity
coefficient of polyelectrolyteS. and rfsÅ} that of foreign salts.
  ifps can be inor]llulated using (2-l8) and•(2-19) and esÅ} is
glven ifirom (2-16) by
               r-eZÅrKr[ILELgtSZErL9S5LLegEgL9sSLLt--e2Eg]SE:tr(rNR)+notifOxopT2ng(yÅqop
      kT log IS)st-
                   3G
            '
     Using the value o!" R
tio can be evaluated for a
lated in Table 10, from
(eompare s•n' th m l 2.3)
:t will be noticed that,
takes a considerably small
of the -galue of R shown in
comes greater, approaching
ed at C SO is used, for
       p
This appears to support
Mentioned above. VI'nen the
x lo-3 is evaluated, the
          of np(sk mi + mp"). + 2n.
2'
     inserted in 'Fig. 7, ZilpÅ}, 2i)stand the ra-
      sample, S-8. [Dhe results are tabu-•
   which ifpÅ}/ifsiis seen bo be abJut 1.6
                          -3
  except ivhen Xo = 1.7 x 10 and Cp = O.
    at Cp = O calculated value of apÅ}/X)sÅ}
      value for all X 's when use is..-madie
                     O lt''''"T.L
                                       ig- -
      Fig. 7, 'rhis ratio, h6)LiSever, be-
      to !.6, vihen the value of R ob-i ain--
     example 70 Ar for xo = 4.2 x lo73
   the less reliability of R at Cp = O
      estimate of, the ratio at X = 1.7
                               o
    experim/'"ntal difficulties in the vis--
                   '
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+
cosity measv.rement at such a high dilution ha.s to be taken in-
to censideration. Thus it can be supposed that the parameter
m. might be gi'ving the ratio of .fi.ctÅ}vity coefficÅ}ent of poXy-
eleetrolyLlief to that oÅí simple e!ectrolyte. This supposition,
x•;hile not so firm at present, can be examined by direct mea-
surement of 'uhe jnean aeti'vity eoeffielent of poZyelectrolytg,
which itias undertaken firstly "oy Chaditiick and ATeale most ve-
 Table ]O. iviqan Activity Coefficients of Polyelectrqlyte and
  S2mple ElecVrolyte on the DilLutien Mne and the Ratio
      Sample: S-8, m = 2.3.
Xo x io5 C
:E)
./1.)
X x 10 ]'
(mol . /l .• )
R
ÅqA.)
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,(C) On the Slope of the Dilution .T 2ne
Lhe slope s of the viseosity-eoi.igentration
the so-called Huggins constant, k'-, by
      s - k,[n]2 .
k' of the dUution line can be esti-ma' ted
of materiEt-ls and i-s plotted against llX
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Mg. 8. Variation of the kt
the Pals-H. ermans dilution line
feetive ionic strength, Xo•
observed by Pals and Hermans
but the linearity differed from
ing on the degree of
if our expe2iment ss not in
that Xo, depending on a ,
electrolyte, Å},.e.s m, has an '
       constant of
          with ef-
        for sodium
           each others
poZymerization and
      Åíault, it is
   clrva rac `u eri stic
        implicative
         -76-
. Acco-rding to Huggins,
      curve is related to
  t,he followÅ}ng relation,
                   ( 4-. )7 År
    i"or ouy three kinds
    in -iig. 8. From this
  o
 the dilution line is
         much greater
         tban that 'usual'-
         ly found foi neu-
         tral pollytners,
         (2) k' ineteases
         linbarly w:i:th 'de-
         cre,httdsing Xo aiid
1
         (5) all ef our
i
         ma"ueriats ha've'
         the same linear-
         rty. The facts,
         (1) and (2)) vere
   earboxymethY!ce1lulose,
       in its $g..o-p.e .dle..p.e.pd=
   on the charge density.
   tempting to conclude
 pa.rameter of the poly-
    signtfica4ce. A's Xo
becomes greater, vie can says that the solvent poive-r is lowered.
If this expression is permitted, the tendency of k' mentioned
in (2) is in complete con-tradiction rviCh the trend o2" this eon-
stant observed for neutra! poiymersf6) our pre$ent observation,
ho"xever,should be interpreted in terms oÅí the surface potentiaZ
of the macro-ion, "rhich decreases ;n' th increasing concentration
              '
                                                                      ,of foreign salt so that inteyionic interaction is diminished
and k' also bdcornes smaller. Of Åëourse, k' depends aLso on
the segnenSb-density and the flexibility of LLhe chain, Kvhich
could be neglected in the polyelectrolyte solutionS according
                       9 5. )iscussion
     I.n the above sections, it wa,s pointed out Chat the effec- •
tive ionic strength of poiyeiectrolyte solutions implicated
the physically i-mportant significance. So ;nar, it has been
introduced and discus$ed only in connection vJith the viscosity
of the solutions. It ls expected that it )xill be subject to
exLtensive examination in the Light of other expe)r(Lmental eviden-
ce. Diffusion of the polyeleetroZytes mlght be a pertinent
source of infotmata" ons.
     1"e showed that the parameter, m, was approximately close
to the ratio of mean activiby: coeÅíficients of poiyelecbrolyte .
and of simpZe electrolyte. The variation of m ;•iith charge dien-
                                                                      .
Sity and degree of polymerization iliustrated in Table 8,' it
                          -
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is interesting, can be interpreted at least qualitatively in
terms of -the dependence ein tfpz/if,t}srith these characters of ma-
terials. ifsL, as the numerical calculation shows, is not
inMuenced to an ex"Lent, so geat as ifpÅ}, by the characters of
macro-ions. Therefore we can omit if7$.Å}in Lbhe folZowing con-
sideration• ifpr increases with degree o:n polymetization and
charge density, according to (2-l8) and (2-19), in the usual
case. The charge densities of our materials used here aTe Å}n
the order, S-5 ÅqS-8 ÅqSI--2, and the degree o'f pollyhierization
,increases in the order S--5ÅqSI-2ÅqS-8. Since the volume ef-
fect on the activtty coeÅífjeient is much greater thanfthe e.f.
fect of charge density, ifpÅ}of S-t8 takes the greatest ,value,
as experimentally observed.
     It is to be'noted that the dÅ}lution lines can be dis--
tinguished from each others by the extension of a macro--ion,
thovtgh a value, which is to be determined by the nature of
the material, is assigned to m irrespectÅ}ve of the effective
ionic strength. The insen$itivity of m tox•Jards this ion2c
strength appear,. at a first glanee, rather curious. !t is
not clear whether this property of m is able to be observed
in a wider range•of concentrabion oT not.
                                  "
    '
                                    ''
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                           CHAPT-"F.ilR 5
              ET.,-,EC[I]ROIPHORES:/ S OF POILYE[[,ECTROLYTES
                     (ONE-CeMiPONEI"T StYSTErri)
                       g 1. Zntroducticn
      Electropn' oresis has bee.n an invaluable method to attaÅ}n
 a fuUer knowledge of behaviours of proteins in solutions.
 unfortunately 'the tvast progress-in the exPerimental techhique
 has not been accompanied by a correSponding advancement in
 the fundamental theoretieal interpretation because of struc-
 tural complexieey of proteins. Il is self-evident that useful
 i]fiformations could be obtained if the electTophoretic study
 is carried out o!" synthetic polyelectrolytes. Such a study,
 at the savae time, will possibly lea.d Us to 'a bether understand-
.ing of the properties of poiyelectrolyte $olutions themselves.
      We wil) desÅëribe our study on eleetrophoretic behaviours
 of a polyeleetrolyte, poly(vinyl alcohol) pa.rtially aeetalized
 ;t,Fitb glyoxylic acid, in this chapter. This is a most simpli--
 fied model of protein, and a compnund i•ihich wa$ studied exten-
 sively by various methods of experiments. The degree of aceta!-
 ization does not exceed about 20 moil.%o and the conclusions pre-
 sented here might not be valid for the polyelectroZytes of high-
 er charge densi' `bies. ThS$ restrictSon, holarever, would $erve
                            L.tO leacl us Lbo an understanding ef simple and polymerac electro-' '
 lytes from an unift'ed stand--point, and more importantly, to ex-
                                -79.
t"'
amination of an experimental fact obtained recently on poly-
(vinyl alcoho!), that it migrated tox,iards the anode.
     The presence of carboxyl groups on PVA mo'lecules has
been pointed out from the polymerization mechanism, and
sakurada and yoshizaki67) carried out the conductometric ti-
tration. to determine the number of acidic groups which was
found to be in agreement viith that expected from the polymeri-
                                       68)
zation mechanism; Sakurada and Hosono,                                          on the o'ther hand,
              '
performed the eleetrophoresis of ?VA in slmple salt so:utions.
The number of charges ealeulated from the mobUity ziias found,
to be larger than that determined by the conductometry. tehis
has been pointing something to be exaimined in the method oi
the calculation, i.e., in the apPlication of Debye--Henry's re-
lation on the electrophoretic behaviour of charged particies.
                                           '
            'Thus use of a synthetic polyelectrolyte, the number of charges
of x•ihich can be uniquely determined'
 ytith high accuracy, sdiill
be advantageDus for the purpose of examining the theory ef e-
lectrophoretiÅë migration.
                          '
     In this chapter, "ie will deal ;liJith the simplest case,
that Å}s, one-comrponent system. Attention is focused on the
eStÅ}matlon of the number of charges of ]?VAG by means of Debye-
Henry's relation from the mobility and on other related prob-
1'
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                       S 2. Exp-erimental
  A rvriaterÅ}al. rhe material used ve.s poly(vinyl aleohol)
` partially acetalized with gXyoxylic acid, (PVAG), that was
 Studied potentibmetrieally and viscometrically. ÅqSee Chapts.
               '
                                              '
 S and 4.)
  B) Electro horesis. The electrophoret-ic mobilities were
 me,o.$ured at l5 -+ O.1"C in a Hitachi HT--A Tiselius apparatus
 by the Schlieren diagonal method. SoZutions containing PVAG
 and the supporting electrolyte were dialysed against large
                         '
                     '
 volumes of the supporting electrolye solution against which
  the boundaries were to be formed. [rhe dialysis was fÅ}nished
 when equilibrÅ}um in'dtcated by attaÅ}nment af•constant conduc-
  tance z•iels. reached. The concentrations of ]?VAG vJere determined
                                                        1;
. by dry weight after dialysis. The electrophoretic cu,rrent
 varied from 10 mA to 1 mA, depending on the eleetrical charac•-
 'ter of the material and on the conductanee of the solu'tion.
                                        '
   C) Electrophoretic Pattern and Mobility. Usually the
Schlieren patterns of PVAG were symmetsrica! as Fig. 9 sbows?
and as rnany boundarieB were obser-ved as the number of i'  onic
SPecies present i,rould account for. In the buffer media of
10w ionic.strengths, sta.tionary epsilon- and deZta-boundaries
OeCurmed; the lozver the ionic streng.th, Vhe more markedly .the
delta--boundary beeomes. (See Yig. 9.) The displ-acem,ent o•f
                                 'this boundary was not observed in the present experiments.
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ga,m2.isi,g;86.?\g.fgr;• c\;gs?K-Hgi; ,gg,g.o"o2s
        Fig. 9. Schlieren patterns of PVAG.
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, pH = 5• 3,
  t
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          ds. patterns as. patterns
(D)
 ga,MP.i 2i,?•;86.9,l#gX2r;• CH,:C,O,?K-HSi•,.,11!g,,-.O•O09• pff - 5e5
                       Fig. 9. (Concluded).
Electrophoretic mobility m was calculated by the relation
where U is the moving velocity of boundary determined from
the displacement of the peak of pattern and E the voltage gra-
dient evaluated from the conductivity of the dislised polyilier-
buffer solution. Practically, U was deterrnined by the dls•-
                                          placeraent (h) of peak
                                          an example of the h-t
    .L-
  a u.4
                                          rrhe slope corresponds
    Ll,1
                  txlO`(sf:c.) descending and ascend-
irfilg. 10. Disp}acement and utgration
                                      '
                      '
                              -8 3-
quant-ity in this record refers only to the former. The bound-
aries ,travelLed toitJards .the anode as expected: the mobility is
negative ..
                  g 3. Experimental Results 1
(A r(iobilit and De ree of Po! erization. Table ll gives
the.mobUity values Qbtained viti ttie materials of three dif-
ferent degrees of polymerization (?) and of practically con-
stant carboxyl group content (S). This table shosfirs that the
  Table ll. Effect of Degree of PoLymerizatÅ}on on I'tobilÅ}ty
      -Buffer: CI{3COOK-HCI, pFÅ} = 5.3, IX. = O•099,
      Cp: ca. I g./100 ce.
                                                             .t
                  '























   11pt.211:,igl•i•g8siua2?.Z,l3gE9•T.in'9innbg?'lsagfig.gg-,?ig.sgs,it';•g.,
                           :
                        '
             '
mobilÅ}ty hardly depends on tbe degxe,e of polymerization. rhis .
is in accbrdance with ttile yesults with pvA by Hosono and sakurada68)
and with poXy(4-vinyl--N-nXbUtyJ pyridinium bromÅ}de) by M,tz- -
gera•ld.eV alg9) ..:Assi.uniug •Proportiona.Iities bets•Jeen P and a
                    '
                 'squa.re df.t,he radiu.s oÅí.' sphericai mqcro--ion,R9 and between p
and t' 6e number of charges dn a macro-ion, Q, this independency
                                        --
             , •• .84•-
can be easily explained by Debye-Henry's relation70)which. iiiq$
derived for the virtua!ly rigjd sphere,
      m= f( )(.7'R) Q/ Ell6 xfrzR (i +xc R)} , (s-2)
where f(Yk'R) is the Henry function and x' the original Debye
reciprocal length, since f(Årry'R) is not sensitive to X'R and
Årc'R is much larger than unity under our experimental eondi-
tions. The relation pcÅrc R2 was origina!ly found for neutral
polymers. [ehe viscosity of P;JAG used here in the buÅífer meqi-
um, ionic strength = O.1, does not display the dependence on
polymer concentration, which is characteristic of polyelectro-
'lyte solutions, so that it does not seem unreasonable to intro-
duce the proportionality in our ca.se. The proportionality of
Q to P cEma be easilSr admitted if PilA rnolecules we-re uniformly
acetalized.
 B Mobilit and H, rhe dissociation of polyelectrolytes
depends on the pH and thdi mobility would also depend on the
pH. Fig. 11 and' Table l2 showii the dependence. For compara-
tlve purpose, the titration curv.es are aZso indicated. t"rom
this figure, it is realized that almost of alZ aci:dic groups
are ionized at pll l 5 Snd contribute to the electroplioretic
                              h
             'motion.
 C) 1'(obilit. and Carbox l Group Content. The mobilit'y
values obta4ned with various carboxyl grou•p.content (S) are
                              --85-
Table 12.
 SampXe:
    '
 Buffer:
 Effect of pH on Mobility
SL8 (P .,= 1700, S = 5.46 mol.
Qt.i.t ' 59, Cp: ca• i g•Aoo
9U39. 9PgrHCi1 /y{,-- o•og6
9o)
cc.
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ll. Effect of pH on Mobzlity.
s-s,, cp = i g./!OO cc• Qtit= 59
eHsCOOK-Hcl, A,.= o•og6•
  curves ( IXs = O): L
C = O.69 g. /100 ec. .
p
 C =Q.07 g./IOe ec.
  p
      ..t t .
                        -1'
                           Hs6--
illustrated in
Tarble 13 and Fig,
12. !nterpola-
tion of the mobi-
lity to that of
            52PVA (ga. 10- cm.
v71sec'i) gives
the figure oÅí a-
b out ,O,7 mol.%
as the S, which
is not so different
from bhe number
o' f. chaTges of PVA
previously .detez.
mined in the buffer
of this ion;c •.
         68)
strength.
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tion plot. A min-
"Å}able 15. Effect of Carboxyl
                      'Buffer: CH3COOK---HCI, pli Zi
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 Fi'g. I2. Effect of carboxyl grou-p
       eQntent oq •mob:ilit,y.
     '
 Buffer: CH3COOK--UOI., pH = 5.3
 M, = O•096, Cp: cg. ,l-g-./XO:O cc,
                      --
        '
                      'L..(E Mobtl-it and Ionlc Stren th.
'"': ment;oned..4bove"
t: L, • -l:..r
were carried out
       imum appears for PVAG
       or- higher cg. r.boxyl
       group contents, which
       can never be predicted
       by existing theories
       and• wi,1,X be suceessful-
       lyr:,•ln.te. rpr,e,ted Å}n terms
                          '
                              '
       of inter--macro-ion in-.
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                       )-tSt -
          '
                        -L+    teragti.qp lf..v.g.r. Tabl.leS'
                . .d ;: S`' -]i,
' 14,,a,,l.go represep'ts,the,..
       conQentra.tion depend--
          tt -t li '
             J
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            i: "- t'
       ence •., ;t .1 /;, . . -
    b{ost of the.experiments
in the bu•i"fer solution at a
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                                     Lrange of ionid strength (lus) ( O.95 T'O.2)! which is regarded
as appropriate in --the case of proteins. The qhoice of this
r4ngb' ls clearly ;e!ated to b,he fact that- the existing theories
on eleatrophoresip. assumed no ipYe.;. -particle• interaction which
would become. depre.ssed w!tli increasing ionic strength.'
 With
a purpose of examining the,validity qf bhiS assumpkion, tbe mo--
                 .
                                         .




















Fig. 13. Effect of po1ymer concn. on mobilÅ}ty.

















































                                                         -
bility-Å}onic s-trength telation was sPudied. The resu-lts,are
                                                             'shown 'inLFig; 14 and Ta-bl•e !5', which indibate that m'has a ten-
                   'dency of inCreasing with decreasihg ,t,Ls, as is well explained
by-Debye-Henr' y:'s .relation ir" m Is dLetermined predomi:nantly by .
-89-
Table 15. Effect of Ionlc Strength on iViobUity
  Sample: S-4 (P = 570, S = 6•37 mol•%o), Qtit= 24,
  Buffer: CH3COOIÅq--HCI, pH == 6.2.
11s Cp
m x io5





















 the charges due to ionizations of acidic groups and if R is
practically independent of ILs• In the very low tonic strength
.range, hovxever, R ;tJould increase T•Jith decreasing ILLs• Accord-
 ing to Debye-Henry's relation, then m could turn to the tenden-
 cy- of decreasing, whÅ}ch "Jas evidently observed i•rÅ}th' m-aterials
 of high charge density used by Nagasax,;a et a17i.) '.
                         g4. Discussion .
                                                                  /t
 (A Estimatioh of Number of Charves. Estimation of the nvLm-
                                      tt
                                                          ttt
            'ber of charges of a charged particle from the electrophoretic
mobility (mobility method).lias been.tried'using various proteins
by some authors and gompared with.the values obtained vrith the
,aid of other experiment.s, For exampie, overbeek72)presented
comparison of the numbe; of charges by mobility methog.of oval-
bumÅ}n with those obtqined by membrane potential measureme4ts
(membrane potenti41 method).and by titration (an41ytical met4od).
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Fig. !4. Effect of ionic strength on mobUity.




























According to ,him, the mobSlity method rendered the number of
charges in good agreement with that obtaÅ}ned by the membrane
lpotential' method. However the diserepancy vJith the results
by the analytical methoct was rather striking, especiqlZy when
the ionic strength of the buffer is small. This discrepancy,
iife. believe,' is due to adsOrption oÅí buffer 'ions by'the protein:
                              -91-
the. electrophoresis and membrane potential measurements were
performed in the phosphate buffer vhereas the titration r•Jas
carried out in the presence of potassium chlorz'de. The act-- -
sorption by pretein molecules is•widely accepted with many
kinds of ions Qxcept protons and the interaction of pr.otein
s"ith phosphate ions is much more remarkable that zvith chloride
ions. Information rendered by titration is clearly regard-
ing the dissociation of protons, Therefore, the above agree-
ment and di$agreement are not uiiexpectable. .
     Care .has to be baken of the assumptions made in deriva-
tion Df the mobil'ity-number of charges relation, in the above
Considerati'on. Examination of ehe assumptions i•Jill be facil•i-
tated vhen use is made of the materials which do net seem to
e' xert a specÅ}fic infiuence, like adsorption, on the buffer ions
                  'so tha.t. the. apalyVical. v.alue of number Qf charges can be ta}Fen
as rposb relJab]e. Synthetie polye!ectrolytes are favourab:e
substange. Esp.eeially t.he polyelectrolytes of a r,e.latively
low charge densÅ}ty are rpost appropriate, because those of high
                           ''
     'charg.e. densiV.y would bring about the counber-.ion fÅ}xation, .
which makes the p]oblem unnecessari'ly cQmplicated. We i•iil- Z
        ''
unaertake this examine[t' idti -us'ing the mobil:•i.t' y' value of .PVAG -
 ''
desc.r;bed in the forego.ing section. SpecrJ•al menVon -vJIU be
mede on the Debye-Henry an.d Overbeek--Stigter tgheories.
(1) Number of charge.s estimated with.use. of Debye--Henryts ,
                               92.
reiation. In an attempt to estimate the'number of charges
on a macro--ion "iith use•of Debye-Henry's relation, attention
has to be paid to points that the R values have to be determined
independentl•y and the present theories 6f electrophoresis have
dealt with only a single charged particle and Debye-Henryts L
relation Å}B no exception. StriCtly speaking, therefore, the
validity is restricted to an 'extremely dilute solution or a
solution which stands-in ah Å}deal state so that the mobUÅ}ty
value should be preferably extrapolated one to zero concentra-
tioii,[m). QDH estimated with both[m] and Re determined.
froM 'the 'intrinsic viscosÅ}ty number by the Einstein equation,
ts •Sho'wn in Tal)le l6. It does not much •dive"rge from the v.n.lue
                     '
       Table 16. I"-umber oTn Charges of ?VAG Estimated
                 frord the Intrinsic' D"Iobility
s' amVle Dl s pH f,L s
 Re
'(A.) Qtit Q DH Q os
S-7 l700 5.82S--.il 890 5.75
-Sl-8-:-- -170Q-..3.-4.6.






          -
99 140 8451 87• 5259 .'I -78". . :45
                             '
                                        -
   'conductometr,Scall-y. determined, Qtit. The disagreement is too
small- to. be attributed to such an adsorption of plegatively
        ,
                 'chargbdi small i'ons as considered in the ease of pKiA73) -
    LIt is always possible to estjmate `bhe number of charges
                             -95-
  from the mobility at any fin•i:t'e concenzi r'atton i-f ve admi't its
             '
  '
                    '
        'approximate nature. Such 'esti'ma'tes kiere shoyrn Å}n Tables 11 ""-'-
  15. The R values were determined from '[h2] by means of Eiz':ns'trb-in{s
  relation and zvere assumed to be constant in the eonc'etLt-tation
  range in whieh.the electropho're•ttc runs T•iere observedt. The a-
  greement betsveen Qtit and QDH in those tables sugges't. $, that
  the extrapolation to thg extreme dÅ}lutÅ}on is not always neces-
  sary pnder our experimental condÅ}tionsr It must be borne iu
 inind that this agreement can not necessarily be expected ntth
 materlals of high charge density, or in the case that the in'-
  ter-macro--ion ipteraction .remains prevailing.
      However, disagreement Å}s strÅ}kSng betxveen QtÅ}t 'and QDH
 when lov; ionic strength is chosen. Table l7 Å}ndicat'es' that
  the discrepancy grows vhile lts. decreases• The shape faCtor
                                                   i
                                               '
                       -
                                      -
    Table 17. IYumber of Charges at Various Ionic Strength
                   '
          sample: s--8 (P = 170q, S = 3-46 mol-fo), Qtit.=59
                 '


































of the macro--ion might immediate!y come into mind. As already
shoygn in Chapt. 2, however, ' the shape and size of linear and
ideally Mexible polyelectrolytes in $olutions are considered
to be determined by not only the intra-macro-Å}on interaetion,
but also khe interionic ond. In the dilute solutions, the po-
lymer Åëhain can not be deeMed to be :shrunk or elongated 'only
in a fSxed directÅ}en: the chain is curled up to be spherieal.
By this'
 guessing, it iVould seem ratÅ}onal to attribu"be the•grow-
ing discrepancy mentioned above to the interionic interaction'
v{.hjch has .mpt been dealt with in Debye-HexLry's relation bvtt•,
in bea!ity, would become predominant as the ioni-c Strepgth de.
Creases. Taking no'accoune of thiS interaetion rea,11y results
in an underestimation of the screening parameter, accordingl-y
of the number of charges,. ,
                          .
       '
     Two eomments of general interesV should be mentioned.
Combip.ing Debye-Henry's relation and Einstein's, some question
         'might Tise by lack of any tigorous proof on the eo.ul..valency.of
these tvio rigid sphere models. Hoivever, the use of other' theo"
                                                    -'1
ries (for example, Flory•-Fox's and Debye-Bueche's) in prefer-
ence to Einsteinis fer the present purpose seems no more Con-
       -
sistenV xvith Debyg-}Ienryls theory in respect o;n the modei.
Secondly it is necessary to consider the possibi lity of counter-
                                                    17)ion Åíixation. As SVall has shown-in an elegant manner, a
     '
 -t
number of counter-dions travels s•;i'th the polyions Å}n a region
of high degree of neutralization, but on!y a few are associated
                              -95-
si;•ith the polytner coil at a low degree ef neutralizaCion,
Therefore this kind of assoeiation could be, presum' ibly out Qf
                                   'consideration with ,materials Qf a few ionized groups 11ke ours.
                           '
                                                           rThis could be said to qonfir.m. the agreement'betv;een QD}I ana Qtit,
                                                            '
                           '(2) Number of char es estÅ}maeecl viith the use of Overbeek-Sti ter's
                           --
:t!Agg!uL,.h The Debye-Henry theory assumed a hydrodlynamical!y
rigid sphere model. Zt is s-.iorthy to qtzestion whether the,go-
lymer mo!ecule$ in consideration ca.n be adequately replaced
                                              'by this, model. rherefore it would be lnteresting to app.!y
Overbeek-Stigter's theory for e,s'timatlng the nu!fiber of ehayges,
which assu]tned the same model for a polMTneT as Debye and Bi2echets
theory of viscosity75) According to ovetbeek and stigter (6-s),
the rnobility is given by
                  '
      M = {(Qtit--Qe.fÅí)/Pf + Q.ff/F - Q.ff}".' R'/6frL'2R'(l +Årcl R' )},r
                                   , (5--3)
where R' is t.he radius of a macra-ien sphere (estÅ}mated from
the Ll-.i-Tprt.!n.-'g',v;sep,sity number by means of Debye-Buechets tEeoa
'xy), F the tfrl,gtl.gzFaF constant of the sphere,, `L' the firictiQn
factor of one bead, Qeff, the number of effective:.gharges.and
 tb.e others were, alrpady defined. The shielding.rgtio tr xvas
,to be aipaost, M.dependent of the degree of neytra.i'i2ation pc'fi
                                                     ''ithen E,C"Åq•O.Z, by Oth and Doty's experiment on p-oly(methacrylic
 acsd)e5), Thus for pvAG used here we can te.ke the..value of
 U- = 8 originally found for PVA.- tVhen UXÅr5, the firsY term oE
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of the right-hand side o!fi (5--3) becomes negli.cr:'ble and we ob-
tain
      M == {Q. ff/F - Q.ff ÅrCL' R' /6 TiC aZ R' (1 + "ÅrC'R' )] • Åq5-4-)
 '
The number oÅí charges calculated with (5-4) and cr = 8 is de-
noted by Qos and is shoi,,m in Tables 14, 16 and l7. The agree-
ment at C p = O between Qos and Qtit is satisÅíactory. However•,
it might be ad• visable to use a !arger value for cr than 8 M.
the salt-containing systems. ()"ote that Qos is always sm'aller
          as Table l7 shovis.) ''than Q
      tit
.L(2L!s!2,ui!g.gg.p:g.2,Lglgs-=3)Rltdrbl Fromaboveconsiderations,theelec-
                                                   'trophoretic behaviours of PVAG are seen to be interpreted by
Debye-Henry's relation. This clearly supports' informations
                                  .
.on the number of charges Qf a PVA molecule. It is to be men--
tioned that the theory has an advanbage that it contains onZy
a single pa.rameter, R, which can be evaluaiued by another inde-
pendent method of experiment and at the same time a disadvan-
tage of the omission of inter-parCicZe-interaction, wht'ch can
be remedled by appZication of VJÅ}cke and tigen's theory. T/alÅqing
the inter-partic: e-interaction lnto consideration, that Å}s, dis--
cussing the mobi!ity as a functip'n of the polymer concentraLion,
xt;as at least qualitative!y successfully carrÅ}ed out by Hoseno
anct Sn appearance of a minimum in the mobility vs. concentration
curve (see Fig. I3) sva6 verified. His final exp.ression was
      m= f()( R) Q/67C?ZR(Z +)it-R), (5-5)
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and is in formal accordance wÅ}th (5-2). It should be noted
that )C in (5-5) is a screening pa.rameter defined by (2-11).
The appearance of a minimvLm, as in the cases of activity co-
effieienV and osmotic coefficient, he.s its origin in the vo--
lume effect of a macro-ion and in the electrostatic interac-
       ,tiQn between-the macro-ionS. "the minimum would shift tovJard$
a higher concentration with decreasing degree of polymeriza-
tion and ch.arge density, or -Jith increasing ionie strength.
These properties of the mobUity--concentration relationshÅ}p
will become important in interpretation of the so-caU`ed bound-
ary anomalies, which will be diseussed in the next ehapt•er.
'. An interesting method of calculatÅ}on oÅí number of charges
has to be noted, that was presejtted by charbiood76) His me-
thod was based on the conditton of,disappearance of epsilon- .
and ,delta-boundaries, that the Kohlrausch reguiating Åíunctions
in both side$ of the boundary should be equal. This functÅ}on
i)Lvolves the mobilities of all the ions and their electrochem-
icaZ eqvtivalents. If the experiments are condUcted so as to
                                                          ,determine the eoneentrations of the buffer solutions against
whieh thq protein-containing solution has been dialysed and
at which the delta-boundary is completely eliminated, ve can
estimat,g the protein concentration Å}n-terms of electrochemi-
                                                  '
                "cal eq+ul,ttp.lentq..and hence the valency. Thi,s mqthod of calcu-
lation,.espf,ntial!y difJ:erent from those of Debye-,Henry and
       t
of Overbeek-SVigter,. assumes no geometriea! model for the
  .
                            '
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charged particJe. Although the delta-boundary measurements
.rrjve raLther higher values of the valency, the treatment can ap-
ply to the cases when kno"Tledge cQncerning the shape factor
is lacking. :t is interesting to see that in this method there
is a requirement of 'bhe Y.ohlrausch theory thaLb the mobility of
a given ion s] ould be independent of its position. In practice,
there may be considerabZe alternation of the mobility of -
charged particles across `bhe boundaries. Na•turally, then,
Charlrifood's method would fail. I'Je can not use this method for
PVAG, because not all necessary info]rmaticns for the applica-
tion are available at present. kJe are regreVfully satisfied
with only makÅ}ng mention of the signifieant nature and poten-
tiaiity.
(B) Com arison of Potentiometrie and Electro horetic PotehtÅ}als.
     Our study "ras extended to Åëom-parison beinveen potentiometric
E[nd eiectrophoretic potentials. The electrophoretic mobility
was knoT•m to be related to the electrophoretic potential \;ele,
                                                              '
      M`K SI;;ele (- /OZ , (5-6)
which is a geheraiized expression oih (5-2). On the other hand,
the potentiometric potential, which is d'efjned by the relation
     eF./eZ=e.19p,t, . J (5-7)
                        '
                                        '
                                   -is described as the potential of fleld inside the macro-ion,
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from whieh a proton is brought out to infinity. epot may be
equal to Z;lele only ?Jhen the potential Å}nside the macro--ion is
independent of the distance from the centre. Othersvise, ?57pot
is considered to-correspondi bo an average potential. TherezAore
these t;•;o kinds of potentials can not be expected to have an
identical value, c-hgainst Katchalsky's observatione'3) !n Table
l8, the observed values of these potentials are compared. The
discrepaney exists.
                         b
         rable l8. Comparison between Potentiometric
                and Electrophoretic Potential$

















   `ve in e,s.u.
     This can be elearly understood lf gpot is to be ref,erred
Vo an average potential inside the macro-ion as mentioned. Ae--
cording to (2-l5) givin.cr the potential inside the macro--ion,
     'Ci; pot/g ele =(}CR t 4')/3 , • (5-8) .
assuming kC; pot == 92 =(R(92dr/R. In Table ls, (s-s) is check-
ed, All valvtes of eeleO.obs i•Jere obtained, ifirom the extrapolat-
                             -loo-
ed vazub of observed descending mobilities (at the polymer- -
concentration of 4 g./1.) to zero ionic strength, by means of
(5-2). Using the value of K and R shown in Table 3 at this
eoncentration, ) pot.cai-T. is calculated from e ele.obs., aeH
cording to (5-8). g pot.obs., which i$ evaluated by•(5-7)
from the observed values of eFe/eZ, is in a good agreement
With Cipot.cal.. ThÅ}s agreeiHent supports our assumption.
-ZOI-
                          CHAPTER 6
             ELECrROPHORESIS OF POLYELECTROIYTES '
                     (TVJO-COMPONE!"T SYSTEiVl)
                                                             :
                      g l. !ntroduetion
     In Chapt. 5, the electrophoresis of polyelectrolyte "Tas
described and the bebye+-Henry theory was shown to viell apply to -
the behaviours of a synthetic polyelectrolyte in its one-com-
ponent sysbem. In this chapter, we are ctealing -•Jith two-com-
                                           'ponent systems "xhich are consisted of invo kinds of polyelectro-
lytes. Main interests will be put in the interpretation of
boundary anomalies in terms of Dole's theory of moving bound-
   77)
        This will serve to obtain fundamental knowledge con-ary,
cerning the electrphoretSc behaviours of natural proteinfg
which usua!ly occurs as a mixture of a nurnber of components
and to manifest the limits and imperfections of the theory
of movtng boundary which furnishes informations of the num-
ber of the newly estabiished boundaries, tsheir velocity of
displacement and the concentrations of components in the '
phases deveJoped after passing of an eiectric current.
                                                          '
     The word, "boundary anomaliesY is here limited to (l)
disagreement between mixing-ratio of two component$ obtained
analytically and that determined from the area of electro-
phoretic pattern, and (2) appearance of epsilon- .and delta-
boundarie$ and their displacements. The experimental evidence
                              -102-
on these boundaries has been abundantZy accumulated and many
theoretieal approaeh has been proposed. j,rowever, attention
has been so far principally paid to determination Qf the exper=
imental conditions to eliminate these boundaries, in othet
words, to obtain lcnovledge coneerning the ideal conditions fbr
eiectrophoretic migration. :For exampie, svensson78År has theo-
retically shown that these boundaries, together }fith other a-
nomalies, disappear when small protein r."oncentration and high
ionic strength are chesen79) in fact, the experimentai resuits
shows that, under these conditions, the boundaries can be e-
liminated and the Schlieren pattern in the descending channel
is the fuirror image of that in the ascending channel, and more-
over, the mobilities obtained in both channels are iden`bieal. Hovi--
ever, this limtting or ideal case can not be alvsays appreach-
ed: lovJering of protein eoncentTatlDn would result in an un-
stable and opticalZy undetectable moving boundaries, and in-
crease in salt concentration would be limited by an upper lim-
Å}t imposed by the apparatus. Therefore, in order to know, the
ideal behaviours, the extrapolation o!fi observations at finÅ}te
polymer and salt cDncentrations is unavoSda'ole Co zero polymer
eoneen,tration or to infinite ionic strength. This extrapola-
tion is usually accompanied with a source of rather crude er-
rors, and it is hoped that it s-Jill be removed by establishing
                                         'interpretation of the anomalies.
     'For this purpDse, Dur planned eourse ef study wtll be one
                             .]03-
    of most usef,ul first step. 'rhe material has been examined ex-
    tensively viith various methodS of experiments: the results de--
    scribed in Chapt. 5 on the one-component system will be most
    helpful. Vle svill interpret the above anomdlies in terms of,e-
    Iectrostatic interaction, which was diseussed Å}n Chapt. 2.
                           S2. Experimental - '
    (A) MaberiaL. The materials used are poly(vinyl alcoho'l)
                                                  '
    partially acetaliZed with glyoxyLic acid (PVAG). The method
                                                  '
    of preparation and the characteyistics were referred to in Chapt.
    5. The solutions were prepared by disBolving a weighed amount
   -of tvro kinds of PVAG into the buffer solutions of CH..COOK-
 • CHsCOOH (pH = 6•2) and then by diaLysing the polymer-contain-
            '
    in'g solutions against the buffer solutions untiZ equ-ilibrium
    Å}ndÅ}cated by attainraent of constant cenduetance was reached.
    T-he mixing-rabio of two components was determined by the we2ght-
    ratio before the dissolving. The concentration svas determined
    by dry weight.afd!lt"t diaZysis.
- B EIec,tro horeBis. Mhe experiments were carnted out .in
 ' Vhe same apparatus as mentioned in Chapt. 5.
    ."(2Ll2glig!zigll,ue,11-l!gpLgLlll,Lgg!l]:g]2SlgC)Dt t fEltlrL:gt!Lg,g.-l![g[ELIEL!SX,.txcMoblit 'Thedeta;ls
were given i.n Chapt. 5. The volume change of'
 the electrode
waB negleeted80)though the total amdunt of el.ectri5ity was
higher than that in one-component 'system. UriLess specified,
                             "Z04-
the displacement of the boundary vias determined
of the paetern, and the voZtage gradient in the
ed phases ivas assumed to be equal to that in the
lymer-containin.ff soluti- on (before the mÅ}gration)
to calculate the mobÅ}lity.




 and was used.
  ' separation of boundaries s-Jas in many
   15 shows, Tiselius-:Åqabat's method81)
- S '?. Experimental
    (A) rfLobilit and Volta e Gradient.
the voltage gradient was controllea'
ment of the boundary (in Lbhe descending
for three hours on the photographic
charge density of the material and
lution. In order to separate boundarÅ}es
possible, in two-component systems,
a potential gradient, at least as
the study on one-component system
(slow component). Therefere' the fastly
eompenent) is to migrate in a hig•her
that in Å}ts one-component sy$tems.
results obtained in one component
will be obtained in this ahapter,
d'ient on tine mobÅ}lity has to be studied
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                  Since the
   cases incomplete as Fig.
   was applied.
   ResuZts
     In one-component systems,
  so as to observe diisplaee-
      cliannel) of 3 -. 4 mm.
  pZate, dependtng on the
 the compositlon of the so-
       as efficienUy as
  it is advisable to choose
high as that employed in
                       J
of slowly moving component
      mov:ntocr component (fast
   voltcage gradient than
  Xn ord'er bo comapare the
sy$tems wi'th "bhose whÅ}ch
the effec`u Qf vQltage gra-
      at first, The exper-
Table 19. Variation of TQobility "rith iJoltage Gradient Applied
               Sample: S-7 (P == 1700, S = 5.82 mol.pt.)
               Buffer: CH.)COOK-CH3COOH, f,ts = O.Oll
               pH = 6.2, Cp = O.66 g-/1-TOO e.C•
E     x lo5MAS mDp x io5     x lo5MDM Mdel
















   E; voltage gradient (v. cm:!), m: mobility, (t!ne suffix,
   As, Dp,Dm or del denotes the mobility obtained from the
   asce. dÅ}ng, descending (peak),
                             escending (first moment)
   or delta-beundary.) tn cm? v:lsec7i
imental results are shown in Table 19. As is seen z"rom ntg.
i5, the descending patterns are unsymfaetricaX o.t higher voltage
gradients. In ishese cases, the displacement of the peak can
           '
not be used for determining the mobili"y. For considerably un-
symmetrical Patterns, both the mobUity values from bhe peak•
and from the first moment of the Schlieren curve were calculat-
ed and listed in Ta,ble l9. .If only the relaxatÅ}on effect is
concerned, mDm should deerease with increasing E, b.ut this is
not the ca$e in our observation. Possibly inhomogeniety of
acetalization reaction has to be taken into consideration.
 '
 B)Electrohoretic?attaeLltguE-.s2in!l.l\Lglb21L2,!isyL:-nsandiveobil:t Theelectrophore--
tic patterns were shovm in Fig. I5,
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!n alX cases, 2+1=3
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(sec)
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      ds. pattern. s
Dil- 3---1 .
  Component 1: S-2
  Component 2: S-7
  E = 2.84 v./cm.,
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(sec)

















      ds. patternfo'
M-4-l.
  Component l: S-2 (O.74
  Component 2: S-7 (O,74
  E = 2.84 v•/cra., /(iLs :
                 Fig. 15.
  t(sec)











sponding to the slow
ascending channel.
 (In M--J'-l and rv[/--4--l, the peaks
 components were extremely sm.allL






 The. peaks of S-7 in Ifi-3-1 and M-4.1• in the.deso'-ending channe!,
                                     .
 ";ere remarkably unsymmetiri,cal. [Ehe d,elta-boundary wtis. explic-
 itly observed, i.n,,al'! cases excep•t M-1-1 in which a higher ion-
                                       r
 ic strength "was chosen. ' "
                               '
                              tIn Table 20, the mobilitiy values are.shos+Jn. For compar-
 ativq purpose, the mobilitr.obtained in QhetcompQnent system
                                                            '
 was aZso il]usirated. From this• ta61e, it is 'seen that the
                                 '
                                  L. r'- (d-escending) moSility irL ti-Jo-component system is ox" the same
 order of magnit'ude as that in one=component system. !n multÅ}-
 component systems, becaUse of cha:nges of ,concent,ration a4d pH
 during electrolysis it is only for the fastest component Sn'
 the descending channel that laie can obtain the correct mobility.
 However, Table 29.indicates that it is possible to know rea-
 sonab]e, though a'pproximate, mobUities of all of the -consti-
                                             '
                   '
                 -
 tuents from the de'scend'ing channeL .This can be Å}nt'erpteted
                               '
 aS'th'd•iÅëat+ihg -thatJ, in ouri6d'se, the passage'of'electric''eu'-r;'
 rent doe.s not give.ris.e to remarkable.•..changes ,in c.oncp.n'tr'a-"
 'tion and pH. Xti is dubious whether the same conblu'sion can.
 be drawn in general cases or vihen the materials of higherJ
. c• har•Lge, qe.nsity are coptaj ned ... . . . . . .. . . "
                                                       ''
                                 . .-                  '
  C rqixin -Ratio-o•.f Com onents. IVhen on]y the compentra- -
 tion of a component is alterect at a boundarys :the area of the
                                     i
 pattern is expeÅëted to be proportional to the coneentratiDn.
                                                          77)
                 80)
 However, aS longsvrorth and.Miac!• unes supposed aiid DOIe
                                                    '
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Table 20. Comparison of
     Buffer:
 Muobilities i.n One apd
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  Component 2;
  Mixing ratio
S-2
S-7 (P . :
Åq S-7/ S-2)
890, S = 5.82
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          +
          '
          Lof components-deduded r-i'om the area of the pa'ttern are diver-t
genS from the analytica! ones. This devtation wag stUdied -
and recorded ib Table•21. According-to this 'tabfLe, the ratio
                                    '
  'Tdbie '2i. FiLSre,tiro"hs " of components'' E"si't'iin5Ve"d ]IJi'b'ni"eh-'e'-tti)-int-e'rn-r
                   ]
                                       -
                                                          '
rhhil-
`'".'"sL'
 comp. Cl C2
   '
PVA 'S-2 ' Z.05 O.85
PYA S-2 Q.43 O.55
S--2 S-7 O.50 O.50S-2 •S-7 O.78 O.74
C2/Cl (S2/SlÅrobs






























t,/;Årglgk,t:iy• g,aggs"6,""l.ll•[56,nBSp:8.2C8.\EZ?etsE/s,)..,: see 6a,
of obs6rired afoeas in the descending ehannel, (S2/Sl)ob.. in the
eÅ}ghth'•coltmn)•is lh"gooa Egreement with the analytiÅëal value
gitren in the sÅ}xth coltmn, sghereas', in the aScendÅ}ng slde, there
is iLo agreement-betWeen' them. ' This anomaly becOnies 'striKing' "
in the ease of M--5-l: the peal[ of a component is hardly detect-
able. We wl.l-l.nQV,discu-ss the: details here•beypnd• making men-
tiOn Of -V.brJe•:V"en.a..ep.e."y.:tVh41tr-tbq .a.-p.op..qly-is-une.ti.g,e.a•ble-• when the
ionic strength is ljo;v and the materials ofv hS•gher charge den-
Si tY, are "c' on CJe rn ed .M-' L' •L- •7- J- --  •  --  --  ---  --.,.
                                           '
  f
                                                         .
(D) Displacem.ent of Dglta-Boundar . Since Tis- elius found




tovLt the delta-boundary82) and Longsworth and Maclnnes discover-
                        80)ed the epsilop-boundary,
                             q wealth• of research on .the inter-
                                      .pretation of these boundaries has bee.n acclunulated. JThese
were firstly thought to be due to Lslo;•ily• migrating constituents
-but this possibility can be entirely eliminated aeeording to
our present study, because "re are deaLing with well-defined
c,omponents. Pole's theory of ,.moving bpundary can ansitxer the '
                                                             .qu'estion why these boundaries appear. A matbematical 6onelu- .
sion of this theory requires the pre$enee of a stationary• bound-
ary which. remains 4t the initial bounda.ry. .This is the deXta-
or epsi!on-bgundary.,.. However, if we consider that the funda-
mental assum• ptlo.n,, of•bhis theory Å}s of t, he nature which appiies to
on.1.yL the,dilute .solutiQns of simple eZectrolyte, it is-expeet--
ed thaP.rPhe tbeory certainly fails in our solutions. Xn Table
22, th.e displacement of the del-ta-boundary is recorded in
terms of mobi"ty ealculated from the moving velocity of the
Peak. The laek o•f data of epsilon-boinndary is due to difficul-
              '
                           'ty-r encountered 1i'n the observation; TUnaer the 'expet'imental con-
                                                           '
     '
                                  '
         t
          Table 22. Displaeement of Delta-Boundary














 ditions in this table, the delta-boundary can migrate in ann
,. oppoBite direction to the moving boundary corresponding to the
 rtnacro-ions. Care must be taken of `bhe tendency that the dis-
 placement -becomes smaller with decreasipg potential gradientr
 Because the deerease of the gradient means a decrease in the
 total amount ot. electricity at a fixea speÅëific conquctance
 of the solution, the volume change ef the elecVrode in the
 course of electrophoretic run appears worthy to be ascribed
 the above tendency. However, as mentioned aZready, the cor-
 rection due to this change remains negligÅ}bly small. There--' :r
 forq., other explanatiOns have to be found. , ..
   ' 'fost reeeJitzy, Hayashi ap.d oda83) repbrted the sim#a4
 finding in fSbroin solutions. Tlie voltage gradient ,)ras f,ajrly
 high i(about, 1-O vVcrp.År in the buffgr-solutions oE losv ionic.
                                    '
 Strength. -.
                            '
           ,S                          4. Discussion
 (A) Apparent Refraetometric Fractions of Cornponents. The
                                   s-deviation of the'
 -ratio of h-'reas in the ascending. paCtern,ifrom
thg. ..e.g.a.lytical miging--rati,o has begrL exposeq• jni the foregoing-
sec,ttcn. This is thaught to be due" to the facts that (l) the
                           t-spe'6iSic rgfi.eac,tÅ}ve index increments are not in gener.al thec-
.same -;fior different coraponents and (2) concenY.ration diffelrence t
of all the components exists aeross every moving b6undqry
                                                           -tThese superimposeq--pon,centration difinerences w' ill be anaiIL'ysed'.-t
    --
                     4-
                   - li
                  r"., .
                     '
                             --ll :5-
here on the basis of the moving boundary equatien, a statement
of the conservation of mass,
     An initÅ}ally sharp boundary between two solut!ons, one
of 'svhich contains a kind of polyelectro!yte in addition to the
buffer ions, will split into a number of boundaries, on pas-
sage oe an• electric current. A schematic representation of.
such a system is given in Tig. I6. If the current is taken
                                           as flowing from left
                                           to rig.ht, for anton•x'c'
                                l polyelectro!yVe the
                                '
                                2 boundaries K13, /3r,
   Fig. I6. Schematic representation
                                           present the ascend-
   of electrophoretic boundaries.
                                           ing, delta, descend-
ing and epsilon boundaries, respectivel•y. ZVith thpse notations,
we have two relaeions for the bound.aries .
      [DE .- Taj.v6CK(ee .. cOI), (6-L)
       JJ                      JJ
      [cT"Trp ., v?tp(ci) ].. cg), (6-2)
                      ] .J
       ]j
whieh are expressions of the law of eonservation of mass,
where Tj depotes the Vransferenee number of the j ion Å}n the
phasie indieated by the superscrip-t, V the boundary veloeity
'per uMt flux acress it (taken as apo,sitive value when the
boundary travels towards the c•athod$), Cj the equivalent con•-
                              -114-
B ]N g ?
    '
cen-tration of an ion of the species j (taken as negative for
an anion and positive for a cation). In the oÅq, phase, macro-
                        .
                                 'ion p desappear so that we obtain
      cpOk = o and Tp"C --T O, (p denotes the macro-iont)
amd
      T,P --- VPctC,P . ' (6-3)
"rsoreover, from (6-l) and (6-5) we obtain
      T,di --- vrp(c,if-cS) +vPeccS. (6-4)
The similar consideration in the ascending side leads to
      T,?" ---. VifSi,Ci,S. (6-5)
'
                                                            .
                                                     -
     'From (.6-4) and (6t5), the coneentration oÅí the macro-ions in
                                                    .the P.phase, CpP ,. is given by ' . . .
      cp .. cir (vtre -. vvp)/(vpof- -vrB). (6.6)
       pp
Aetually "re know that vPOÅrk,. 1)"3:i-rhdn the ionic strength is iow,
so that C' pP would .be smaller than the briginal eoncentratipn,
CpV . On the other hand, the moying boundary equation, for
example (6-1) or (6-2), requires that V iS dependent on the
eoneeptration dependenee of the transferenee number. Since
thi- s d• epend• enÅëe would Vary stJ'Å}tll the-charge density of polyr
eleetroly'tes' whieh are eoneerned, CS' / Cll iviould be not the
SSme f'oi diff'e'rent polYeiectroly'tes. j- '.
     Xf 'the transference number of -the maÅë•ro-ion wouTl'd not be
                           4- .
                           i. -ll5- '
             --
                                             rraffected by the presence of another kind of mac;o-ion, the
                                            'phases developed on passage of an elecVric current in the mul-
ticomponent'system can be interpretbd as a superp' osition af
those which yill be seParate'd in one.qomponent system. !f this
is. 4 pe.rmissi.ble- appvoximat'1.on, .th.g apparent refragtomet,ric
-fract'j ons of components.shoul.d be comp.ar. ed vxith the ratio of
CpP 's given by (6-6), not viith tthe oTigÅ}nal analytical frac-
                                           - tttions,when small conce7ntratÅ}on. differ-er;ces of the buxhfer ions
                                                           rcop,Pe,assuned tp be negligible. Comparison of this kind .
was undne.rtaken ln Table 21., in which the rabiot. of CpP" 's giiien
by, -(6-6),i•ias denoVed by .(S2/S".az• This value is always ip
rough agreement with iche fraetion of a Åëomponent obtaÅ}ne.d from
                                                         Jr
                                             '
               '
                      t/the ar,ea of the pattern, refractometric fraction. '
                                                  '
           'L
     There is a trend in the differenCe betWeen (S2!Sl)ca!
   '
and C2/Cle This difference is large when a higher poiymer -
   -teoncentration is chosep at a fixgd ionic strepgbh (CoMPare.
M-z--1 and pi-1--2), and irlien a lower i'onic strerigth is chosen
  '
at a .fixed polymer concenerati g.n (compare 'yl--5-l and ii'i-4-1).
The assu!nption of the bGundary superpositÅ}on mentioned above
          tTi, .
           Ltpresupposes absence ef interactions betweep different kinds of
  / :rr
polryelecVrolytes. This presupposition will. be Å}nvalid when
          '
                              T fithe pol}imer cOnqentration becomes great and the ionic strength
                                'is lovx. The observed trend shows validlity ,rof tine presupposi-
              '
                                          '
tion and Å}mpgrtance of the inter-mae,ro-ion interaction stTess--
ed in Chapt..` 2. (In the comparison, V in (6-6) was evaiuated
 from the displacement ef the peak of the pattern. Because, of
 the unsymmetry of the pattern, it shou]d be calculated us"ng
 the ÅíÅ}rst moment. !f this value is used for S--7 in M--5-l and
 M-4--1, the somexghat small (S2/Sz)-cal iS Ob,tained•)
                                '
 (B Dis !aeeme\Lt of Delta-Boundarrv. Xt was shown that' the
                                            :
 delta-boundary can travel under certain conditions. As stated
 above, the DoZe bheory 'asserts that one of newLy deVeloped bound-
                '
 artes on.passing of an electric eurnyenC must be stationarsi
 but the assumption, that the relative mobilities (relative to
 thSe mobiZity of a species of ion talÅqen as unity) are constant,
 can no't represenk a close approximation z•Jhen the interionic
  '
 interae-tion is remarkable. rhe satisfaetory agreement between
 the theory and'experiment was reported by Longss,torth for a-
 queouB soLutions of strong electroLytese4)' However, as wnl
 be expecVed from the assumption, the theory would be invalid
 for the polyelectrolyte'solutions, ;,rhich have the numerous
 ,charges on a moZecule. [Ehe fitUure wa'11L be most concisely de-
 monstrated in the di$agreement between the number of charges
" oÅí a m' acro-ion determined by tibration and that calculated by
 the applieation of the Dole theory; Accordingly our finding
 of the moving of the delta-boundary is not unexpected.
       A question how to Å}ntroduce a correletion term due to the
                          '
 deviaeion of our system from the' ia'eality treated by Dole in-
       '
 to his original theory has to be anstsiered. General and prac-
                       -
 '
                                ell7-
tically vtsex-ul extension of the Dole theory can not be ea$i-
 ly obtained beca"use of mathematical complexiety. Our follow-
 ing diseussion on this- problem xfU]• be• limited to a 'semi--
 quantitative aspeet, a'lso. For the sake of simp!icity, one-
 CDmponent '$ystem is treated. Consider that, on appLicatien'
iof. an electrical potential, the boundaTy.system ixrill qev.elop
 as shown in Ng. I6. The apsumptÅ}on, that the relaVyg rgobi-
                                  '
.li'ties are constant, reguires that-the differen.c.e bet;gegn the
b,
    '
 transgerence numbe;s of ts•io phases is dependent only-on the
  d
    -tt
.goncentration. Therefore, if the de"a-boupdary is statior}ary
 (il = O), the movirig boundary equation, g6-2), reduees to r
  '
        iD
Therl, all species of ions are to be dnut6d by a diLution fac-
 t6i at this boundary. From this consideration, the exPeriment-
 ai faet of v # b i's seen to be ascribed" t6'imperfection of the
                                                             tT
 ftmdamental assumption of the theory. Accbrd'ing to the moving
                              -
 bounda-ry equaltion, for vPVÅr e, ' '
                            '
                                                       "
                                    t tt
 ".. Ic]P.Årlc]8. and TS.ÅqTg. .(6-7a)
         tt
                                               '
  '"J c,p.Åq.cs.. a4d tS.ÅrTg. (6-7b)
                                                     80) .
 must be satisfied. As ]]ongsworth and r{acZimes s.hovis, sinoe
 i4. th, e usual .ease cg. Åq cS. ., our exp6rimental resuct,ts con-
 form wi.th Åq6-7b). .vTltirthermore, (6-7b) and the definitien of
 tiransference number give
                              -],18; d
ttl'
      mg. cg./Årr,p - m-,V. c,V./)Åqif' .,
                                                        (6--8)
whe-re Årsq, denotes the relative conductance. Zf we assi4m.e
 KP =KÅë.prpvisÅ}opally, (•6-8), gives
      .// cpj, .g. cg.1 , (6.g)
which means that the mobility m decreasdis with increasing
concentratio' n C. Our experimental results for S--7 descrÅ}bed:-
                               Lin Chapt. 5 indicate that the mobility of macro-ions went down
with- the concentration in a range of O - O.8 g.!IOOcc.J when
ionic strength •was O.05.' (The observed mobility ls not t'he
   '
                                   -relative one, but the Åëoncentration dependence of the in'obiliL
ty is so sttiking' that the mobility of small ions ean be re-
          'garded as independent'of t-he. concentration and the observed
                                 'mobility car} be used in the plac.e of the Telative One sio -far
as t' he'  concentration dependence of ia property is discussed.)
For lovier ionic strength, also, the same tendency will be ob7-
'served. Thus e)cperimentally V iEI O m{iSt be observed. Actdal--
ly, moreoveri ive ' should ex•pect that xP is sm'auer than Kt
 hbecause the coneentrations of ions present in the- P phase
'
                    tt
                                                          !-are lowered. If it is true, and vihep the difference between
trie reiative cohductances is not so iarge, the dispiacement
of the delta-boundary tovrards the cathod wÅ}ll be loun'd even
when t'he mobility has not so a marked concentration dependence
as regUired 6y'
                             -ll9ft
         As would be understoodi from the above considerations,'
    the displacement of the delta-boundary towards the cat'hod Ss
   determined by the te,ndency of decreasing of the mobility of
   the macro-ion wÅ}th its eoncentration. This dependence was iti-
    terpret,ed.in terms of the interionic• interaction as merttioned
    in Chap•t.. 5. A large volume effect. is responsible fer a"mini-
   mum ana r;se in the concentration dependence of the mobili-ty.
   rhe minimum will shift •tovJards smaller concentratians as the -
   volume effects beeome noticeable. Hence onLy the.monoton-ical
   increase' will be observed when t'he vo]ume effec-t is extremely
    striking. .Ihen, on the contrary to our dbservation, the deMa-
  tbo.unda•r•y vxill travel tOwards, the' anode. At athY rate the moving
   ,ef •-this •boundary' can be' ascribed to the lnteriondic.interaction.
       .'(A eonelusion obtai'ned by svensson78) and Longsworth79)
    that th.e delta"boundary•'can be eliminated in the c'ases-' of low
"' polymer concentrations and high ionie strengths, can be inter"
   :•pre•t.ed in .terms of this i•n'teraction. . It i.s interesting to see
    that the intera.ction is dimini'shed in' these cases. ,Znrother
   wprd:s,,the appear. a.nce of the stationary boundary can be attribu-
 + 'ted. to the 'interaetion. rherefere -)'t night be •wrong to assert
                                          -
                . J.-
  that •the Dole' theory, which explains the.existenee of the sta-
   'ti6hary bovindaries, is dealing with an ideal state only.) "..
         Tn the above discussion, the considerations were limited
    to one-component system. INTeedless to say, they are applicable
    to multieomponent systems in principle. rt must be noted that,
                                 "120-
in this application, a simple algebraic sum of eoncen•tratiens
of aZ] components can not approximate the aq'tual ce,ncentration
effect.
     I?inauy mention should 6e made on the effect of potential
gradient on the di7splacement of the delta-boundary. Dole's
                                                   'theory can never give ansvJer to this problem. VJe consider
that change of the concentration dependence of mobilities with
.rtLttL-g;.4Htt-.op.S..L is responsible foT this effect. IVall's experi-
Jments48) shovx that the fraetion of eounter-ions which travels
with mhcfo--ions in an electric field decreases' vith increasing
p6t'ential gradiene within the range of o.ls - l.4 v.lem. '!f
this result can be applied to;Lour case) the effe'ctive number
of eharges of a malijro-ion (analytical number of charges mtnus
nurnber of eoUnter-ions fixed by'a inacro-ion) must become larger
wit,h growing potential gradient. The more greater the efÅíect'ive
number of eharges becomes, the more sensitive!y the mobilSty '
varies with th6 concentiration. Aecordihgly d-eviation from' an
assump'tion of constant reZative mobility wotild becomet greater
and the delta-bounddry begins to migfate. ' '
N+ ote, iieost reeently, the problem analogous t6 what vie tre.ated
in .this chapter was analysed, loy !"ichol and Gosting85) A similar
'D' ZiY.9g 3P.P."O.a,Sh..tg,i"g3'C,2.i.,eC,,trgÅ}Yg2gBgving boundary syste-m as
-l21-
'
                            CH- IAPTER7 -
         AN APPROACH nLO-ADSeRP[IrZVE SIY[All]] ION BZ}DiNGS
                   OF POLY(VINY], AIII,COHOI[,) - --
      '
                                          -
     sakurada and inoue87)pointed out the existence of carboxyz
groups in poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) molecules about a decade
ago. Recently sakurada and yoshizaki67) reported the quaiiti- '
tative determination of the groups by uaeans of conductometry
and asserted, o.n thebasts of the mechanÅ}sm of the polymeriza- [
tion of vinylacetate, that the carboxyl grouPs extsted as an
end group of a pvA moleevLle. Ho$ono and sakuraLda68, 7' 3) tried
P'o treat the problem from an electrophoretie.polnt of.view.
Zf the PVA mo' leeules contain the ionizable greups such as
carboxyl g'roups, the mo;ecule i"s to mSgrate tol.fards the anode. •
Ths' s was really the case.
                                                             '
''
 H6idever, detail'ed quanti'tative 'a`tra'lysis 6f the' elegtrophb- .
retic mobilJity of pvA was 'fouowed by a difficulty in inter-
pr' eting,the uinexpectedly rapia movement (he' nce, the great nfum' -
ber oÅí charges). The De'bye-Henry re'lation, (5-2), wheri• cOm'-
bihedl vilth the observed mobdity, gave mueh zarger'nuinbeti of '
change' s'  than ichaV expectedJ ffom conductomeCry. The discr"epari-
             '           --cy was atttibuted to ad$orptiion of small ions bst PVA molecuies
t-'an' d a' n' alysed by a method pxoposed for proteins by Klotz and
curme88) the num'6er of ch'a'tges estima'te'd from-the-mobility
 (exciuding t6at due to the'ionizabie groups) was 'shown to be
                              -I22-
  in a binding equSlibrium and the striking salt conÅëentration
  dependence of the mobility of PVA zvas suacessfuUy explaÅ}ned.
                                                               '
  The number oÅí bindSng points i•ras determined to be about six
  per 100 basic molecules of PVA. Svtch an analysis, in spite
  of- its' success in establi'shing the quantitative relation, 'leaves
  a question regarding the mechanism of the binding, ;•ihich ive in-
  tend to put under investigation in thi's ehapter.
       Evidence of the inCeractions between polyelectrolytes
   (both s:ynthetic and natural) and small ions wqs reported very
  abixhdantzy. xt must be mentioned thaC there are two type,s of
  interaetions: firstly a caSg, that the macromo)gcules form a
  .complex compound with thesg small lons, is of importanue in.
  censidering the behaviouTs of proteins in salt-containing so-
  lutions, anq secondly another oase,, to that we consider electro-
  stqtic effqets can give ,a satt.sfactoyy interpzetation,.is usu--
  ally observed for polyelectrolyPes. In the first cpse which
  differs from the second in the Åëonditions imposed by thq co-
  ord.ination number and the steric require,m.ent of the cQmplexing
  i.on, it is importan`u to realizet that bighly specific.i.nterac-
             ,
  ..t-igns between thg maeromolecu!e and small ions may bg .superim-
  poseq on electrostabic effects. It may be useful.to maige men-
          '
  tion ,of thqse two categories herg.
       The poLyelectrolyte carries a high net chanyge `so that the
  ,attraction bgtween. the macro-ion and its counter-ions is sUp,"
                               -z23.'
t
posecl to be very predominant. The eZectrostatie potenti•al
energy near the macro-ion is not small compared to the kinetic
energy. ThereÅíore a fraction of the eounter-ions present with-
in a region in cl•ose proxSmity to the maero-Å}on apPears'to lose•
their freedo'm to get free out of the influence of the macro-
ion. ThÅ}s fraction can not be indeperident kinetic enWties:
                                         'Chis effect may be responsible partly Åíor usually small ionic
               '
                                                  'aotivities and osmotic pressures. It vJas this kind of inter--
                                           'action that wau et ai17) caned "counter-ioh fixation:' "2he
            'examples are found in'
 the system composed of poly(acrylic acid)
    'and sodium or potassSum ions as the counter-ion. Although
                                                  '
any conyineing theoretÅ}cal argument appears to be sPill lack-
        t.ing to us, the treatment would be Åëompar.atively simple because
                                    t-no other'than coulombic forces intervenes.,
  '
     On the other hand, anothe.r k. i.nd ef interaction (first
    '
case) will ocÅëur even fo; unioni.zed macromole.cules and poly-
           .amphoiytes at the isoelectric point. Specific groups partici--
                                      '
                   .t
              'pate in complex for.mation. Aceordingiy, other than.coulombic
                                                            'foroes must be invoived. The exgrnples are the poly(acryZic
acid) or poly(methacrylic acid) - cupric ion system, which was
investigated by wau, Gregeri IÅqotliar bt a199) They inferred
that chelate formation must be involved-zgith twe- carboxylate
groups. Anether intereSting exampZe is quaternized poly(VinYl
pyridine) which may acquire a negative eharge in solutions pf
                           90)
                           . Since this polymer is positive-high bromide eoncentration
                              d.l24-- '
ly charged in solutions of !ow bromide concentration, bhe phe-
nomenon proves that the ionized grou?s can bind more than•-.an
equivalent amount of counter-ions and any other force, in ad-
d;tion to electrostatic one, needs to be baken into account in
 order to obtain the comprehensivg explanationb
      Zet us come baek to our ptesent problem. ro which of'
 the above menti6ned two types of }interactions does'the''adsorp-
                                  'tive binding by PVA molecules belong? Answering to this ques-
                                    '
 tion iS very simple Å}f vre notice that the PVA molecule can
bind the negabively charged ions against 'the repuls'ive'
 force
"between theSe io•ns and ionized'grouPs. It is elear that an
 attractive fotce is working much more predominantly than the
 eleetrostatic repulsive force. And it'is not extravagant te
 assume the attractive force between the PVA molecule and the
 sma.ll ions to be due to the ion-dipole interaction. rn the
                   t
 Eo!lowing conBideyations, we will try to obtain a qua-ntitative
:'d•:eSc'ription of the existÅ}ng exPerimental data as• an extension
 of4 LangMurtr'`s i,sotherm. The possibility oÅí complex forMation
 is beyond tthe seope of tiut diseussion. '-




.ih/Tieeui6' 'sifagF ng. t. deterptned' expbnmentany because non-'
                                       -
                                                     -p,olar• solvents could npt bg found. oy'S-p Approximation-, mus,t be•
carrj' ed ou:.t .
                      91)
                          hav.e..mgde stildigs on tihe dielectrie)
   . Sakurada and Lee
                              rl25-
tproperties of a number of neutral polymers. They demonstrated
 that the electntq moment of the cor•responding m.onomeric mole-
cule waB in good agreement with that of thg bas-ic mOlecule.
For example, the dÅ}pole momenV of basie molegule of poly(vinyl
acetate) agrees "n'th that of vinyl acetat•e. Mhis resvt!t ;•ras
in•terpreted as signifying that the polymer ehains. so far as
J
th' e dieZectric properties are concernedy were so flexible.
It appears to us .reasonabie tQ appLy this observation to'PV'A,
which can be supposed to ,have nearly the same degree of flexi-
bility as poly(vinyl• acetat.e). W.e ean thus assign the vaiue
ef .the dipole m'oment of ethy alcohol (1.7 lin Debye untt) to
'the :parVial dipole (bas•ic molecule) of PVA. rhis approxi-
matiD' n is naturany open to critieismt especially in the ease
6f Sqvi'b6Us Sozution.. The orientabion effect of i"ater moie-
 eul•e's•j whic-h would possibly occur act.ually, raises great dif--.
 flgUlties in treating the present problem. Such qn eftfect,
however,, should be taken into account. when our approximatiorx
yields fatal eTror•.
            .
            +
     'For the sake o'f simplicity, the interadtÅ}on between this
partiat dipole and the salt-ions and that beti•ieen the salt-
 ions are taken into eonsidetation. The dipole obviously at-
 traÅëtS a 6ertain amount of posÅ}tivrre ions into a region near
'the negativp. pol'e ana at the Sarne Mime the same quantity ot "
 negatÅ}ve ions near t'he positive pole. Zf this is really the
 case, however, the dipole eOuict no-t migrate in an electrie•
                              -)26-
  fibld. The experiment gives the negative mobility for PVA
 and shohld be interpreted as signtfying that t'he negabive
  i•ons can be adsorbed predominantly. This seleetivity can not
 be reflected unless the negative pole is assumed to be inacces-•
 sible to the positi•ve ions. This ass'uMpti'on is admittable
 ;vhen we consider bond moment of ethyl aZcOhol, of which the
 total dipole moment can be reSultant te a first approximation.
 The b6nd moment of bonds Å}n consideration is shoi`m ih the fol-
 lowing table, in which the positive pole ts in the first col--
 umn and the rnoment is expressed in Debye unit.
                                                      '
               - FrQm these data, we can
      Table 25. Bond DEoment conclude that the outer
      "o•f• Ethyl Alcohol .
     +-- .. , part of the molecule is
     + - bond moment' POSitiVely charged, and
    H C O-..3                                       ean approaeh to tshe PVA
    fi -8 9'19s moi. ecuie. ''
                       '
                                                         '
 Num)er og Adsorbe.d Ions. IrJ order to estimate the number
  of adsorbed ions on the PVA moleeule, i•xe utll use .assumptrons
  of adsorption equilibrium made by "Tangmuir?2erhich was derived
  frQm assumptiops that the adsorbed molecules exi$t iu monolayer
  on the sQlid surface and the velocity.o•f adsorptlo•n can be equal--
  ized tQ that.of deSorption at equilibrium. 11hOugh it forrns a
N
' good basis Åíor the discusgion of the actsorption of gases on so-
lids, the applicability is strictly limited to an idealized
solid siLrfacg, cheptcally inert and impermeable to the adsotibed
(ideal),gases, sinoe negiigible interaction between the ad-
:.orge.gumm.og•?ce:s.Sg,agd.ikg.o",,g:.8hi.;e:g;.gigum,-XgiO:g.'.gae,.gZ-
np specification of the nature of adsorption. foree. In thi.'s
                              12)
respect, FovrZer and Guggenheim have shpvin that a parapaet..er,
b,' originaUy given by langmuir as a ratio of velocity co-ritl.,
stants of adsorption and desorption, in the isotherm r J "
      x= A/(i+b-ic-i), - (7=i,)
                                                        X •.i
where X is the number of adsorbed 'moleeules) A t'he humber of'
adsOrbed moleÅëules in saturatien, C the concent,ration of gas•-
                                                          Fmo!ecule, is expressed by , -
    'i b= exp i{(uo-ua)/kT}, (7-2) .
Where uo - ua denotes the heat of adsorption per molecule.
Such a st.atistical consi•deratÅ}on allbws us Vo find a clue to
applY .(7-1) to: our problem. rt is clear that Of a partial
dipole, basic molecui'e' of PVA, is• assuxned bo be'a site caPabl'e
of ad.so,rhSng ati ion) the po-tential energy' due t'd t'he interac- -
t•ions between' 'the act$orbed ion and-dipole and between 'the ad-
Sorbed ions and free ions Bhould be introduced in the place
of-L.the heat o'f adsorp•tion. - '''
     The potential due to a dipo:e (moment strength =-lt4L ) is
given as a function of distance r from the centre of the dt--
                             -L2'8,- r
      (/!e r2) cos e, ' -(7-3)
where 0 denotes an angle between the dipole vector and the
Mne connecting the centre'of the ctipole and a polnt coneider-
ed, and (Il the,diel-eetric constant oin the solvent. In the preT
sent considerationr the case of e 7! O will be excludgd because
the maxinium stability is obtained at e= Q. .The prob!em, th.en,
requces. to one-dimensionaX. T
  . '.Th-e po• t.e.ntÅ}al of the dipoXe-ion interact.ton is of short
range. The.refore. thq Jnteraction will deerease so steq.ply
w•i.th increa$ing r from th.e svtrfa.ge Qf the basiq molequCLe
that the adsorbed ions can be assumed to be in the monplayer.
Then the interaction between the partial dipQle and tbq ionp
tp.qontact with the fo•rmer is given by
                                 .
                                   'where 51 cten6tes'thb' dist'lance bettfeen the centreg of fithe '
                     -
     '
                              'dipole an.d the adsorbed ion. '
          '
   ' [Ehe repizLSive interactien PoLentlaL between the adsorbed'-'
ion and the free 'l' on'
, in ehe current electrokinetics, iS• tr'eat•-
ed aS an unkno-ma factor, that iB determined exPerime:n'tally.•
     '
-H6wevbt, since the deterniination c'an not be carried oUt Å}n our
   'ea' se, the' e]teLc'trostatic potents'al elt the monolayer is ELPEtgEL91zlr '
assulned to be - 'eo/e 82 , where 82 denotes the radius o• f- ion
assutmed• to be el rigid sphere. ]f sge furVher assume tha•t the
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           'distribution of ipn$ is determined by the Boltzmann formvLla,
            'the nwnber of adsorbed ions (negative and monovalent), x-,
                            'w411 be given by
                                            2
      .- . A/[lz + c-lexp (Ge.kOTZ!ilii - GkTeg2 )] -• (7•--5)
                                           '
     Implicatio'ns of (7-5) wtll becorne clear if we compare
thiS relation with (7-!) and (7--2). The 'energyj requirect to -
evaporate'an 'ad'sorbed (negative) ion in the electric'potential
fÅ}eld is naturally less than that i,n the absence of the field.
     The assumption thaVthe electrostatie potential at the
m.onolayer is -eo/eS2 raay be seriously objected. We assumed
above one-to-on.e cprrespondence oG a partial dipole and an
iQIi; i']1 Oth.eq.. WO;.dS, a par.tial dipole represents an adsorption
site. Evgn at Baturation, however, the site ean not be occupi-
ed' ijisi' ah ion. Therefore the above assv[mption clearly overesti•-
mates the potential since - e- o/G82 also represents the 'pdten--
tÅ}aL of a negativeiy charged iigia sphere. This wovLld Zead to
.aXi .overestimatÅ}on of A, when (7•-5) is cQmbined wÅ}th experimenL
"bal results. (This statement aPPIies to a sÅ}ngle'dipOl-e, Jwhen
it eXists/ independenUy f•rom et'her-dipoles. Xn actual case,
Vhe dipoieS eonsidered-here• are bound together on• a poZymleT
cha.in•. Co"nseguently, the adsorbed ion on a dipole exerts a
x'epulsive inEluence on io•ns of the same sign presenit in .the
neighbourhood of' other dipO'les. .Sueh an e-ffec.t is eomple•tely
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neglected in our consideration. However this neglection
might unexpectedly cancel ou`b the oTcrerestimation Taentioned
above •and hence reasonable agreement with' experiment migh•t
happen to be obtained.) . •
     (7--5) was tested with Hosono and Sakurada's data. The
numerical values used xtJere Sl =2 A., E2 == 1 A., IX-=l.7
Debye and E= 80. The result of this test is in Table 24, in
vrhich A is calculated using observed x. According to the
applicatidn of the Klotz.ext'rapolatiQn method, the MaxSmum
number pÅí adso' rhed ions was o•.6 x lo;1' which is not so, far
from A's found heie. The disagreement is related. to an over-
   Table 2.4. .CalÅëulated NiMiber Of tential of monolayer
    Adsorbed Ions in SatUratiOn . but it is no't so seri-








c/{.n never be aseertained experimentaliy.
bhe-Tpredom•inancy of Coulombi• c potenltial•.
'- i r
the'  .sai' nHlle A--value, even if we adopt other
sVrength than Z.7. ,
  ' tt seems desirable to maice mention oÅí
     'tsituaV+t:'ons eneountered in ch'oice of'the
     '
                              -IL 51k.
      The dipole moment
 of the basic. molecu L-e
 tgas assumed to be 1,7
 Debye. !ehis'quantity
  How eVer bec ause .o'f' L-
 ve will 'have neatlty
                 !•
va Lues. fo r' tr "h et aipOl. re
 L
                    . ari analogy bgtw.e.p,tt' l".t,thl'ie,
                  1 11
                 / :/Åíree energy of 'po,l yeti-
                 -i
                 '
   lectrolyte solutions'and in interpretation of the dipole
   sttength of the basic molecule which is independent of the de-
  gree of poiymerizatiorn sakurada and Lee9i) have shown that
   this dielectrÅ}c property can be explained'.if we admit that
  'end-tto-end distance of the polymer chain is pro.p'ortional to
   the sqvLare root• of degree of polymerizatlon. This means, as
  .pointed out•by.them, that the partial dipoles can behave in"
, dependently from each others except that they can not diffuse
  away into the buik of the solutions. The indiÅífusibiMty
 --Mtould gtve rise to a difference betzveen the dipole moment of
  basic molecule and that of the eorresponding •monomeric .com- '
  pound•, just as the character of macromolecuL"es r.eferred to .in
  Chapt.. 2 resulted a finite dÅ}fferenge between the free energy
  valuesr of simple ana polymeric electroZytes, Hoviever, it Å}s
  too smal! due to weakness of the di,pole-ion interactionL to be
  regarded as praetically serious. .
        Care must be taken, hozaever, of the dieleetric constant,
  which has a: great .effect on the resuzt. cQiiie et .ai•93) re--
  ported that it deereases w•ith decreasing intertonic distanQe/
   ( r' År, say•jto 4.7 for rt =1 A. But, at present, their' cal-
  culation can not yet be eheeked experimentalZy aud so we can
  not help admitting use of the macrQscopic value. Zt may be
  useÅíul So note that smaller A would be resulted when smalLler
                                                              .
                                                               '
                                                              .
   G is used.
        x.n view of stern's theory94) on the zeta-potentiai against
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lelectrolyte concentration relation, we sh'ould notice that iCs
specific adsorption potentia! vias specified as the dipole-ion
interactÅ}On potential in our treatment. This approach has
to be put under further investigation in the light of-informa-
tion which was Q•r will be obtained by other experimental meth-
ods using a variety of polar,poly[pers. Electrophoretic move-
ment of po!y(phenylene) in pyridine-water mixtures (pH = 8.8)
was reported, which is expected to be interpreted in terms of .t.he
sal.ne interactiQn between.chlQr atom at the end of the molecule and
pyridinium ion, as was treated here. The charge reversal of
cationic poly-4-vinylpyridine derivatives in potassium bromide
solutions90) was atbributed to the binding of bromide ions in
excess- of the stoichtometric equivalent. The excess binding
rday also be due to •the dipole-ion interaction since the Cou.
Iombic interaction i.s now suppressed. The dipole moment of
pyridine is somewhat higher than that of ethyl alcohol and
the effect of this interact'i.on might be more easily ebserved.
At any ra•te, this interaetion appears, so far, to gz've a fair--
ly sati•sfactory interpretatÅ}on of the behaviour of PVA in salt-
containing solutions.
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                     GEI"ERA[, DISCUSS!ONS
                                              '
      v
     Zn the foregoingkt thermodyna.mic properties of polyeteetroa
lyte solutionsh4vQ been discussed. A sitandpoipt was checked
tha.t the macrQ--iens can .e.pl.l.d.u.ehe..-.b.o fermation. or" an ionic atmos-
phere. ,rhis, hoye-ver, is not novel, but h'aS been.a)ready sug-
gested by Debye ana HUckel for simple electrolyte.so!-utiops,
and•succeeded to- I'Jicke and Eigen. Beeause of the pronounced
volume effect• of the macror.ions, tbis standpoint has not,,easily
been talcen for granted in the previously published thearetieal
approach ip eh,is fleld. However the faet that our consideration
coul d. give a uni ti .ed Snte rp re 't a. ti on o f. sprpe phen om ena appears
to be. a go• od basis .Spr asserting correc- tness of our. standpoipt.
Of- cQ•urse, there are.B•ti Ll a greaV nunber Qf probLems to be.
studied in future.. An -.irreversib2e process of these solutions
vias har{Zy treated anq examSned in this regord, whScb we believe
can be ab lgast qualitatively interpreted frorp the standPoint.
Xn our approximations themselves, there are. Ieft some peints '
Vo,be reexamix!ed. For example, the assumption Qf the same ,dY.-
el-ectric, qonstant of the medium. inside and ouVside the macrp-
ion natuvaLly has to be removed wb.en.. .the extension- of our treat--
tnent iS intended to the typical polyelectrolYtes oS a larger
nmpb.er o•f charges. -- .. . -
  . Zn numerous attempts.to extend the Debye-Hiigk.gl .Iheory
from the dUute solutions of simple eleetrolytes to hS gher
                             --l34"
conCentrati'ons,' included are the electrostatic interaction
theory sixch as S'iicke and Eigen''s, from which ou'r present in•-
terpretation was developed, and the ion-solvent interaction ''
                                    9)
theory suÅëh as' Stokes and Roblnson's, "ihe basie idea 'in the'
formei category that the ions can form an ionic atmosphere'
has gained public reeognition, and has not essentially been'
altered in the Wicke-Eigen theory. It is interesting to notioe
that, ln the former category, the elee.i"r-oltJ'Y]e-g.tslo:lg..S•iLp.tn,fizr•\9r,"e-
treated ultimate!y as an ioni-c.gas: though is'he d'ielectric con-
seant of the solvent was introduced, the eontinuity of the so.1-
vent was a!so assumed. (This assumption must be' removed' when'
the higher concentrations a.re dealt vrÅ}th.) Sueh a simplifÅ}ca-
tion makes us pay attention to an analogy between electrolyte
solutions and plasmaS which are consÅ}sted of completely ion-
iz.ed'
 atoms in the 'lovr density and high temperature. Really
the thermodynamic quantities of the plasmas vrere derived by -
cowan and KirkTiiood95) on the ground of the Debye-Huckel theo-
ry. Because ofi unsolved d'Å}fficulties in generating the plaSmas,
exPenMental examirtation is not' yet reported. (In this resPect,
we must mentien solubility me' asurements of a simp,Xe electrolyt'e
by zietzke99.) whtch shovied the validiity of th'e Debye-Hucke!
theory'at 200aC.) VJhen such an approach vii'll be further eon-
tinued, we could find ovLt the 'nevi deveiopment in.Snterp' reting
Preperties of the electrolyte so}utLDns and the plasmas, frOm
rghich use{ul suggeBtion will also be obtaÅ}ned for treatments
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of our problem.
     The ipn-solvent i•nteraetion theory is concern:ng ;gith
the hydration of the ionB, and can also sucÅëessfully desÅëribe
the experimental data of agtÅ}vi• ty coefiicient U•p to 5 mole/l.,
fQr NaCl. !t is interesting that the two eategories originate
from the recognition of a phenomenon, hydratibn of the ions,
whioh -wou.ld give rise to the exclusion effect qf the ien ac. '
cording to VJÅ}cke and Eigen's terminology. This effect, in ad-
d•itien to the assumption Qf penetrability of the opposlVely
eharged ions, was a clue to our pres' ent consideration. There-d
fore we ' might qxpect the more" fruitful results by applScatS•on
of the ionrsolvent.interaction theory to our problem,-than
those obtained by means of Wicke and EigenTs distribution for-
mulaj theugh thab theory ÅëonVa.ins two ad•jiLstable parameters•,
the nunber of water molecules hydrated by the ions -and the •
. Apart frorn the problems j,ust mentioned to bel•ong t6 'the
research in future, we must make mention .of the po;nts of,
general MtereBt at. present. First of all,--the pr•oblem of .
counter-ion fixatiQn is important. Advancement in the experir
mental aspect has hot been .accompanied by exploration of a
theore•ticai hature. our assumptsou in this reeord, that the
number o•fcounter•--ions "associatedr', acco•rdÅ}ng tQ WaU's ter-
mSnoXogy,: coulq be taken a$• 7N , may-be•g-hallenged at least
because the mechanism Qf the association seems to remain un-
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   solved. RecentZy VJail
                          proposed a treatment and Har'ris and
   Rice's y;ork2i) atso represetits an interesting attempt to treEit
   theJproblem qu4ntitaPively. Howev.er we believe .t,hab these.
     -
   trgat.rpents overestimate the number of associated eounter-ions..
   In shovt., q boundary condition .adopted ,in. 'vJall's work, ..d Åë/dx
   = O at x = X,- where .)szS = z .eo .9 lk"t, x2 = 4nn! z2eg r21e kT,
   X = (x)r=R, ,.LdR.' denotes tbe rad.ius oÅí the larrger sphere .whi.c.h
   is taken to be the avq.rage. volume of the ,solut.z'on associqted
   wlth eac.h .polymer mo,leeule, n' tbe avey. age number of counter-
   ions per unit volume, seems to -underestimate the i•n-te'-racbion •:
   between gemall ions and alZ io•ns• presenin in the s.ystem besides i..
   the e.entr.aX macro-ion. As for H-Ris .trpatment, we should like
   to .po..int .out that.the lg-E. d.is,tri.b.utiQn ÅíormuL.a should be pre-
   ferred to the Boltzmaxin distribubion for sma.ll ion existing
   inside thp Polymer sphere as.the negleetion of the volurne efr
   fec.t would le.a, d .to ap overestimation of the -nur.a.ber of-aLqsociated
   small ions. We• .believe ,tha-t, th.e .essentiql feature..is[ still,
   the el]ectros.tatic eC,fecLt of qther (.maqro-År-ions. Zn Bjer]7um's
   theory menPioned in Chapt.. 1, such an e.ffect eould be. safely
, neglect• e.d b,egause .oC the.sho;t distance between associated. and
   ce.ntr•al. ipns and because o.f t.be Hlo-w vaiene: eÅí,the ions. ,Thus-
   thei a; erage number o,S. iogs qf t-he opposSttS. charge. -withÅ}n •the
   spherer-ir..= q, a characteristic length mentTz'oned in Cha. pt. 2 ,-
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   ro,und the central ion coul.d be expressed• by '
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   ' ng,Z,exp .(ze2./e kT r)Ll; T[ r2 dr, (s-o.
 where n is the numbefe concentration of the 6pp'osit'ely charge.d
 ion per unit volume of the solu'tion, a the cloSest dista:nce
 of approach and others are defined in Chapt. 2. This t'reaV
 ment successfully described the experimental results, especiali' '
 ly of bi-bivalent simple eZectrolytes, and of' the uni-univalent r
 electrolytes in solvents of lower diele'ctric cOnstant. How-
 ever the direct application to our cases resuked in a consi- '
 derably s:maller numbe'r of associated ions than that fowid out "'
 experimentally. In view of this discrepancy, that tine electlr'o-
 static pote'ntial.due to other macro-ions'is'not zero ab 'a po-
 sition of the' cehbral ion appears'to be the cause. 'tf 'this re-
 flects the reality, the Poteniial used' in-(8-1År cart be said to
 be too lismall and hehee the attraction force,' to whieh the courit-
 er-ion associatio-n fiB to be ascribed, is unreali'sticaZZy under-
 estitnate'd. This mean-s that the inter"macto;ion interacvion''
 plays so important role in- the p-olyelectrolyte solutions Ibhat
 it- ean not' be i'gnorbd'. ThoUgh a quantitative rep-resentation
 of 'the revised' calculaVion' i.s bnit'-ted here, we shoULd like to
 point'lgu't- that the cause of failure of Bjerrum's treatment vias
 the saMe as that mehtioned in Chapt. 2 with rega'rd to'ctefici-
 enci.el'S of th'e Previoul.y' published theories 6f' PolyelectrolLyte
         '
   ' Most recentiy, strauss98) tested the appiicabuity of the
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i theories tnvolVing ' a polyelectrolyte model in which tihe maero-;
  ion charge -was smeared out over .a sphere. He eomparect the ob-
  served zeta-potential determined electrophoretical-ly with use
  of the Ein'stein• theory of viscos-ity wtth •the theoretically Pre-
  dieted potential and made mention of the g-reat discrepaneies.
  A theory, on vrhich this interesting comparison was mainly based,
  was that prol20.sed by lifson}9'B) I?rom the result that the theo-
  retical values are all .considerably smaller th,an. t4e experimen-T
  tal ValvLes, Strauss concluded'that the polyme.r' molecule waS a
  chain which was loose!y coiled even in solutions of simple e-
  elctrolyte and that the potential of a cylindriCal double lay-
  er which suinxoun.ded the chain was measured as the ze'ta--poten-
  tial in electroPhoresis. This discrePanCy, however, can be '
  interpret.ed as folZowsl 2n the ISght ef our considera•tion: be-
  gause .Qf the neglect.ion of inber-mac•ro-iOn interaction, the po-
  tential ealculated by lifson ultiMatelY und•eLrestimates the"re-
  a!it.y. :-t is' to .beL noted Chat t•his negiection was a eause•of
  the faiZure .oÅí Bjerrum's method in the polyelectrolyte solu-
  tions. We .ean not agree Lwith St•tauss' conclusion that the
  smeari'ng out.of the macro-ion charge gives an over-simPXified,
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  unrealistig picture.
    ''-. Secendly a eomneht muSt be given on the insensitivities
  oÅí some properties o'f Polyelectrolyt.e s'olutl+ons tOwards the
  degree of polymerizatien•, P. 'rn these, included are eleÅëtro--
                            -
  chemieal Preioer'ties such as the fraetion of assoeiated oounter-
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ionsi7), the earuiva.ient eonduetance?9) the eiectrophoretic.
mobility (see Chapti. 5) and the tÅ}tration Curve (see Chapt. 2).
As mentioned in Chapt. 3, the ti,tration behaviour is independent
of the degree of polymerization because oxft canceZiatlon of the.
eha.rge effect and the extension effeet. This is clear!y the
case ;gith the electrophoretiÅë mobility and possibly with the
oonductivity also. strauss et al.100) insisted that the insen-
sitÅ}vity of the mobility is a further evidence for fr'ee drainage
of .the polymer coil. This Å}nterpretatÅ}on contradle,tss t.heir
viscosity and light sca`vtering results which indida•te Vhat•
She pelyelectrolyte hehaVes as irppermeable coUs ih soIUtions
of simple e].ectrolyte. of eoutse there might be a p6ssibility '
that the theoret'ical requÅ}remenb for impermeability as observ-
•ed• bY viscosity measur.ements .is not incompa.tibl-e ptÅ}th that
for ftiee d-rainage as observed by electrophoresis. Hoviever, "
Ve take a' Standpoint• mentioned just now because it ean success-
                           i
fullY aPP!y to more than one ease. As for covLnter-ion associ-
atiOn, we are' not, in a poBition to give a convincing expl-a a-
tion x"or the insensitivit' y Since the quantitative desc•riptiop
ef the .problem is not yet well-establtshed` Eo•wever this pr-o-
perty •may servg'as a basls for jvLdging vali•dity o•f the d.es.c•ri--
ption when it'will be proposed in futur6.
      It is'interest'ing that this insenstt.ivSty doee pet app}y
for extremeLy Zow P'S. This was ascertained by Eisenberg ori
titration behaviouriOi) and ÅëonductivÅ}ty.99) Recentiy an Å}n-
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 crease of the eon,,d, ÅígctÅ}vity with irradiation of gamma-ray was
 obsenyv5d of sod• itm" carboxymethyiceuulose}02) wh:ch Was- ab.v:i-
                                                  - :Jt{
 buted Co d-egrad•at-ion by Luje irraaSation. Since'the degraaabion
  'su -bro"uld re.suZt irfl,la., t..d..ecrease in the :nunber of che.rges per molecuxb,
 the atSraeting fOrce between the macro--ion and the c6unter-ions'
 wQuld be weakened: an in6rease in iche number of una'Bsociated .
                     ; - ,n;
 counte.T-ions is to b]e "
                       expected, which are capable of oQnducting
 an ele,ctric current. Thus, though this experÅ}ment. and its inter-
 pretation eontain some ambiguÅ}ties, they e.ppear t.o suggest some-
 thing on tbe sensit'ivity of .count•er-ion association- toitards
                                                          '
         L
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      LVe stressecl the eÅífect 'of •int.irionic inte.rac•tiQn on thermo-
 d•ynaniic properti-es of-dilute s.oZutÅ}ons of poLyel'ectrolySes thrQugh
 the pres.ent rbcord. The omission of this interactiop was shevin
.tolead us tq.failure in expZaini.ng t,he experimental r,esvtlts.
             '
                                        . J'
 The •importance was firstly suggeBted b'y the SucÅëess• of Debye..fftickeYs
 'the.ory -and )lge' c.ke-Eigen's theory., From an experi•ment2L pQint
   }
"6f vi-ew, Rosen,. Kamath'and Eir:chi03) ?Jere the first to notice
 the unrealistie negtect of this inte:raction. We rnay be ri•ght
 to assert bhat the negleet is definitely incorrect. However,
 we wish to conelude by stating that tlie contribu'tion of our present
 wqrk, if any, krou;d be its ability tLo p.ave the way for fuTther ad-
 vaneement in this ft•eld and it is not yee the .end of the s-tory.
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 !C2s!e[lxgs}1:-,L,-h t l TheoretÅ}eaZ interpreta'tÅ}ons of 'simPle eleetrolyte
                                    '
 solutions, "rhich -were -ptepOsed after the Debye-HUekel theory ap-
 peared', weie summarised. The considerationts ;•rere limhted to the
 theories of a Debye-HUckeZ type artd• pb' sSibUity of extendLing
                       #: these theories to• the pol' yeleetrolyte isb-.lu-ttons was diSeuSsed'.
 The aPpUcation of VJic] e' and Eigen''s'- th'e'toty''whicth takes notice "
                         i
                        '
 of the vbiune effect .d-f• ions .and of t'he"''peneVrability of'ions:
                       .
                     L--- -t                     t-"
                                      Livas suggested to''belmost promising. Abtention-Xgas cat-11ed -Vo
                                        '
 closeness of simpte'and p:olymeric eleetroiyt.e -soJutions.
           '
      '
 yCI}al2!sa:, ;:h t 2 The basid idea uncterlaying the Wtckq-Eigen theo-
  ry of simple electrolytersolutions was eixanined. 'The •distribu--
                       '
          L t=" . t--
                        -t                           e.
  tiorT formula was applied te.,..-poZymeric .eleetrolyte sglutions
                                               t t /t
  and thermodynEgni.c quantities,yiere deyiyed. Thi'S means that in- '
  ter-ionio interaction in the dil+ut-6 sio- !utions :has been dispbsed.
  T4e aetivity coefficient and osmotic coefficient were found to
  have a tendency to decrease with polymer concentration and ]to•
 -inerease thrbUgh La 'ninimum. A formuLation of Vhe"-:`!:a''ctivii.ty
  doefficient of mbcro-iont' has been-obtained and was knewn to.
        '
  give'a reasohEble expreSsion for-the rate oÅí change• of the ac-
' tivity coeffic' ient withL tihe polymer cencenS•ratio•n. rhe heat
  Of dilutibn "fas also shown to be positi've, on the centrary to
  tite simple eZectrolyte solutions. (J. Polymer SÅëii,' in press.)
--
l50-
                                                          '
                        s/ t-!t2kEil211s2!-i:2i.h t " The treatment 'presented in Chapt. 2 wasl ext`endi
 ed to the tibrationIehaviours, which were ob•tained for poly-
                                                            i
 (vinyZ alcohol) partially ace'talized with glyoxylic acid; The
                    .
 titration curve, arranged by a relation Preposed on the assump-
 tion that the self-disso,ci'ation could not be neglected, shovred
 that this polyacid was.afairly sbi6"nSig acid (.pK = ca.. 3); Infor-
 matien regarding Che extension of the mac•re-ion was obtaÅ}ned'
 from the electrostatic free energy change. Tfie extension zfas
 found to have a tendenc-y of de,c.,reasing sh4rply:.--with potylner
 c oneent ta ti on , in confo rmity w.i th the vi sco e, tl 't y. feoncentrat i'enL
                                                 t
 curve. The salt concentration dependence and,V. he bemperaVure
 ctJependence of the extension piere known tQ be in go.od agreement.
 x"th viSeometric data. This suqCess can btf'• inberP'reted as
 slgnifying that the treatm,ent, can..be a sounJd basiS for' discus-
                                   +.-:
 s;ng the nature of dilute soZut•ions of pOl yelecerOlybes,
 (Mem. Eac. Eng. Kyoto Univ.•., ;LLt 402 (195•7), Chem. HÅ}gh Po.ILymers,
 Japan, L5 175 (l95•8), J. Polymer Sei., in press.)-
                                         t' f            "vaCh t 4 The visgqszty measurements were performed wtt'h
                         t,- .
 poly(vinyl aleohol) partiall'y.acetalized with glyoxyliÅë acidi
 in solutiorts of simple eiectrolye:gs, to xfhich PaLs and Herm5n:s;'.
 method• Of -dilution was appl!ed. rt..was found that the extenSi'dn
 of a macro-ion "on the dilution line" was kept constant over a
 polymer Åë6]itcehtration range, utiiizing the trbatment presiented
 in, Chapt. 5.' A paraMet'er, m, in 'the methed of dilution was --
                                                           --- -..
 found not to be far 'from the ratio of aqtivity-o-oe•tÅíj.ct6TtiFtTs of
     s. ..
                             -151-'
pol ymeric and simple electrolytes. From these considerationge,
the 'ieffective ionSc stren.cth" propo`sgd by ?als atnq Hermans was
suggested to be a signaficant quantity •rin dilute solutions of
pOlyelectrelytes. (To be submitt'ed to Chem•. High ?olymers,
Japan.)
iCtpg!E!Es2!:h t 5 '-Electrophoretic behaviours .were studied of poly-
(vlnyl aleohol) partially acet.alized wlth' glyo-xylic acid. The
mobility was• found to be almost i.ndependent of the ctegree of
pelymeriZation and to increase wiVh'the' carboxyl group content.
The mebility ctecreased stead2Zy iv'z' th the polymer concentration
for-materÅ}als of Zow charg'e density, whiZe it went through a
minimUm for thoseJof'higher charge ' density. The mobility, more-
over, decreased Å}n t'he Sequenee-of increasing ionic strength.
Comparing 'thg' number of charges of this polyacid'in buffer so-
lutionS by means of Debye--Henry's theory from the mebility
atad the Value Åëonducbometrically determined, the applicabUity
of the theory was confirmed to quantitatively deSeribe the -
electrophoretie rnQVement. (Mem. Fac. Eng. KyotO UnSv•.-) -1-9 4-17
(l957)', Chem. Mgh Polymers, Japan, :LL5 339 (1958-))
             -Chapter 6V lmhe system' ëontaining tsvo kind.s of polyelectro-"
ytes was electrophoretically studiea. !t was foimd that in
he descending ohannel the ratio of areaB of the 'Patterns a-
reed. with the analytical mixitig ratio of .the components. where-
s' in the. ascending ope thzs was no•t the case; The dzscrepaney
152-
was aZso.found to decrease somewhat wSth taking the conr
                   '
cent;ation dependence of the bransference npmber o-f the poly-
                                   ''eleetrolyte component into account with the aSd of Dole's
                                                            '
theory, but the satisfactory agTeemqnt with the analyticeyi
ratio was not obtained. Moreover the distinct displacement
of delta-boundary was observed intithe oppogite direction to
that' of the poljiner component. rhis observation, together L
with the above mentioned disagreement, was suggested to be
due te the interaetion of electro$eatic nature, nhich was
dÅ}seussed in Chapt. 2. (Chem. High Polytiiers, Japan, Sn press.)
sC-2eiE[!sz-L:.h ter 7 An approach was proposed on the basis of the
dipole-ion interaction and Iangnuir's theory of adsorption,
to the adsorptive bindlng of poly(vinyl aleohol)• i•rhich was
found electrophoretically. Assuming Chat the partiaZ dipole
is capable o# bindSng a small ion and its strength is equal
tQ that of ethyl aZcohol, the attracting fo•rce betvreen the
dipole and the ion and the repulsive force between the adsorb-
     t
ed and free ions were inVro.duced into langmuirts Å}sotherm.
The analysis of experimental data by Means of this treatment
gav.e the number of adsorbed ions in saturabion, which agreed
xvith the value obtained from the eZectrophorebic mobility
by IÅqlotz's method. (Unpublished work)
SCi!!Q]2yg!-nys2:-h t r 8 1•mportance of the basic idea that the maero--ions
can form an .ionic atrr!osphere was ab.gain stressed. PoSsibÅ}lity
of app!Licatio;i of the Å}on-solvent interactiDn Cheory was sug-
                              `l53.-.d
geSted. Reeent theoiies which ddale mth the ee.'i zter-iOn as-
                                              s .-.t•.
sociaCion-,' a eh'araeteriS.tie PhenOmenon of poilyeleÅëtrolYe'es',
-were Crit:call y 'exaMime'd' '. An ar'•gutuent propOsea moSt recentlY
by Strauss was crztieized from the ld:ea juSt mentioned. The
Å}nsen,sitiv-it'y' o•f el eet'ro'cbemical'• ptr. o•perties of the soluVio.nsi







                 .gEPPENDIX: IIST OF SYIM[BOT,S
     The following is a compilation of the notations •which were
frequent!y Use.d in the present recordi •
     A = number of adsorbed ions in satura•tion..
     a = closest dÅ}stance of approach.
     B == second virial coefft'cient.
     Cb = concentrat.ion of pol yelectTo•ly,te (g,./100 cc.).
     Cp = concentration o.f p.olyelectrelyte,
     E =. voltage gradient (volt cm-l).
     ei = charge oE ion indicated..
     eo = elementary cha•rge tak•en as the absolute value.
     'F --- electrostatic free energy.
      e
     g = osmo-t-ie coe:fificient.
     k = Boltzmarin's constant.
     4':• = Huggins' constant.
     Ko = d;ssociatÅ}on constant of.ionlzeq grottps in an ideal
           state. (pKo = - IOgloKo)
         L = total riumber of macro"i•ons or salt-ions.z
     m =•m.Qb.ili-ty, or• Pals-Her-man$' p. arameter. .
     mp-, 'mp,+ '= ex. clusion volume•parameter of negative macxo-io• n-
           7 . a'nct positive gegen-ion.
     m = excl us-;•on volume rparameter O•f iTega•tive and peSit-ive
      s
                           t
           salt-ions.
 " m2 = concentra'tion of pelye!ectrolyte Å}n mol.ll.
     m3 = Cencentrati•on of e.dded salt in mel./l.




















     --
                                                  -
 ns = avere.ge numbef coneentrations of ma.ero-ions and
               '
      salt--ions.
     +-                 +-r, pn r, sn r, sn r .. a"erage local co•neent'ration ef ien
                      indicated at a dtstance r frorn a
                                                '
                      `"cL'1 "i" traX iOn. ' '
 Np+, Ns = pumber of sites wPich ions inctthcated can occupy
          in unit Volume of the solutien.
 fi degree of polymerization.
 = nUmber of ch'a,rges o•f a macrb--ibn,; r "
 =raaius ef spheTic9,1 maÅërd-iop, -
 = ra.dius of s•pheribal' macro'-'ion es,t•imated ntV•h Einstein'B
   theory of viSeositY., -
 = earboxyl group content (mol. pto), or a,rea of Schlieren
                                -t= abSolute .temperature, or ttan.Sfeq.ertce number.
               -" tI 1 t--
              t's I t eenetentrati-o'p; o'•f foreign saiti
 = effectiVe ionie s•trength.
 = numbeT ef ad;so-rbed negative i,ons o•n PVA. ,
 = exclusion volume orf ions for example, v5 = (4/577LR3)
 •,= tetal volume of solutSo'n, or boundarY velo•city per uni•t
   totgl flux•
 = numberi'oÅí ionized groups on 'maero.ion.
 v valenÅëy of ion.
 ='nulpber of. effective.•chaTges of macire-1'on (= Z -ÅrN), Or
   species of ion•,
                     -1 56•.
11,ihen
(
  ec ='degree of neutralSzatton.-
 'ec" = extended degree of neutralÅ}zation.
 {.P22 = rate of ehange of the actÅ}vÅ}ty coeffieient of the
      polyelectrQlyte eomponent vith its eonCentration.
  t = number of equivalent per grain of polymer.
 if2 = activÅ}ty eoeffÅ}cient of poÅ}yelectrolyte com:,oonent..
Vp, if`g = iOP.iC a,ctivity coefficient of macro-ion and
         gegen-zon.
81 =mean radius of an ionized grou-p (assunied to be a
      !netal!ic sphere) and a gegen-ion, or distance between
       eentres o•f dipole a.nd adsoTbed. ion.
S2 = mean radius of posiVive and negative ions of salt.
 e = dielectric constant of solvent.
 g =surface potentia]- of chqrged particle. +
 ? = viscosity eoeffjciemh of solvent.
 )C = extended Debye's reciprocal length, or relative
                                    ,
       conctuctance.
  xi = origine,1 Debye's reciprocaZ le]iigth. ,
 ;)y = number of covtnter-ions presettst in a macro.,.iop sphere.
7U-s = iOnic strength Qf salt.
 !A, =moment strength.
S)1 = 1i-unber 'of ions ef speeies i in a macro-ion sphere.
 9 = eherge deusÅ}ty.
 9 = eleÅëtrestatic 'potentsai. -
 necessary, some of the netaVions listed abo•ve• vere attaehect
 .
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sl tbscTipt s ,
  - p, s=
     1, J,
     Ds, As
     +r -=
 EMd superseript$,
 Polyner or salti
ct, P = speeies of
, d'eZ =• d•esceuding,
 sign Of Åëhe.rge:.
iolli
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